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Proces Intensifiëring (PI) is reeds vele jaren een aandachtspunt in de petrochemische 
industrie. Een uitgebreid onderzoek resulteerde in de ontwikkeling van de statische wervelbed 
reactoren, en vervolgens de circulerend wervelbed reactoren. Momenteel wordt voor verdere 
procesontwikkeling en PI gemikt op het opereren in centrifugale velden eerder dan het 
zwaartekrachtveld. De Gas-Vast Vortex Reactor (GSVR), in de literatuur ook Roterend 
Wervelbed Reactor in Statische Uitvoering (RFB-SG) genoemd, lijkt momenteel een 
veelbelovende reactortechnologie voor PI, in het bijzonder door het reduceren van het 
reactorvolume enerzijds en het verhogen van de doorvoersnelheid anderzijds. Ook hogere 
slipsnelheden tussen de fazen en een toename van de warmte-en massaoverdracht tussen 
beide fazen worden gerealiseerd, eveneens resulterend in PI. 
In de GSVR wordt een wervelbed in een centrifugaal veld gevormd door de introductie van 
gas via tangentiële inlaten aan de omtrek van de reactorkamer. Gebruik van centrifugale 
velden in reactoren werd al overwogen en bestudeerd sinds de jaren ’70, maar niettemin 
blijven de hydrodynamica van de reactor en de ontwikkeling van het bed in de reactor slecht 
gekend. Het doel van dit werk is om beter inzicht in de hydrodynamica van een roterend 
wervelbed door het bestuderen van belangrijke eigenschappen zoals stabiliteit van het bed, 
maximale capaciteit van de reactorkamer, fluïdiseren van het bed in de reactorkamer, 
tangentiële snelheid van de deeltjes in het bed en het drukprofiel over het roterend wervelbed. 
Tenslotte wordt in dit werk PI begroot in een numerieke studie van het SO2/NOx Adsorptie 
Proces (SNAP). 
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In het voorgestelde onderzoek worden experimenten uitgevoerd over een wijd bereik van 
werkingsvoorwaarden onder niet-reactieve condities. De experimentele opstelling heeft een 
diameter van 0,54 m, een lengte van 0.1 m en 36 tangentiële inlaten van 2 mm breed. 
Experimenten worden uitgevoerd met verschillende materialen waarvan de dichtheid varieert 
van 950 tot 1800 kg/m3. Met deze materialen worden deeltjes met een diameter van 1 tot 2 
mm gemaakt en vervolgens gebruikt om het roterend bed in het centrifugaal veld te vormen. 
De injectiesnelheden van het gas (lucht in de experimenten) in de tangentiële inlaten variëren 
van 55 tot 110 m/s. Testen worden uitgevoerd met variërende capaciteit (massa aan deeltjes in 
het bed) in de reactorkamer. De capaciteit van de reactorkamer varieert tussen een minimale 
en een maximale waarde. De verandering van het granulaire stromingsgedrag onder de 
verscheidene werkingsvoorwaarden wordt geobserveerd door visuele waarnemingen, met 
behulp van druksensoren, elektronische weegschalen en door stromingsvisualisatie met een 
twee-dimensionele Particle Image Velocimeter (PIV). 
Afhankelijk van de dichtheid van het materiaal, de deeltjesdiameter en de injectiesnelheid van 
het gas wordt een bed aan deeltjes gevormd dat als stabiel, semi-stabiel of onstabiel geduid 
wordt. Voor semi-stabiele en stabiele bedden wordt het effect van de verschillende 
werkingsvoorwaarden geëvalueerd, met bijzondere aandacht voor de maximale capaciteit aan 
vast materiaal in de reactorkamer. Met toenemende dichtheid van het vaste materiaal daalt de 
stabiliteit van het bed aanzienlijk, maar neemt de maximale capaciteit toe. Door het verhogen 
van de injectiesnelheid van het gas wordt het bed echter stabieler en neemt de maximale 
capaciteit bed toe. Eens het bed stabiel is, heeft een bijkomende verhoging van de 
injectiesnelheid van het gas geen significant effect op de maximale capaciteit. Met 
toenemende deeltjesdiameter wordt een afname van de stabiliteit van het bed waargenomen, 
terwijl de maximale capaciteit dan weer toeneemt. Op basis van een vereenvoudigde 
krachtenbalans wordt het "aantal g's" (verhouding centrifugaal versnelling tot zwaartekracht) 
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in de GSVR berekend Deze blijkt indicatief blijkt te zijn voor het al dan niet stabiel zijn van 
het bed. 
Afhankelijk van de werkingsvoorwaarden in de GSVR kan het fluïdisatiepatroon verschillend 
zijn. Het (semi-)stabiele roterend wervelbed kan variëren van een soepel roterend 
gefluïdiseerd bed met een hoge dichtheid tot een roterend wervelbed met vorming van grote 
gasbellen in het bed (bubbling fluidized bed). Bubbling gedrag neemt af met toenemende 
dichtheid van het vaste materiaal en toenemende deeltjesdiameter. Experimentele metingen 
van de deeltjessnelheden in tangentiële richting voor verschillende radiale posities in het 
GSVR bed worden voor het eerst gerapporteerd. De tangentiële deeltjessnelheid daalt met 
toenemende dichtheid van het vaste materiaal, van de deeltjesdiameter, en van de capaciteit. 
Ook bij het verhogen van de injectiesnelheid van het gas wordt een toename van de 
tangentiële deeltjessnelheid gemeten. De kennis van de experimenteel bepaalde tangentiële 
snelheid van de deeltjes laat toe de centrifugale versnelling te berekenen. De laagste  
tangentiële deeltjessnelheid (kritische snelheid) waarbij het volledige bed aan deeltjes 
gefluïdiseerd is, wordt berekend op basis van de radiale momentumbehoudsvergelijking van 
het vaste materiaal in radiale richting. Voor alle experimentele werkingsvoorwaarden van de 
GSVR in deze studie blijkt de snelheid hoger te zijn dan deze berekende kritische snelheid. 
Anders gezegd, voor alle werkingsvoorwaarden waaronder experimenten verricht worden, is 
het volledige bed gefluïdiseerd. Dit wordt ook bevestigd door de schattingen voor de vaste 
fractie in het roterend bed. De volledige set aan experimentele resultaten wordt ook 
bestudeerd met behulp van dimensieloze combinaties van variabelen zoals die in de literatuur 
standaard gebruikt worden om het gedrag van een gefluïdiseerd bed in het zwaartekracht veld 
te begroten/vergelijken. De maximale capaciteit wordt bekomen wanneer de deeltjes aan de 
rand van het bed meegesleurd worden door het gas. Met behulp van een krachtenbalans 
worden tangentiële deeltjessnelheden op die positie berekend en vervolgens vergeleken met 
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de gemeten waarden. Voor alle werkingsvoorwaarden van de GSVR blijven de afwijkingen 
lager dan 20%.    
Het radiale drukprofiel in een GSVR, opererend zonder (i.e. enkel gas in de reactorkamer) en 
met deeltjes, wordt opgemeten met behulp van meerdere druksensoren. Wanneer deeltjes in 
de reactorkamer gebracht worden, beginnen ze te roteren door de overdracht van momentum 
van het gas naar de deeltjes. Het gevolg is dat de gassnelheid in de reactorkamer aanzienlijk 
afneemt. De druk in de reactorkamer vermindert aanzienlijk. Voor de variërende 
werkingsvoorwaarden wordt de volledige set aan experimentele gegevens voor de gemeten 
drukprofielen voorgesteld door de relatie (p−pi)/(po−pi)=(r−ri)/(ro−ri). De subscripts "o" en "i” 
verwijzen naar de buitenste (straal van de reactorkamer) en de binnenste rand van het roterend 
wervelbed. Een model, met verschillende bijdragen, wordt voorgesteld om het radiale 
drukprofiel over het bed te berekenen op basis van de gemeten tangentiële deeltjessnelheden. 
De gemeten en berekende drukprofielen stemmen goed overeen. Uit de rekenresultaten wordt 
afgeleid dat de voornaamste bijdragen in het model om het drukprofiel te berekenen terug te 
brengen zijn tot de centrifugaalkracht van het vaste materiaal en de meesleuringskracht van 
het gas. Beide bijdragen zijn van dezelfde grootte. De invloed van de deeltjeseigenschappen, 
de injectiesnelheid van het gas en de capaciteit op de totale drukval over het bed worden 
bestudeerd. Door het verhogen van de dichtheid van het materiaal en/of de deeltjesdiameter 
neemt de drukval over het bed af. Bij toenemende injectiesnelheid van het gas en/of van de 
capaciteit neemt de drukval over het bed toe. 
Ten slotte wordt een numerieke studie uitgevoerd die de haalbaarheid en de positieve effecten 
van het gebruik van een GSVR als alternatief voor een circulerend gefluïdiseerd bed reactor 
(riser) voor het SNAP proces analyseert. Deze studie vergelijkt de resultaten die bekomen 
worden met Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), al dan niet gecombineerd met een 
beschikbaar kinetisch model, voor beide reactoren. Eerst wordt de niet-reactieve meerfasige 
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stroming gemodelleerd met een Euleriaans-Euleriaans two fluid model. Het gebruik van dit 
model wordt gevalideerd door de rekenresultaten te vergelijken met de GSVR experimentele 
resultaten. Vervolgens worden reactieve berekeningen uitgevoerd. Uit de rekenresultaten voor 
de GSVR volgt dat meer dan 99% SO2 en ongeveer 80% NOx uit gasstroom verwijderd 
wordt. De gas/vast slipsnelheid en de convectieve massatransfertcoëfficiënt voor de riser 
worden bepaald in het bereik 0,2-0,5 m/s en 0,06-0,12 m/s, respectievelijk, terwijl de 
corresponderende waarden voor de GSVR 6-7 m/s en 1,0-1,1 m/s bedragen. De verschillende 
waarden nemen dus met een grootte-orde toe in de GSVR, wat het potentieel van de GSVR 
met het oog op PI bevestigt. Voor het SNAP proces resulteert dit in een nagenoeg gelijke 
verwijdering van SO2 (reeds hoog in de riser), maar een toename met 10% van de 
verwijdering van NOx.  De adsorptie van SO2 en NOx per eenheid reactorvolume in de GSVR 
neemt ruim 100 keer toe in vergelijking met de riser. PI door het gebruik van een GSVR is 
dus terug te voeren naar zowel de reductie van het reactorvolume als de verbetering van de 
procesresultaten. 
Tot besluit kan gesteld worden dat een van de belangrijkste voordelen van de GSVR de 
mogelijkheden tot PI is. De afname van het vereiste reactorvolume is onder meer het gevolg 
van de hogere deeltjesfractie en de mogelijke verhoging van de reactiesnelheid. Belangrijke 
eigenschappen van de GSVR die dit realiseren zijn (1) een efficiëntere massaoverdracht 
waardoor de reactiesnelheid verhoogt, (2) een efficiëntere warmteoverdracht met een betere 
regeling van warmtetoevoer toe- of afvoer wat eveneens de reactiesnelheid kan beïnvloeden, 
en (3) een meer uniform stromingspatroon resulterend in een beter fasecontact op 
reactorschaal en een afname van de by-pass door het gas. De GSVR techniek kan ook indirect 
aan de basis van PI liggen. Door de verbeterde massa-/warmteoverdracht kunnen nieuwe 
katalysatoren ‘ontworpen’ worden die efficiënter zijn bij verhoogde overdracht. Immers, 
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massaoverdracht of warmteoverdracht gelimiteerde processen stimuleren de ontwikkeling van 






Process Intensification has been a focus of the petrochemical industry for many years. 
Extensive efforts have been devoted to the development of the Static Fluidized Bed (SFB) 
reactor and of the Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) reactor. For process development and 
intensification fluidized beds in centrifugal fields are considered. A Gas-Solid Vortex Reactor 
(GSVR), also referred to in literature as Rotating Fluidized Bed in Static Geometry (RFB-
SG), is a promising reactor type for Process Intensification with respect to reactor volume 
reduction and higher throughput per unit surface area. Higher slip velocities lead to better heat 
and mass transfer, which contributes to Process Intensification. 
 
In the GSVR a fluidized bed is generated in a centrifugal field by introducing the gas via 
tangential inlet slots into the reactor chamber. Although replacing gravitational by centrifugal 
force has been considered since the seventies, the hydrodynamics of the reactor flow and the 
bed behavior remain largely unknown. The objective of this work is to better understand the 
hydrodynamics of the rotating fluidized bed, by studying important features, such as bed 
stability, maximum solids capacity, fluidization behavior, velocity and pressure profile over 
the rotating fluidized bed. Finally the Process Intensification is illustrated by the 
computational study of the SO2/NOx Adsorption Process (SNAP). 
 
In the present work experiments are performed over a wide range of operating conditions in a 
cold flow set-up. The set-up has a diameter of 0.54 m, a length of 0.1 m and 36 tangential 
inlet slots of 2 mm. Different materials with solid densities from 950 to 1800 kg/m3 and 
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particle diameters of 1 to 2 mm, at varying gas injection velocities from 55 to 110 m/s are 
tested using solids capacities of the reactor chamber varying between close to minimum and 
maximum values. The change of the granular flow behavior is observed under all these 
operating conditions by visual observation, pressure sensors, electronic balances and Particle 
Image Velocimetry (PIV). 
 
Depending on solid density, particle diameter and gas injection velocity the bed behavior can 
be classified as stable, semi-stable or unstable. For semi-stable and stable flow regimes the 
effect of the above process conditions on the maximum solids capacity is investigated. With 
increasing solid density, the bed stability considerably deteriorates, while the maximum solids 
capacity increases more than proportionally than solids density. By increasing the gas 
injection velocity, the bed stability improves and the maximum solids capacity increases. 
Once the bed becomes stable, a further increase of the gas injection velocity does not 
significantly affect the maximum solids capacity. With increasing particle diameter, the bed 
stability deteriorates while the maximum solids capacity increases. A simplified force balance 
is used to estimate the “number of g” in the GSVR, which is indicative for the bed stability. 
 
Depending on the operating conditions the fluidization pattern can be different. The (semi-) 
stable rotating fluidized bed can vary from a smoothly rotating, densely fluidized bed to a 
highly bubbling rotating fluidized bed. Bubble formation diminishes with higher solids 
density and larger particle diameter. Experimental measurements of the azimuthal particle 
velocity fields in a GSVR are for the first time reported. The azimuthal solids velocity 
decreases with higher solid density and larger particle diameter, as well as with higher bed 
mass. By increasing the gas injection velocity, the azimuthal particle velocity increases. Based 
on the experimentally measured azimuthal solids velocities, the centrifugal acceleration is 
calculated. The critical minimum fluidization velocity, that is the minimum superficial 
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velocity at which the complete bed is fluidized, is calculated based on the radial solids 
momentum balance. The superficial gas velocity in the GSVR is higher than the calculated 
critical minimum fluidization velocity for all operating conditions. Therefore, in all 
experiments completely fluidized beds are obtained, as verified by solid fraction estimations.  
The results for all operating conditions are presented in terms of dimensionless groups that are 
commonly utilized to study the conventional fluidized beds. At maximum solids capacity a 
force balance at the inner edge of the bed at the top of the GSVR, where particles start being 
entrained by the gas, is performed. The calculated azimuthal velocities are compared with the 
measured azimuthal particle velocity at the inner edge of the bed close to the bottom of the 
reactor. Deviations are less than 20%. 
 
The radial pressure distribution in particle free and particulate flow in a Gas-Solid Vortex 
Reactor (GSVR) is measured using multiple pressure sensors. When introducing the particles 
in the reactor chamber, the gas transfers considerable amount of energy to the particles to 
make them rotate, and hence the gas velocity significantly decreases. As a result, the pressure 
magnitude in the reactor chamber is greatly reduced. For a wide range of gas flow rates and 
for different particle densities and sizes, the radial distribution of pressure in particulate flow 
can be described by the relation (p−pi)/(po−pi) = (r−ri)/(ro−ri). Here p is the pressure and r is 
the radial coordinate while subscripts “o” and “i” denote the outer and inner edge of the bed, 
respectively. A model to calculate the pressure profile over the bed using the particle 
velocities measured is proposed and the results are in very good agreement with the 
experimental data. The main contributions to the pressure drop over the bed are a result of the 
centrifugal and drag forces, both being of similar magnitude. The effects of particle 
properties, gas injection velocity, and solids mass capacity on the total pressure drop over the 
bed are also studied. By increasing the particle density and diameter, the pressure drop over 
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the bed decreases at given gas injection velocity and solids capacity. When increasing the gas 
injection velocity and the bed mass the pressure drop over the bed increases.  
Finally, the feasibility of performing the SO2/NOx Adsorption Process (SNAP) in a GSVR is 
examined and the results are compared with the more traditional riser technology by making a 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) study of both. The multiphase reacting flow is 
modeled using the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model. The non-reacting flow results are 
validated using the experimental cold-flow data. The GSVR has the potential to significantly 
improve heat/mass transfer between phases, as compared to more conventional fluidization 
technologies. The model predicts continuous removal efficiencies greater than 99% for SO2 
and approximately 80% for NOx. The gas/solid slip velocity and convective mass transfer 
coefficient for the riser are 0.2 – 0.5 m/s and 0.06 – 0.12 m/s, respectively, whereas the values 
for the GSVR are 6 – 7 m/s and 1.0 – 1.1 m/s, respectively. This order of magnitude increase 
in the mass transfer coefficient highlights the potential intensification opportunities provided 
by the GSVR. The GSVR displayed a 10 – 12% improvement in the removal of contaminants 
for the same ratio of gas flow rate to fresh sorbent. On the basis of removal per reactor 
volume, all GSVR calculations provide a large degree of intensification due to the high solids 
volume fraction, and intensification factors were between 100 and 120 times the removal 
efficiencies in the riser.  As compared to risers approximately equivalent SO2 removal and a 
10% improvement in NOx removal is achieved. Therefore, Process Intensification through the 
use of a GSVR can be generated via reduction in the reactor volume or via increased 
volumetric production/consumption rates. 
It is concluded that one of the main benefits of the GSVR is its potential to intensify 
processes. Process Intensification through the use of a GSVR can be generated via a reduction 
in the reactor volume or via increased volumetric production/consumption rates. The 
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reduction in reactor volume stems from the ability to operate with a higher solid fraction 
and/or faster reaction rates. The increase in the production/consumption rate can have 
different origins: (1) more efficient mass transfer may allow the net reaction rate to increase, 
(2) more efficient heat transfer may allow for higher reaction rates because the temperature 
can be controlled more effectively or the heat can be dissipated from the solids more 
efficiently, and (3) a more uniform flow pattern may result in more efficient reactor-scale 
gas/solid contact and less gas bypass. There is also an indirect way in which the GSVR 
technology may result in Process Intensification. The increased mass/heat transfer may allow 
for new catalysts that will take advantage of these properties to be designed. Currently, mass-
transfer-limited or heat-production-limited processes provide little incentive for the 
development of new and more active catalysts. 
  
List of symbols  
 
 
ac - centrifugal acceleration [m/s2] 
Cd - drag coefficient [ - ] 
D - mass diffusivity [m2/s] 
DJ - jacket diameter [m] 
DR - reactor diameter [m] 
DE - exhaust diameter [m] 
dp - particle diameter [m] 
dp *- dimensionless particle diameter, ∗ =  	
 
/
 [ - ] 
  - radial centrifugal force [N] 
,- radial centrifugal force per unit volume [N/m3] 
-  radial drag force [N] 
,- radial drag force per unit volume [N/m3] 
- radial gravitational force [N] 
,- radial gravitational force per unit volume [N/m3] 
Gf - gas flow rate [m3/s] 
GM - gas mass flow rate [kg/s] 
h - bed height [m] 
IJ- number of jacket inlets [ - ] 
IN- number of reactor inlets-slots [ - ] 
I0 - inlet slot height [m] 
kgs - mass transfer coefficient [m/s] 




km,c - convective gas/solid mass transfer coefficient [m/s] 
L
 
- characteristic length [m] 
LR - reactor axial length [m] 
 – mass of bed or solids capacity [kg] 
P - pressure [kPa] 
Pb- dimensionless pressure,			 =  
 ! "
 ! [ - ] 
∆P – pressure drop [kPa] 
R - reactor radius [m] 
r - radial position [m] 
rb- dimensionless radius, 	# = 
!$
! [ - ] 
ri - radial position of the inner edge of the bed [m] 
ro - radial position of the outer edge of the bed [m] 
rm - radial position where maximum azimuthal particle velocity is measured [m] 
rp – particle orbit radius [m] 
%&- particle-based Reynolds number, %& = '(	)!**+   [ - ] 
,-, Schmidt number, ,- = + [ - ] 
,ℎ	- Sherwood number, ,ℎ = /	0  [ - ] 





 [ - ] 
V - bed volume [m3] 
v – vector gas velocity [m/s] 
vg,inj - gas injection velocity [m/s] 
vg,r - superficial gas velocity [m/s] 




vg - gas velocity [m/s] 
1mf,r - minimum fluidization velocity at radial position r in the bed [m/s] 
1mf,i - minimum fluidization velocity at the edge of the bed [m/s] 
1mf,cr - minimum fluidization velocity for the bed to be completely fluidized [m/s] 
14,56 - maximum azimuthal particle velocity [m/s] 
17- vector solids velocity [m/s] 
i
rgv ,  - interstitial radial gas velocity [m/s] 
vg,θ - azimuthal gas velocity [m/s] 
vs,θ - azimuthal particle velocity [m/s] 
vs,r - radial particle velocity [m/s] 
vslip - vector gas/solid slip velocity [m/s] 
Ws,max - maximum solids capacity [kg] 
 
Greek symbols 
β - interphase momentum transfer coefficient [N s/m4] 
Γ - gas angular momentum [kg m2/s] 
ε - void fraction [ - ] 
εs - solids volume fraction [ - ] 
θ - azimuthal coordinate [º] 
µg - gas dynamic viscosity [Pa s] 
ρg - gas density [kg/m3] 
ρs - solids density [kg/m3] 
σr - normal particle stress [Pa] 
8 - specularity coefficient [ - ] 







'>*  , drag coefficient [kg/m
3s] 
9? = .A:(
')'>*  , drag coefficient [kg/m
4] 
ω – angular velocity [rad/s] 
 
Abbreviations  
GFB – Gravitational Fluidized Bed. 
GSVR – Gas-Solid Vortex Reactor. 
HDPE – High Density Poly-Ethylene. 
PC – Poly-Carbonate. 
PI – Process Intensification. 
PIV – Particle Image Velocimetry. 
ppm-v - parts per million by volume 
PVDF – Poly Vinil-Idene Fluoride. 
RFB – Rotating Fluidized Bed. 
RFB-SG – Rotating Fluidized Bed in Static Geometry. 
VR – Vortex Reactors. 
 
 
Glossary of terms   
 










Backflow close to the GSVR axis: a secondary axial flow created at the axis of the GSVR 
with direction from the outlet to the rear/bottom end-wall, due to the low pressure created at 
the center of the vortex. 
 
Dynamic pressure: the pressure of the fluid associated with its motion equal to the kinetic 
energy per unit volume of a fluid particle. 
 
Cyclostrophic balance – for incompressible gas swirling flows with no body forces, where 
the radial gas velocity component is significantly smaller than the azimuthal gas velocity 








, which is called cyclostrophic 
balance. 
Critical Minimum Fluidization Velocity – minimum superficial gas velocity at which the 
complete bed is fluidized. 
Channeling – flow behavior of the rotating solids bed in the GSVR characterized by axial 
non-uniformity, where gas and particles form two separate axial layers and gas bypasses  the 
solids. 
Freeboard – volume of the reactor chamber between the central outlet and the edge of the 
bed, where solids fraction is significantly reduced. 
Inner edge of bed – the smallest radius up to which the bed is considered to extend. For 
lower radii the solids fraction is reduced to nearly zero. 
Maximum solids capacity – maximum solids mass that can be held in the GSVR without 
particle entrainment. 
Minimum Fluidization Velocity – minimum superficial gas velocity at which fluidization 
initiates at the inner edge of bed.  
Outer edge of bed – the largest radius up to which the bed is considered to extend. If the 
particles are in contact with the circumferential wall, the outer edge of the bed coincides with 
the reactor radius. 
Particle fall-out – a flow pattern observed in the horizontal-axis GSVR where particles close 
to the edge of the bed develop a mean radial velocity towards the center at the top left GSVR 
quartile - for counter-clockwise motion - and form locally a bed of larger height and lower 








The chemical process industry continually strives to achieve more efficient, precise, and cost-
effective manufacturing of goods, referred to as process intensification (PI). PI is defined by 
Cross and Ramshaw (1986) one of the pioneers of the field, as strategy for making dramatic 
reductions in the size of a chemical plant so as to reach a given production objective. 
Regardless of the way these reductions are achieved, the degree of reduction has to be 
significant, more than two orders of magnitude, which is quite challenging. This definition of 
PI is quite narrow and concerns the reduction in chemical plant or equipment size, which is 
only one of the possible desired effects. PI is a business driven approach and the goal is 
always to optimize capital, energy, environmental and safety benefits. Stankiewicz and 
Moulijn (2000) define PI in broader sense as: “Process intensification consists of the 
development of novel apparatuses and techniques that, compared to those commonly used 
today, are expected to bring dramatic improvements in manufacturing and processing, 
substantially decreasing equipment- size/production-capacity ratio, energy consumption, or 
waste production, and ultimately resulting in cheaper, sustainable technologies.” 
PI can be divided into two areas: 
• process-intensifying equipment 
• process-intensifying methods 
Process-intensifying equipment includes novel reactors, and intensive mixing, heat-transfer 
and mass-transfer devices. Process-intensifying methods includes new or hybrid separations, 
integration of reaction and separation, heat exchange, or phase transition (in so-called 
multifunctional reactors), techniques using alternative energy sources (centrifugal fields, light, 
ultrasound, microwaves etc.), and new process-control methods (like intentional unsteady-
state operation) (Stankiewicz and Moulijn, 2000).  
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Extensive  efforts have been devoted to the improvement of Fixed Bed (FB) reactors, 
resulting in the development of the Static Fluidized Bed (SFB) reactor (Kunii and Levenspiel, 
1991), and consequently of the Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) reactor. Conventional 
Fluidized Bed Reactors (FBRs) are widely used in chemical industry, especially for processes 
involving gas and solid (e.g. catalyst) particles. The reacting or/and carrying fluid flow, 
supplied from below, fluidizes the particles against gravity.  Due to the fluidization, a better 
heat and mass transfer is achieved between fluid and particles. At very low flow rate, when 
fluid flows via the void space between particles, the bed remains packed. When increasing the 
flow rate, particles start moving and the bed expands. With further increase of the flow rate, 
when the pressure drop of particles counterbalances the weight the particles, the bed is 
considered to be at the minimum fluidization. In gas-solid systems, further rise in the gas flow 
rate beyond the minimum fluidization, will cause different fluid-like behaviors, such as: 
bubbling, slugging, turbulent or spouted fluidization. The type of fluidization is determined by 
the particle properties, the geometrical characteristics and operating conditions (Kunii and 
Levenspiel, 1991). Geldart (1973) classified particles in four groups (A, B, C, D). Grace 
(1986) constructed a fluidization flow regime map for the Geldart particles under varying 
operating conditions. The research on both the SFBs and CFBs mainly concentrated on 
typical operational problems like bubbling and elutriation that limit the gas-solid contact and 
resulting in a loss of valuable reactants (Zhang, 2009). These limitations can be overcome by 
applying the centrifugal force, which can be significantly larger than the gravity force, thus 
allowing for larger fluid and particle velocities and higher slip velocities than those in 
conventional FBRs. Better contact between gas and particles and thus less bypassing can be 
achieved. Feed rates can increase, resulting in a higher throughput (Quevedo et al., 2006).  
Heat and mass transfer at particle scale are improved due to increased slip velocity in radial 
direction, given that particle radial velocities tend to zero while fluid radial velocities are 
high, as reported by Ashcraft et al. (2012). These conditions indicate excellent capabilities 
over conventional technologies and makes centrifugal technologies of great interest for PI 
(Kovacevic et al., 2014). A centrifugal force can be induced in different ways: by mechanical 
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1.2. Rotating fluidized Beds 
 
The concept of a Rotating Fluidized Bed (RFB) was proposed more than 30 years ago (Levy 
et al., 1979). A centrifugal field was generated by a motor making the reactor vessel rotate. 
The particle bed acquires an angular velocity, which is assumed to be equal to that of the rotor 
and can thus be controlled arbitrarily. The fluid is introduced radially through the porous 
surface of the reactor circumferential wall, thus bringing the bed of solid particles in a 
fluidized state. The centrifugal force, determined by the solids azimuthal velocity, and the 
drag force, exerted on the solids bed and determined by the gas-solid radial slip velocity, can 
be controlled independently in RFBs. 
Kroger and Levy (1979) studied both packed and fluidized beds in a rotating vessel. 
Fluidization in RFBs occurs radially, as the fluid, introduced through the circumferential wall 
of the reactor and removed through the central outlet, moves radially. In their experiments 
Kroger et al. (1980) visually observed that Geldart-B and Geldart-D particles give bubbling 
fluidization in a centrifugal field. 
The first efforts to theoretically describe and validate the RFB mode of operation was 
performed by Takahashi et al. (1984) and Fan et al. (1985). 
 
 
Based on their experimental results on minimal fluidization conditions and on pressure drop 
over the bed, a model for the incipient fluidization was proposed.  Both experimental results 
and model showed that the pressure drop over the bed increases with increasing the 
superficial velocity of the fluid. At a critical fluidization velocity, the pressure drop across the 
Figure1.1: A Schematic diagram of a Rotating Fluidized Bed Reactor (Watano et 
al., 2004).  
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bed reaches its maximum and then decreases when the superficial fluid velocity further 
increases above that critical value. Chen (1987) proposed a fundamental theory based on a 
local momentum balance, resulting in the concept of layer-by-layer fluidization. Fluidization 
of rotating beds is initiated when centrifugal and drag forces are balanced. Given that these 
forces are functions of the radial coordinate, they cannot balance each other at one gas flow 
rate for all radial positions. Hence, fluidization of rotating beds will take place layer-by-layer 
starting from the edge of the bed and moving towards the circumferential wall of the reactor 
chamber. The gas velocity at which fluidization at the inner layer of the bed is initiated is 
called minimum fluidization velocity, while the gas velocity for which the whole of the bed is 
fluidized is referred to as critical fluidization velocity. Contrary to Takahashi et al. (1984) and 
Fan et al. (1985), Chen (1987) and several other researchers (Kao et al., 1987; Nakamura and 
Watano, 2007; Zhu et al., 2003), using the model proposed by Chen (1987), showed that 
beyond the critical fluidization velocity, the pressure drop over the bed remains constant when 
further increasing the fluid flow.  
When the bed is fully fluidized, bubbling behavior was reported by Qian et al. (1999). Shortly 
afterwards, Qian et al. (2001) showed that particles can behave differently in the gravitational 
and in a centrifugal field. Particles observed to behave like Geldart-A particles in the 
gravitational field can shift to Geldart-B particle behavior in a centrifugal field. 




Nakamura and Watano (2007) experimentally and computationally studied the Geldart-B 
particle fluidization behavior in a centrifugal field, and concluded that fluidization is bubbling 
in nature. Moreover, they report that fluidization regimes in RFBs change from a fixed bed to 
a partially fluidized bed and to a partially bubbling bed, with increasing gas flow rate. When 
the gas flow rate is further increased the bubble distribution in the bed is observed to become 









Figure1. 2: Layer-by-layer fluidization (Chen, 1987). 
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uniform. Finally turbulent fluidization is reached. Even though the fluidization behavior of 
RFBs is quite extensively studied, particle velocities have not been reported, as particles are 
supposed to rotate with the same velocity as the motor-driven rotating vessel. 
Despite RFBs offer high possibilities for PI, their applications are limited to small-scale set-
ups (Saunders, 1986; Wong et al., 2000). RFBs are not very attractive for use on industrial 
scale, because a rotating vessel suffers from severe limitations caused by vibrational and other 
mechanical issues (Zhang, 2009). 
 
1.3. Vortex Reactors 
 
In contrast to RFBs, in Vortex Reactors (VRs) the centrifugal force is established in a static 
vessel by introducing the fluid tangentially, through the cylindrical circumferential wall of the 
reactor.  Momentum transfer from the fluid to the particles sets them in rotation. The fluid 
leaves the reactor through a central outlet, creating a vortex-sink-like behavior. Note that all 
advantages of RFBs over gravitational beds remain valid in VRs. Additionally, there is no 
rotor and hence no mechanically moving parts (Anderson et al., 1972; De Wilde and de 
Broqueville, 2007, 2008a; Dutta et al., 2010; Ekatpure et al., 2011). 
 
 
Figure1.3: A schematic diagram of a Gas-Solid Vortex Reactor (Ashcraft et al., 2012). 
These advantages have made VRs efficient for multiple applications in chemical (Kuzmin et 
al., 2005; Loftus et al., 1992; Ryazantsev et al., 2007), heat transfer (Anderson et al., 1972; 
Tang et al., 1971) and drying technologies (Kochetov et al., 1969a, b; Volchkov et al., 1993). 
The Gas-Solid Vortex Reactor (GSVR) was studied computationally by several researchers 
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indicating several possibilities for PI (Ashcraft et al., 2012; Ashcraft et al., 2013; Rosales 
Trujillo and De Wilde, 2012; Staudt et al., 2011). 
Of course VRs present disadvantages as well. Compared to RFBs where the vessel is rotating, 
the walls of VRs are static and hence significant friction is caused between the static walls 
and the rotating particles and fluid. Furthermore, in VRs the azimuthal and radial velocities 
cannot be controlled independently. As a result, a change in fluid flow will affect both the 
centrifugal force and the drag force. 
Although the VR concept is well known and utilized, the fundamental experimental studies of 
VRs are limited. Using different vortex chambers Kochetov et al. (1969a) investigated the 
effects of the aspect ratio of the exhaust and of the reactor diameter on the VR behavior, and 
found out that the aspect ratio should be in the range of 0.3 to 0.5. It is also mentioned that the 
ratio of the axial reactor length and the reactor diameter should be less than 0.5. Furthermore, 
he showed that the tangential inlet slots should be uniformly distributed over the 
circumferential wall. By using x-rays Anderson et al. (1972) studied the flow at various solid 
loadings and measured the angular velocity of the rotating flow at different radial positions, 
using 20 µm talc particles. They report that by introducing just a few grams of powder, the 
rotational speed in the vortex chamber significantly decreases. Moreover, Anderson et al. 
(1972) observed a strongly non-uniform particle bed at low solid capacities. A sufficient 
solids capacity was necessary to obtain a well-defined fluidized bed. Volchkov et al. (1993) 
and Volchkov et al. (2003) explored experimentally and theoretically the aerodynamics, heat 
and mass transfer using 2-5 mm diameter wheat grains. The axial profile of radial velocity 
was also investigated, in particle free and particulate flow. It was observed that the non-
uniformity in axial direction reduces when particles are present. Effective heat transfer 
coefficient values between gas and the grains were reported. Finally, they showed that 
processes in vortex chambers can be intensified several times as compared to gravitational 
reactors. The efficiency of drying can be increased by 45%, while drying expenditures can be 
reduced by 10%. Sazhin et al. (2008) proposed a theoretical model based on local force and 
mass balances for calculating the solids capacity for both horizontal and vertical axis vortex 
chambers with one or more tangential inlets. The comparison of the calculated solids 
capacities shows that for the same operating conditions the solids capacity of the horizontal 
axis VR is twice higher than that of the vertical axis VR. Additionally, the solids capacity in a 
horizontal axis VR can be increased by raising the gas flow rate, whereas in the vertical axis 
chamber the solids capacity remains almost constant. De Wilde and de Broqueville (2008a) 
investigated the radial and tangential fluidization behavior of a bed of Geldart-B particles. At 
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lower solids bed mass, channeling is observed, while with higher solids mass, bubbling was 
found to be the main type of fluidization. For Geldart-D particles both channeling and 
slugging are observed. With increasing the solids capacity, a dense, stable and uniform bed is 
formed. The influence of a rotating chimney on the bed behavior was experimentally 
investigated by using different types of particles (De Wilde and de Broqueville, 2008b, 2010). 
Dutta et al. (2010) have computationally studied different reactor designs, changing the 
reactor diameter and number of inlet slots and concluded that increasing the number of inlets 
slots has a positive effect on the bed fluidization. Ekatpure et al. (2011) have experimentally 
studied the influence of the tangential slot thickness and the particle diameter and density on 
the bed behavior. They reported that a minimum solid capacity is necessary in order to obtain 
a stable rotating bed. Below that bed mass, slugging and channeling was observed, as also 
reported by De Wilde and de Broqueville (2007). The moment that stable behavior is obtained 
and the minimum solid capacity is reached is visually observed. Ekatpure et al. (2011) studied 
this phenomenon with pressure measurements. Moreover, they showed the importance of 
tangential inlet slots height. Using FCC particles and 6 mm slot opening, a stable rotating bed 
was not observed. By decreasing the slot opening to 2 mm and thus increasing the gas 
injection velocity for the same volumetric flow rate, a stable rotating bed was formed. The 
slot height has also huge influence on maximum solids capacity. By decreasing the slot 
height, the maximum solids capacity increases.  Dvornikov and Belousov (2011) used a 
cylindrical, a conical and a hybrid vortex chamber to investigate the heat and mass transfer 
processes. Using Laser Doppler Anemometry for measuring azimuthal velocities they showed 
that the particle velocity is a bit lower near the end-walls than in the center. Eliaers et al. 
(2014) showed experimentally that Geldart-C particles, which are difficult to fluidize under 
gravitational conditions, can be fluidized in a GSVR presenting Geldart-A particle behavior. 
The GSVR literature is very limited in terms of the analysis of reacting flows, mainly because 
the non-reacting bed dynamics are still not fully understood. There are many industrial 
processes that utilize multiphase contact and that are potential candidates for GSVR 
implementation. Several important industrial chemical processes that may benefit are 
adsorption processes, gas-phase polymerization, biomass pyrolysis, biomass/coal gasification, 
and fast catalytic partial oxidation of hydrocarbons. Quite recently, a detailed computational 
study of fluid catalytic cracking in a GSVR (Rosales Trujillo and De Wilde, 2012; Trujillo 
and De Wilde, 2010)  as well as an idealized analysis of combined pyrolysis and gasification 
of biomass in a GSVR (Staudt et al., 2011) were performed. These papers highlight two 
potential processes that could benefit from the GSVR technology and briefly discuss the 
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process intensification potential provided in each case. Gasification or pyrolysis of biomass to 
fuels or chemicals is one application in which GSVR technology may provide specific 
benefits. Ashcraft et al. (2012) investigated biomass pyrolysis computationally to assess the 
potential of this centrifugal fluidization reactor technology and to explore its process 
intensification abilities. The product distribution from biomass pyrolysis between 450 and 
500 °C was reported and compared with traditional fluidization technologies. They calculated 
convective gas/solid heat transfer coefficients and showed that they are 3 to 5 times higher 
than in non-rotating fluidization reactors. 
 
1.4. Scope of the thesis 
 
The aim of the present work is to provide a better understanding of hydrodynamics over a 
wide range of operating conditions in a cold-flow GSVR. The effect of gas injection velocity, 
particle properties and solids capacities on the fluidization behavior, the pressure drop and the 
particle velocities is evaluated. Finally a CFD code is used to assess the advantages of the 
potential application of this technology to industrial processes, such as the SO2/NOx 
adsorption process. 
Chapter 2 provides a detailed description of the experimental cold-flow GSVR pilot set-up, 
that is available in the Laboratory for Chemical Technology and that is used in the present 
study. The measuring tools, operating conditions, and experimental procedure are also 
described.  
The influence of the gas injection velocity vg,inj the particle diameter dp and the solids density 
ρs on the bed stability, the bed uniformity and the maximum solids capacity Ws,max of the 
GSVR is studied and presented in Chapter 3.  
By applying Particle Image Velocimetry in the GSVR, azimuthal particle velocity profiles 
across the bed are obtained. Measurements are performed at different gas injection velocities 
and various particle diameters and densities. The corresponding results are discussed in 
Chapter 4.   
In Chapter 5 the experimental data for pressure drop and pressure profile over the bed are 
presented for a wide range of operating conditions. For stable beds as explained in Chapter 3 
and using measured particle velocities presented in Chapter 4, a theoretical model to calculate 
the pressure profile is proposed.  
The aim of Chapter 6 is to demonstrate one of the possible industrial applications of GSVR. 
Numerical simulations using a commercial CFD package, Fluent 13, are performed.  
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Finally, in Chapter 7 the thesis conclusions are discussed and further recommendations for 
future work are made.  
Additional information relevant to the experimental work can be found in the Appendices. 
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Chapter 2  
 




In this Chapter a detailed description of the cold flow Gas Solid Vortex Reactor (GSVR), a cold 
flow pilot set-up is given, followed by an in depth description of the measuring techniques and 
materials that have been used for the study of the GSVR hydrodynamic behavior. Finally, the 
typical procedure and operating conditions that have been used are described.  
  
2.1 Experimental set-up 
 
2.1.1 Flow diagram 
 
Prior to a detailed description of each part of the experimental set-up, a schematic diagram of the 
complete set-up is shown in Figure 2.1. The set-up is designed to operate under cold flow 
conditions, that is no reaction taking place. In the present work, the set-up is operated under 
‘pressure mode’ and the GSVR chamber (1) is positioned with a horizontal axis. However, the set-
up is very flexible and an operation in ‘suction mode’ and/or with a vertical axis is possible as 
well. A blower (14) is used for the continuous supply of gas (air) in the cold flow set-up, which is 
entering in the reactor chamber via inlet slots (3). The gas flow rate is measured with a 
Bronkhorst® thermal mass flow meter (15). Its signal is transferred to the set-up control panel and 
the blower motor velocity is automatically adapted, in order to maintain a constant gas mass flow 
rate MG , irrespective of the downstream operating conditions.  
 





Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram (1) Reactor chamber; (2) Rotating bed; (3) Inlet slot; (4) Cyclone; 
(5) Recovery vessel; (6) Emptying reactor vessel; (7,8) Electronic balances; (9) Pneumatic system; 
(10) Solids feeder; (11) Solid mass flow control system; (12) Back pressure valve; (13) Auxiliary 
gas supply; (14) Blower; (15) Gas mass flow control system; (16) Laser; (17) PIV Camera; (18) 
Pressure probes across the reactor chamber; (19) Pressure probe at the jacket; (20) Pressure probe 
at the gas inlet pipe; (21) Pressure probe at the reactor outlet; (22) Pressure probe at downstream 
gas outlet pipe. 
  
 
The solids are fed to the reactor chamber via an inlet tube connected to the Acrison® solids feeder 
containing a rotary valve (10). A secondary auxiliary gas supply (13) assures a constant feeding 
rate of the particles, based on the measurements of the particles mass flow controller (11). It 




should be noted that the set-up operates in a semi–batch mode, as the gas is continuously fed, 
while the particle feeding can be stopped at any moment. The particles are removed from the 
reactor chamber at the end of the experiment, and collected in the emptying recovery vessel (6), 
positioned on an electronic balance (8). The gas exhaust is connected to a cyclone (4) that 
separates possibly entrained particles from the gas. The separated particles are collected in a 
recovery vessel (5), positioned on an electronic balance (7). Finally, all particles are recycled from 
the two recovery vessels to the particle feeder, using a pneumatic system (9) specially designed 
and constructed for this pilot set-up. 
A 2D standard Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) set-up from LaVision® with a Charge Couple 
Device (CCD) (17) of 4MP and a Litron laser (16) of 135 mJ power, is used to monitor the 
behavior of the rotating bed (2). A set of twelve differential and two absolute pressure sensors (18) 
are positioned on a constant azimuthal coordinate (θ=0o) on the rear end-wall of the reactor 
chamber to measure the pressure profile under varying operating conditions. Additional pressure 
sensors are installed to follow the changes of the atmospheric pressure and the pressures at the gas 
inlet pipe (20), the reactor jacket (19), and at the gas outlet pipe, behind the reactor (21) and 
downstream the outlet tube (22).  
  
2.1.2 Reactor chamber  
 
The GSVR (Figure 2.2) consists of two concentric cylinders, the outer forming the jacket with a 
diameter jD  of 680 mm and the inner forming the reactor chamber with a diameter RD  of 540 
mm. In the reactor chamber, the fluidized rotating solids bed is formed. The axial length 
RL  of the 
reactor chamber is 100 mm. The jacket has 12 jacket feeding pipes (
JI ), while the main reactor 
chamber consists of 36 inlet openings ( OI ), referred to as inlet slots positioned under a 10˚ angle 
(γ). The detailed schematic presentation of GSVR is shown in Appendix A.   
The dimensions of the GSVR are listed in Table 2.1. Moreover, the front and rear end-wall of the 
cylinder are made of transparent polycarbonate glass (Makrolon®), allowing a visual observation 
of the rotating bed of particles. Feeding of the particles is done through a particle inlet tube, that is 
located at the front end-wall. When an experiment is finished, the particles are taken to the 
emptying reactor vessel through the particle outlet, placed on the front end-wall of the reactor 




(Figure 2.3). The reactor exhaust ( ED ) is located on the front end-wall as well, as it can be seen 
in Figure 2.3. 
 
Figure 2.2: Schematic presentation of the GSVR experimental set-up with feed inlet slots, reactor 
diameter ( RD ), exhaust diameter ( ED ), reactor length ( RL ) and inlet opening thickness ( 0I ). (a) 
Front view; (b) Side view (Ekatpure et al., 2011). 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Particle inlet [1] and particle outlet [2] with the gas exhaust in the center of the front 
end-wall. 




Table 2.1: GSVR geometry and dimensions. 
Variable Notation Units Value 
Independent geometrical parameters 
Jacket diameter jD  m 0.68 
Reactor diameter RD  m 0.54 
Exhaust diameter ED  m 0.2 
Reactor axial length  RL  m 0.1 
Number of jacket inlets JI  - 12 
Number of reactor inlet slots NI  - 36 
Inlet (slot) opening 0I  mm 2 
Injection angle γ ˚ 10 
 
2.1.2.1 Inlet slots 
 
Dutta et al. (2010) have computationally studied different reactor designs, changing the reactor 
diameter and number of inlet slots and concluded that increasing the number of inlets slots has a 
positive effect on the bed fluidization. The height of the tangential inlet slots ( 0I ) in the available 
set-up can be varied from 2 mm to 6 mm. A detailed study of the effect of the width of the 
tangential inlet slots was conducted and discussed in detail by Ekatpure et al. (2011).  
 
 
Figure 2.4: Inlet slots and inlet guide vanes.  
 
In the present study all experiments are performed using an inlet opening of 2 mm Figure 2.4 (a) 
in order to achieve a high gas injection velocity 
injgv ,  in the GSVR. A high gas injection velocity 
guarantees a high momentum input in the GSVR, which is of major importance, as the rotational 
(a) (b) 









The flexible pipe DN 200 coming from the blower is distributed in 12 DN 50 feeding inlet pipes 
that are connected with the reactor jacket. The air flow entering the jacket from each feeding inlet 
pipe is divided using guide vanes leading the flow to the inlet slots (Figure 2.4 (b)). The number 
of guide vanes and therefore the number of inlet slots can be varied. In the present study, three 
inlet slots per inlet pipe are used.  
A ball valve is positioned upstream of each feeding pipe, allowing to change the number of 
operating feeding pipes, and to feed gas to the chamber in a selective manner. 
 
2.1.3 Auxiliary components 
 
2.1.3.1 Gas Blower 
 
In order to keep the fluidized bed of particles rotating in the unit chamber, the gas (in this case air) 
is continuously supplied to the reactor chamber. A blower located outside the building (Figure 2.5 
(a)) can provide the necessary gas flow to the cold flow set-up. A ROBUSCHI ROBOX © 
centrifugal compact blower type ES-115/4C is used, with a 75 kW electric motor, which can 
achieve a volumetric gas flow rate Gf from 0.4 to 0.8 Nm3/s.  
  
Figure 2.5: Gas Blower with piping for air supply. 
 




A Bronkhorst® thermal mass flow meter is installed. The desired gas mass flow rate GM is set via 
the control panel. A PID-controller adapts the rotational speed of the blower motor in order to 
obtain the desired gas mass flow GM, irrespective of the downstream operating conditions. 
 
2.1.3.2 Solids feeding  
 
The solids are fed to the reactor chamber via an inlet tube connected to the Acrison® solids feeder 
as shown in the Figure 2.6 (a). The feeder contains three components: a hopper, a rotary valve and 
a reducer with complementary gas.  
 
 
Figure 2.6: (a) Solid feeding system: Electrical motor, hopper with at the bottom the casing for 
rotating auger and agitator, downspout zone to the rotational valve and special reducer with 
complementary gas inlet; (b) Feeding control panel. 
 
The hopper can store 25 to 50 kg of particles. At the bottom of the hopper a feeding screw 
transports the particles to a rotary valve. The rotational speed of the feeding screw determines the 
solid particles feed flow rate, which can be regulated via the control panel (Figure 2.6 (b)). The 
rotary valve overcomes the pressure difference between the reactor and the atmosphere when 
operating in pressure mode. Secondary auxiliary gas from a compressor is fed at a position 









2.1.3.3 Solids recovery vessels 
 
Particles entrained with the gas leaving the GSVR through the gas exhaust (Figure 2.3) are 
separated from the gas in a cyclone (Figure 2.1 (4)). The entrained particles are collected at the 
bottom of the cyclone and fed to the solid recovery vessel (Figure 2.7). The vessel is placed on a 
Sartorius® electronic balance with a resolution of 30 ± 0.001kg. The solid-air separation inside the 
silo is carried out as in a conventional cyclone. 
 
Figure 2.7: Recovery and Emptying vessels. 
 
At the end of the experiment, the reactor is emptied through the particle outlet (Figure 2.3 (2)). 
Particles are collected into the emptying vessel, which is placed on the Sartorius® electronic 
balance with a resolution of 60 ± 0.002kg. To assure emptying of particles without clogging, an 
additional auxiliary gas feeder coming from the compressor is installed on the flexible tube, 
between the particle outlet and the recovery vessel. 
 
 
2.1.3.4 Pneumatic system 
 
To transport particles out of the recovery and the emptying vessels, a Venturi tube together with a 
high pressure auxiliary gas supply is installed. At the bottom of the vessels a Venturi tube is 




placed. By introducing high pressure air, particles are sucked out of the vessels and transported to 
the hopper through the flexible tube, as shown in Figure 2.1 (9). 
 
2.1.4 Modes of Operation 
 
2.1.4.1 Axis of rotation 
 
The GSVR is placed in a frame, which allows the rotation of the reactor. As a result, the GSVR 
can be operated either with a horizontal or a vertical axis. In the present work only results obtained 
with a horizontal axis of rotation will be presented. The reactor is positioned with the rear end-
wall to the human face. 
 
2.1.4.2 Operation modes 
 
The GSVR has two other modes of operation: suction mode and pressure mode. In suction mode, 
gas is directly drawn from the surrounding atmosphere via the inlet slots into the GSVR chamber. 
The pressure in the GSVR chamber is lower than atmospheric pressure. As a result, it is possible 
to operate the GSVR at various density ratios of gas and solid ρg/ρs. In pressure mode, gas is 
supplied to the GSVR chamber through the gas feeding pipes to the jacket. The pressure mode 
operation allows operating at a higher gas mass flow GM, thus an increased momentum and energy 
transfer from the gas to the rotating bed of solid particles is realized. The latter is explained by the 
fact that, in pressure mode, the gauge pressure is higher, thus the same volumetric gas flow rate Gf 
(m3/h) results in a higher gas mass flow rate GM (kg/s). Therefore, the operating mode used during 
the present work is pressure mode. However, changing from pressure to suction mode does not 
require any adaptation of the set-up. Again, this makes the experimental set-up unit a very flexible 
unit from the operational point of view.  
 
2.1.4.3 Semi-batch unit 
 
During the experiments, the gas is continuously supplied to keep the particles rotating. Feeding of 
the solids can be continuous until the maximum capacity of the unit is reached or can be stopped 
and continued at any moment. Solids are not removed from the reactor chamber during the 
experiment. After performing the measurements particles are removed through the particle outlet 




tube (Figure 2.3) to the emptying vessel, as already mentioned. Therefore, the cold flow 
experimental set-up is working as a semi-batch unit. 
 
2.1.5 Safety of the set-up in view of using potentially explosive particles 
 
Fine particles, such as High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) powder (mainly used to broaden the 
operating range as it will be discussed later), are used during the experiments. Therefore, a 
detailed dust explosion assessment of the powder to be used during the experiments is performed. 
The test is carried out by means of the modified Hartmann (Mike3) apparatus, inductive spark 
(1mH), EN 13821. The obtained minimum ignition energy for the powder, with inductive spark, 
lies between 300 mJ and 1000 mJ.  
A risk assessment at the experimental set-up is conducted to calculate the maximum spark that can 
arise during experiments [Ekatpure R. and Depuydt B., 2008]. Due to the rotating nature of the 
particles, the focus is on a corona discharge, a brush discharge, and electrostatic sparks. The first 
two have an energy content < 4 mJ, and can thus be discarded as potential risk. Electrostatic 
sparks have an energy content of 100 mJ. These sparks can be avoided by bringing the non-
earthed metal parts of the set-up at the same potential. Thus, all the metal parts of the GSVR, are 
connected to a similar potential. A regular check of the safety is made prior to the usage of 
potentially explosive dusts during the experiments.  
 
  




2.2 Measuring techniques 
 
2.2.1 2D standard PIV 
 
A two velocity component - 2D Standard Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) set-up (LaVision®) 
with a CCD camera of 4MP (Imager ProX4M) and a YAG Litron laser of 135 mJ is used to 
monitor the behavior of the rotating bed and to measure the azimuthal and radial particle 
velocities. The PIV method is an optical method widely used in literature for studying fluidized 
bed flows (e.g. van Buijtenen et al., 2011). Typically PIV is used to obtain planar flow velocity 
fields by illuminating small (<20 microns) tracer particles following the fluid flow motion, with 
camera images having 2-3 pixels per particle. In the present study, a 2D PIV is used to measure 
the velocity of 1 to 2 mm diameter particles based on camera images having 10-40 pixels per 
particle. The particles used are not tracers and hence the particle velocity fields will not match the 
fluid velocity field. The displacement of the particles and the time between two consecutive 
images is used to calculate particle velocity and to obtain a 2D particle velocity vector field of the 
particulate flow. A scheme of the PIV technique is shown in Figure 2.8. 
 
Figure 2.8: A 2D Standard PIV System. 
 
To perform a PIV analysis of the particle flow, two exposures of laser light are required. A digital 
camera using a CCD chip can capture two images of the bed rotating at high speed with a few 
hundred nanoseconds between the consecutive images taken. This allows each exposure to be 




isolated on its own frame for more accurate cross-correlation analysis. The digital image recording 
done via CCD implies that the camera converts photons to electric charges based on the 
photoelectric effect as represented in Figure 2.9. The CCD sensor is built on a semiconducting 
substrate with a p-layer (cathode) and n-layer (anode), and an insulating oxide layer and metal 
conductors on the surface. An incident photon produces an electron hole pair in the p-n-junction 
and the electrons migrate towards the minimum of the electric field. Here the electrons are 
accumulated during the exposure time. The number of electrons corresponds to the intensity of the 
incident light (LaVision, 2010b). 
 
 
Figure 2. 9: Digital Image recording via CCD (LaVision, 2010a). 
 
Typically, in 2D PIV, particles in a fluid flow are illuminated twice, with a small time separation, 
by using a light sheet that is formed by passing a double pulsed laser beam (Figure 2.10) through 
an optical arrangement including cylindrical lenses. The displacement of the particles during the 
time separation between the laser pulses is recorded and locally measured across the whole field of 
images, scaled by the image magnification and then divided by the known pulse separation to 
finally obtain the flow velocity of a particle at different positions in the bed (LaVision, 2010a). 
 
Figure 2.10: Laser beams scheme (LaVision, 2010a). 





In the present study the particles bed is dense and therefore visual access is only limited to the 
end-walls and more specifically the rear end-wall. A laser sheet should normally be placed 
perpendicular to the camera viewing angle, however due to the geometrical configuration of the 
set-up this is not possible to be done externally. 
Introducing the laser sheet optics inside the reactor chamber is not desirable, as it can both affect 
the flow and get damaged by the high velocity two-phase flow. Moreover, it will still be difficult 
to illuminate the whole bed height due to its high solids fraction. Hence, an evenly diffused laser 
light is used in the present study, instead of the light sheet. The laser light source is placed in front 
of the rear end-wall together with the CCD camera and good illumination of the bed at the rear 
end-wall is achieved.  
The corresponding measuring plane, at the rear end-wall, is obtained with fully opened camera 
shutter aperture, limiting the measuring depth of field of view. In particle free flow the total depth 
of view has been estimated to be 9 – 14 mm. The images recorded and processed with the PIV 
correspond to a window to the reactor chamber with size of the order of 12 x 12 cm. The area that 
PIV images are recorded is marked with a dashed line in Figure 2.11. Averaged particle velocities 
presented in the paper are calculated at the indicated azimuthal angle (θ = -35o). 
DaVis software by LaVision® is used for synchronizing the camera and laser pulses, for image 
recording and processing. The time between two laser pulses can be as small as 200 ns. Thus the 
two frames of the rotating bed in the GSVR of each pair of images are captured with a high 
frequency. An appropriate time separation between the two PIV frames is mostly determined by a 
minimum value desired for the displacement of particles between the two images. In the present 
study this value is determined to be 8 pixels, based on literature (Kaene and Adrian, 1990). 




Figure 2.11: PIV measurements with 12 x 12 cm vector field. 
 
It was experimentally verified that a further increase of the number of pixels no longer affected the 
values of the measured particle velocities. Changes in camera settings and particle velocities 
require different times between two PIV frames. For this purpose, the DaVis software allows to 
check average particle’s displacement and adjust the timing for each experiment. Note that the 
time lag between successive pairs of images is about 65 ms for full frame images corresponding to 
a frequency of 15 Hz. When the desired image quality is obtained, a ruler is placed at the rear end-
wall in the PIV window. The camera is focused on the ruler and an image is recorded in single 
frame mode, with longer exposure time. Through the DaVis software the number of pixels 
corresponding to a known length measured using the ruler are determined and used for image 
scaling. In this way the displacement of the particles measured in pixels by the post-processing 
procedure can be converted in actual distance. 
Each frame is split into a large number of interrogation areas, or windows. It is then possible to 
calculate a displacement vector for each window with the help of signal processing and auto-








velocity value is calculated by using the time between the laser pulses and the physical size of the 









Every experiment is performed three times, recording three sets of 200 pairs of images. For the 
smaller particles used in the present study, 1 and 1.5 mm diameter, two-pass processing with an 
initial interrogation window size of 64x64 and 98x98 pixels respectively with no overlapping, and 
a second-pass window size of 32x32 pixel is used. For the largest particles of 2 mm diameter, two-
pass processing with a constant size interrogation window of 128x128 pixel is used. Finally, a 
median filter is applied in order to detect spurious vectors, while no filling for empty spaces is 
used. 
The quality of processing is validated for each experiment by using the “Image Correction and 
Distortion” tool available in the DaVis software. Starting from the second raw image of the PIV 
pair, and using the velocity field calculated, the first image is reconstructed. This reconstructed 
image is qualitatively compared with the captured raw image to determine the accuracy of 
the chosen processing parameters. 
  
 (a)       (b) 




2.2.2 Pressure measurements 
 
Pressure taps are added to measure the radial pressure changes in the GSVR. Gauge pressure is 
measured on 12 positions along the radius at the rear end-wall plate (Figure 2.13). Unik 5000, 
milliampere output pressure sensors, with temperature ranges from -55 to 125ºC, a frequency 
response of 3.5 kHz and an accuracy of ± 0.04% of full scale are used.  
Two absolute pressure sensors with a span of 80 to 120 kPa and 80 to 160 kPa are used for the 
pressure measurement at the center (r = 0 cm) and at the circumferential wall (r = 27 cm) 
respectively. Eleven differential pressure sensors with a span of -20 to 20 kPa are used for 
pressure drop measurements between consecutive positions located between the circumferential 
wall and the center (Figure 2.13). 
 
 
Positioning the sensors in such a way, allows recording the pressure profile over the bed along one 


















Figure 2.13: Pressure taps at the Plexiglas rear end wall of the GSVR. 




measurements for each experiment can be cross-checked by comparing the pressure change 
between the two absolute sensors located at the circumferential wall and at the center and the total 
pressure drop measured by the differential pressure sensors. Every experiment is repeated three 
times. An additional cross-check is performed by installing a differential pressure sensor (-20 to 
20 kPa) between r = 27 cm (inlet) and r = 17 cm. The r = 17 cm position is chosen as experimental 
observations indicate that the rotating fluidized bed in the bottom of the reactor is always 
restricted to r > 17 cm, that is the bed height is less than 10 cm (Kovacevic et al., 2014) and the 
higher pressure drop contribution is recorded over the bed. 
A Data Acquisition Board from Microstar Laboratories – DAP840, with up to 800K samples per 
second and 50 ns time resolution is used. In the present study measurements at a frequency of 1 
kHz are performed. In order to limit the required computer memory and to filter out the noise, 
averaging is performed every 100 samples, reducing the data acquisition frequency to 10 Hz. 
 
2.3 Experimental procedure  
 
Each experiment is performed stepwise. During the first step, only gas is fed to the reactor 
chamber to guarantee that a stable gas velocity field is created in the GSVR. Entering via the 
tangential inlet slot, at a high gas injection velocity, and following the shape of the reactor 
chamber, the gas starts to rotate, and finally leaves through the central gas exhaust, creating a 
vortex behavior in the chamber unit. Therefore, the experimental set-up is also referred to as 
Vortex Reactor. 
In the second step, when a stable gas flow is established, particles are fed to the reactor in order to 
generate a rotating bed of solids. When only few particles are in the reactor chamber, slugging and 
channeling is observed implying that the bed is not stable. As reported by Ekatpure et al. (2011) a 
minimum solids capacity is necessary to overcome these phenomena. Once the minimum solids 
capacity, at which slugging and channeling diminish, is reached, particles are fed until a desired 
mass of particles is achieved. If the feeding of particles is not stopped and the bed mass in the 
reactor chamber exceeds a certain value, the centrifugal force, generated by the rotation of the bed, 
can no longer overcome the drag force, as it will be discussed in Chapter 3, and particles start to 
be entrained and leave the reactor chamber with the gas via the central gas exhaust. Once this 
entrainment initiates, the GSVR has reached its maximum solids capacity Ws,max under the given 




operating conditions. In case of feeding more particles than the maximum bed capacity, time is 
given for the extra particles to get entrained by the gas and to be collected in the recovery vessel.  
In the third stage, when particle feeding has stopped and no particles leave the reactor chamber, a 
steady state is reached and measurements are performed. The particles that are used in the present 
study are considered to be spherical. The height of the bed is measured visually by a set of rulers 
positioned on the rear end-wall of the GSVR. Particle velocities are recorded with the 2D Standard 
PIV and pressure measurements are obtained with several differential and absolute pressure taps, 
as it will be described in detail in the following sections. The experiment is finished by emptying 
the reactor chamber and measuring the solids mass using an electronic balance.  
 
2.3.1 Operating conditions 
 
Three different polymers are used: High Density Poly-Ethylene (HDPE), Poly-Carbonate (PC) and 
Poly-VinyliDene Fluoride (PVDF) to investigate a range of solids densities conventionally used in 
industrial processes. For each of these polymers, spherical particles with different diameters are 
manufactured by Gala Industries®. The particle size distribution is analyzed using a Malvern® 
Mastersizer S, from which the area-weighted average particle diameter is calculated with 95% 
confidence interval. The distributions are narrow, as shown in Table 2.2. All particles belong to 
the Geldart-D Group when operating in the gravitational field. Particle terminal velocity is 
calculated for both gravitational fluidized beds and for the GSVR and shown in Appendix B. 
Corresponding Reynolds and Stokes numbers calculated for different operating conditions can be 
found in Appendix C. 
 
Table 2.2: Particle properties: Density and Averaged particle diameter with 95% confidence 
interval.  
  
  Density  Diameter 
 
kg/m3 “1mm” “1.5mm” “2mm” 
HDPE 950 0.9±0.3 1.4±0.4 1.8±0.5 
PC 1240 1.2±0.3 - 1.9±0.6 
PVDF 1780 1.1±0.3 1.6±0.5 1.9±0.6 




All experimental operating conditions are gathered in Table 2.3. For all three materials and 
particle diameters, experiments are performed with gas volumetric flow rates Gf of 0.4 to 0.8 m3/s 
corresponding with gas injection velocities
 
vg,inj of 55 to 110 m/s. 
  
Table 2.3: Operating conditions of the GSVR. 
 
Operating conditions – primary phase (gas) 
Gas injection velocity (in inlet slot) m/s 55, 70, 85, 100, 110 
Gas flow rate m3/s 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 
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 Abstract 
A Gas-Solid Vortex Reactor (GSVR), in literature also referred to as Rotating Fluidized Bed in 
Static Geometry (RFB-SG), is a promising reactor type for Process Intensification (PI) with 
respect to reactor volume reduction. Although replacing gravitational by centrifugal force has 
been considered since the seventies, the hydrodynamics of the reactor flow and the bed 
behavior remain largely unknown. In the present work experiments have been carried out in a 
cold flow GSVR with diameter of 0.54 m, length of 0.1 m and 36 inlet slots of 2 mm. Gas 
injection velocities of 55-111 m/s and particles with densities of 950-1800 kg/m3 and diameters 
of 1-2 mm have been applied. Depending on solids density, particle diameter and gas injection 
velocity the bed behavior can be considered as stable, semi-stable or unstable. For semi-stable 
and stable flow regimes the effect of the above process conditions on the maximum solids 
capacity was investigated. With increasing solids density, the bed stability considerably 
decreases, while the maximum solids capacity increases. By increasing the gas injection 
velocity, both the bed stability and the maximum solids capacity increase. Once bed stability is 
accomplished, a further increase of the gas injection velocity does not affect the maximum 
solids capacity. With increasing particle diameter, the bed stability decreases while the 
maximum solids capacity increases. 
 
 
Keywords: Gas-Solid Vortex Reactor, Fluidization, Hydrodynamics, Stability, Maximum Solids 
Capacity, Multiphase flow 
  






Process Intensification has been the focus of the petrochemical industry for many years. 
Extensive efforts have been devoted to the improvement of Fixed Bed (FB) reactors, resulting 
in the development of the Static Fluidized Bed (SFB) reactor  (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1969), 
and consequently of the Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) reactor. To augment the heat and 
mass transfer rates in SFBs and CFBs, reactors were developed in which the gravitational field 
is replaced by a centrifugal field (Chen, 1987). The centrifugal force was generated by rotating 
the reactor vessel itself, resulting in the development of the Rotating Fluidized Bed (RFB) 
reactor (Ahmadzadeh et al., 2008;; Fan et al., 1985; Nakamura and Watano, 2007; Qian et al., 
2001; Qian et al., 1998, 1999.; Qian et al., March, 2004; Quevedo et al., 2006; Watano et al., 
January 2003; Watano et al., April 2004).  RFBs have several advantages compared to SFBs 
and CFBs, as discussed by Quevedo et al. (2006). Low particle entrainment and fluidization at 
higher fluid velocities, resulting in a considerably higher fluid throughput per unit surface area, 
or in other words Process Intensification (PI), limited fluid bypassing, higher slip velocities and 
shorter residence times are some of them. Furthermore, according to Levy et al. (1979) and 
Saunders (1986), the problem of elutriation of the bed decreases when applying a centrifugal 
field. However, the over-all operational reliability of RFBs is lower than that of the 
conventional SFBs and CFBs (Zhang, 2009) because a rotating vessel, especially on industrial 
scale, suffers from severe limitations, mainly caused by vibrational problems. To avoid the 
need to rotate the reactor vessel itself, it was proposed to generate the centrifugal field in a 
static vessel by introducing the fluid phase through one or more tangential injection slots: the 
concept of a RFB in a Static Geometry (RFB–SG), (Anderson et al., 1972; De Wilde and de 
Broqueville, 2007, 2008; Dutta et al., 2010; Volchkov et al., 1993). This particular RFB-SG 
geometry generates a gas vortex in the reactor vessel, resulting in the alternative name of Gas-
Solid Vortex Reactor (GSVR). When particles are introduced in the rotating gas phase, part of 
the azimuthal momentum of the gas phase is transferred to the particles, they start to rotate as 
well and a rotating annular fluidized solids bed is formed. The stability of the rotating solids 
bed is directly related to the forces acting on the bed as will be discussed in detail in paragraph 
3. The high slip velocities (~ 1 to 10 m/s) as compared to the slip velocities in a CFB (0.5-1 
m/s) (Yang et al., 1992), the high solids fraction (~ 0.3 to 0.6) (Dvornikov and Belousov, 
2011), the short residence time (~ 50 ms) of the gas and the high residence time of the solid 
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phase in a reactive flow GSVR, as shown by Ashcraft et al. (2012) allow the GSVR to promote 
a high throughput operation, an uniform gas-solid contacting and an enhanced heat and mass 
transfer, resulting in an intensified process on particle scale as well as on reactor scale (thus PI). 
Due to its benefits the GSVR has an extensive number of application fields, such as drying 
(Kochetov et al., 1969, 1969.; Volchkov et al., 1993), in chemical technology (Kuzmin et al., 
2005; Loftus et al., 1992; Ryazantsev et al., 2007) as well as nuclear technology (Anderson et 
al., 1972; Tang et al., 1971).  
Recently, computational studies to predict the behavior of a GSVR have been performed 
(Ashcraft et al., 2012; Ashcraft et al., 2013; Rosales Trujillo and De Wilde, 2012; Staudt et al., 
2011). However, these studies are only supported by a limited number of experimental data. 
Furthermore, PI by using the GSVR is not limited to the effects of introducing a centrifugal 
field only. Other operating conditions such as reactor geometry and reactor hydrodynamics are 
inevitably part of the complete picture. A thorough understanding of the GSVR hydrodynamics 
requires an extremely extensive experimental study of the behavior and the stability of the 
annular rotating solids bed covering a wide range of operating conditions. In the paper of 
Dvornikov and Belousov (2011), the effect of tangential slot thickness and particle diameter 
has been investigated. The minimum and maximum capacity of solids in the GSVR, defining 
the window for stable operation, has been determined. However, the variation of solids density 
and diameter was limited in the previous study and further experiments have shown that within 
this window of stable operation, as defined by Dvornikov and Belousov (2011), different bed 
behaviors can be observed. The present work is a systematic extensive study of the effect of 
solids density ρs, particle diameter dp and gas injection velocity through the tangential slots vg,inj 
on the bed behavior. Three polymers with different densities ρs are used. For each polymer, 
particles of at least two different diameters are applied. It was decided to use polymers as it is 
relatively easy to acquire polymer particles of varying density and size. Moreover, (waste) 
polymers could become an important energy source in the future. For example, Demirbas 
(2004) proposed thermal and catalytic degradation processes to produce fuel oil, as an 
alternative for the traditional polymer recycling processes such as pyrolysis. Lee (2012) studied 
the pyrolysis of widely used polymers as Polystyrene (PS) and High Density Poly-Ethylene 
(HDPE). Finally, up to five gas injection velocities vg,inj have been used. 
The results of the extensive experimental study on a non-reactive cold flow pilot set-up 
presented in this work are basically intended to understand the GSVR hydrodynamic behavior 
over a wide range of operating conditions. The experimental results can be used to validate 
models that are intended for reliable computational GSVR studies.   




3.2. Experimental set-up and procedures 
 
3.2.1. Experimental set-up  
 
The GSVR (Figure 3.1) consists of two concentric cylinders, that is the distributor jacket and 
the reactor chamber. The front and rear end-wall of the cylinder are made of transparent 
polycarbonate glass (Makrolon®), allowing a visual observation of the rotating bed. The 
distributor jacket has 12 radial inlets (Ij), while the main reactor chamber disposes of 36 
tangential inlet openings (IN), referred to as slots, positioned under a 10˚ angle (γ).  
 
 
Figure 3.1: Schematic presentation of the GSVR experimental set-up with tangential feed 
inlets, reactor diameter (DR), exhaust diameter (DE), reactor length (LR) and inlet opening 
thickness (I0). (a) Front view; (b) Side view (Dvornikov and Belousov, 2011). 
 
The main dimensions of the GSVR are listed in Table 3.1. Further details are given in 
Dvornikov and Belousov (2011). The set-up is positioned with a horizontal axis and each part 
of it is grounded to minimize static electricity effects on the particle behavior. It should be 
noted that the set-up operates in a semi–batch mode of operation, as the gas is continuously fed, 
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while the particle feeding can be stopped at any moment. The particles are removed from the 
reactor chamber only at the end of the experiment. 
 
Table 3.1: GSVR geometry and dimensions. 
Variable Notation Units Value 
Independent geometrical parameters 
Distributor jacket diameter DJ m 0.68 
Reactor diameter DR m 0.54 
Exhaust diameter DE m 0.2 
Reactor length  LR m 0.1 
Number of jacket inlets IJ - 12 
Number of reactor inlets-slots IN - 36 
Inlet (slot) opening I0 mm 2 
Injection angle  γ ˚ 10 
 
 
3.2.2.  Experimental procedures and operating conditions 
 
Each experiment is performed stepwise. During the first step, only gas is fed to the reactor 
chamber to guarantee that a stable gas velocity field is created in the GSVR. In a second step 
particles are fed to the reactor in order to generate a rotating bed of solids. At a given moment, 
the centrifugal force, generated by the rotation of the bed, can no longer overcome the drag 
force, as will be discussed in section 3, and particles start to leave the reactor chamber with the 
gas via the central gas exhaust. Once the particles start leaving the reactor chamber via the 
central gas exhaust, the GSVR has reached its maximum solids capacity Ws,max under the given 
operating conditions. The solids feeding is stopped and during the third step of the experiment, 
when a steady state is fully reached, measurements are performed and experimental data are 
collected. The height of the bed is measured visually by a set of rulers positioned on the front 
end-wall of the GSVR. The experiment is finished by emptying the reactor chamber and 
measuring the maximum solids capacity Ws,max using an electronic balance (Sartorius®, 
30±0.001kg). A 2D standard Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) from LaVision® with a Charge 
Couple Device (CCD) of 4MP and a Litron laser of 135 mJ power, has been used to monitor 
the behavior of the rotating bed.  
Three different polymers are used: High Density Poly-Ethylene (HDPE), Poly-Carbonate (PC) 
and Poly-VinyliDene Fluoride (PVDF). For each of these polymers, particles with different 
diameters are manufactured by Gala Industries®. The particle size distribution is analyzed using 
a Malvern® Mastersizer S, and results of the area-weighted average particle diameter with 95% 
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confidence interval are presented in Table 3.2. Even though it is not possible to manufacture 
particles with a single diameter, the distributions are narrow, as shown in Table 3.2. The 
particles all belong to the Geldart D Group when operating in the gravitational field.  
 
Table 3.2: Particle size distribution. Area weighted diameter d32. 
  
“1mm” “1.5mm” “2mm” 
HDPE 0.9±0.3 1.4±0.4 1.8±0.5 
PC 1.2±0.3 - 1.9±0.6 
PVDF 1.1±0.3 1.6±0.5 1.9±0.6 
 
 
For all three materials and particle diameters, experiments are performed with gas volumetric 
flow rates of 0.4 to 0.8 m3/s corresponding with gas injection velocities of 55 to 111 m/s. An 
overview of the GSVR operating conditions is given in Table 3.3.   
 
Table 3.3: Operating conditions of the GSVR. 
Operating conditions – primary phase (gas) 
Gas injection velocity  vg,inj m/s 55, 69, 84, 98, 111 
(in inlet slots) 
   Gas flow rate Gf m3/s 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 
Gas density (25°C, 1 atm) ρg kg/m3 1.225 
Operating conditions – secondary phase (solids) 












dp mm 1.5 




It should be kept in mind that, by increasing the gas flow rate, the total momentum input is also 
increasing. To evaluate only the influence of gas injection velocity, the gas flow rate should be 
kept constant and the width of the inlet slots should vary. This kind of study is reported by 
Dvornikov and Belousov (2011). In the present study, the influence of gas injection velocity will 
be tested by increasing the gas flow rate.  
 
  




3.3. Results and discussion 
 
The main focus of this research was to determine the rotating bed stability and the maximum 
solids capacity as a function of (1) the solids density (2) the particle diameter and (3) the gas 
injection velocity. 
Before discussing the experimental data gathered over 40 different operating conditions, a 
remarkable difference in the behavior of a solids bed in a SFB operating in the gravitational 
field on the one hand, and in the GSVR operating in a centrifugal field on the other hand should 
be discussed. In the SFB the particles undergo the influence of two main forces, namely the 
drag force and the gravitational force. In the GSVR the main forces acting on the particles are 
the drag force, the centrifugal force and the gravity force. When operating under constant gas 
flow rate and gradually increasing the mass of the bed in the SFB, the bed will initially be 
fluidized (when few particles are present) and will become less fluidized with time (as more 
particles are added). Finally, a packed bed will be obtained: the constant gas flow rate and the 
increase of the bed mass cause a decrease of the drag force on each of the particles while the 
gravitational force increases due to the bed weight only (constant g). In the GSVR, the opposite 
behavior is observed. The gas enters the GSVR via small tangential inlet slots resulting in a 
high gas injection velocity thus a considerable input of momentum. The gas velocity, as well as 
the momentum, has a azimuthal and a radial component. The radial gas velocity component 
through the solids bed determines the drag force. The momentum of the azimuthal gas velocity 
component is partially transferred to the particles and makes them rotate. The azimuthal solids 
velocity vs,θ  determines the centrifugal force. The set-up is designed in such a way that the gas 
is injected with a high azimuthal inlet velocity component and a low radial inlet component. 
Therefore, for a low bed mass (limited number of particles) the centrifugal force substantially 
outweighs the drag force and the bed in the GSVR is packed. However, as the number of 
particles, or the mass of the bed, increases, the momentum of the azimuthal gas velocity 
component has to be imparted over more particles, resulting in a lower azimuthal solids 
velocity in the bed. As a consequence the centrifugal force in the GSVR decreases. On the 
contrary, the radial component of the gas velocity is not significantly affected as the gas flow 
rate is constant, thus the drag force remains nearly constant. Hence, the bed becomes more 
fluidized with an increase of the bed mass. Remark that the gravitational force is not considered 
in the discussion of the GSVR bed behavior although the study of the bed stability will show 
that it cannot be neglected, even though there is a considerable centrifugal force. Finally, by 
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increasing the number of particles and accordingly decreasing the azimuthal solids velocity, 
particles start to be entrained by the gas and leave the reactor through the central exit: the 
maximum solids capacity of the GSVR is reached. 
It should be also mentioned that as the azimuthal solids velocity in the GSVR decreases with 
decreasing radius, the behavior of the bed changes with radius. When the bed mass increases at 
a constant gas flow rate, fluidization of the bed is observed to start at the freeboard of the bed. 
At the outer periphery of the reactor the bed remains packed. As the bed mass increases, the 
interface between fluidized and packed bed moves towards the outer periphery of the reactor. 
Fluidization in layers is observed. This layer-wise fluidization is described in detail by Kao et 
al. (1987). A model to determine the pressure drop over a rotating fluidized bed has been 
developed by Chen ( 1987).  
The hydrodynamics and overall behavior of the annular rotating fluidized bed in the GSVR are 
strongly influenced by the solids density, the particle diameter, and the gas injection velocity 
through the slots (Qian et al., 2001). The stability and uniformity of the bed and the maximum 
solids capacity have been determined and will be discussed for all experimental conditions 
presented in Table 3.4. As part of the present study, the influence of these conditions on bed 
stability and uniformity is examined.  
 





Particle diameter  
1mm 1.5 mm 2mm 
HDPE (950 kg/m3) 
55 m/s 55 m/s 55 m/s 
69 m/s 69 m/s 69 m/s 
84 m/s 84 m/s 84 m/s 
98 m/s 98 m/s 98 m/s 
111 m/s 111 m/s 111 m/s 
PC (1240 kg/m3) 
55 m/s - 55 m/s 
69 m/s - 69 m/s 
84 m/s - 84 m/s 
98 m/s - 98 m/s 
111 m/s - 111 m/s 
PVDF (1780 kg/m3) 
55 m/s 55 m/s 55 m/s 
69 m/s 69 m/s 69 m/s 
84 m/s 84 m/s 84 m/s 
98 m/s 98 m/s 98 m/s 
111 m/s 111 m/s 111 m/s 
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The moment that feeding of particles into the reactor is initiated the particles start rotating with 
intense slugging and/or channeling, as reported by Dvornikov and Belousov (2011). Additional 
particle feeding shows that a minimum solids capacity is required to obtain a rotating bed with 
more uniform characteristics. While feeding particles the bed height h increases and the bed 
behavior is observed to keep changing. Depending on the operating conditions three different 
bed types can be observed: unstable, semi-stable and stable bed, as shown in Figure 3.2. 
 
Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the bed behavior in a GSVR.  
 
When the gas injection velocity vg,inj is low, a thin bed is formed and an intense fall-out of 
particles from the bed is observed, mostly in the top of the reactor, under the influence of 
gravity. Furthermore, a considerable amount of particles is seen to rotate in the reactor zone 
between the freeboard of the bed and the central gas exhaust, while other particles are stuck on 
the front end-wall plate. Although no channeling or slugging is observed, the bed is 
fundamentally non-uniform and behaves unstable. The maximum solids capacity is limited. 
Continuous feeding of particles will result in particles being entrained by the gas and being 
carried out of the reactor via the central gas outlet. At higher gas injection velocities only a 
limited particle fall-out is observed at the top of the reactor. However, these particles are 
captured by the bed in the lower regions of the GSVR. The bed is now considered a non-
uniform rotating bed and is characterized as a semi-stable bed. Finally, at sufficiently high gas 
injection velocities, a uniformly rotating bed is formed: particle fall-out is no longer observed 
and no particles rotate in the reactor zone between the freeboard of the bed and the central gas 
exhaust. The characterized bed is now referred to as a stable bed. It should be noted that the 
bed behavior will not be affected by the gas injection velocity only. Other operating conditions 
like particle diameter and solids density will also have a profound effect on the bed stability 
and uniformity. Videos of a stable, a semi-stable, and an unstable bed can be found on 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0009250913007537.  
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The stable bed consists of HDPE particles with a diameter of 1 mm and a gas injection velocity 
of 55 m/s (stable_HDPE_1mm_55ms_compressed.avi). The semi-stable bed is a bed of 
HDPE particles with a diameter of 1.5 mm and a gas injection velocity of 55 m/s (semi-
stable_HDPE_1.5mm_55ms_compressed.avi). Finally, the unstable bed is a bed of PVDF 
particles with a diameter 
 
of 1 mm and a gas injection velocity of 55 m/s (unstable-PVDF-
1mm_55ms_compressed.avi).  
The bed height h is observed to change with the position along the reactor perimeter (bottom, 
right-hand-side, top, left-hand-side). The geometrical configuration of the inlet slots is such that 
the bed rotates in a counter-clockwise manner. The drag force, centrifugal force and 
gravitational force acting on the bed are shown schematically for 4 positions in the reactor in 
Figure 3.3.  
 
Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the forces acting on the bed at different positions in the 
GSVR. 
 
For given operating conditions, the bed is thinner in the bottom of the GSVR, as the 
gravitational force Fg enhances the centrifugal force Fc, thus suppressing the bed height. The 
bed slightly expands towards the right-hand-side of the GSVR, as the effect of gravity results in 
bed deceleration. A maximum height is obtained in the top of the GSVR, where the 
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gravitational force Fg, contrary to the bottom of the reactor, now enhances the drag force FD 
and further expands the bed. When rotating towards the left-hand-side the bed starts 
contracting, as the effect of gravity results in bed acceleration, to finally become most compact 
at the bottom of the GSVR. This increase and decrease of the bed height h in the reactor 
indicate that gravity is not negligible. The change in bed height h is represented in Figure 3.4. 
The minimum and maximum bed height h at 4 positions around the reactor perimeter is 
presented. The bed height h is not constant but fluctuates constantly. The maximum value 
represents the maximum height of the bed accounting for the particle fall-out whenever 
observed. 
In Figure 3.4(a) values are presented for 1.5 mm diameter HDPE particles at the lowest gas 
injection velocity of 55 m/s, corresponding to a semi-stable bed. The momentum input and thus 
the azimuthal solids velocity is low. The centrifugal force remains limited and the effect of the 
gravitational force and drag force, especially in the top of the reactor, is clearly observed. The 
particle fall-out is high in the top of the reactor, decreases along the left-hand-side of the 
reactor perimeter where the particles are captured by the bed, disappears in the reactor bottom 
and remains limited along the right-hand-side of the reactor perimeter.  
In Figure 3.4(b) similar data are shown for the highest gas injection velocity of 111 m/s, 
corresponding to a stable bed. The momentum input and hence the azimuthal solids velocity 
increase considerably, therefore the centrifugal force is higher. The change in bed height h 
along the complete reactor perimeter is negligible, indicating that there is no particle fall-out. 
The small difference between the minimum and the maximum bed height h is due to freeboard 
fluctuations, a consequence of the fact that the bed is not packed but fluidized.  
While feeding particles in the reactor and keeping the gas injection velocity constant, the 
centrifugal force is continuously decreasing, while the drag force remains almost constant, as 
explained above. At a given moment the centrifugal force at the freeboard of the bed becomes 
too low to equilibrate the drag force and the gravitational force and finally, to keep all the 
particles rotating in the bed. Particles start leaving the GSVR through the central gas exhaust 
together with the gas. At that moment during the experiment, the particle feeding is stopped. 
Thus, the GSVR will always be slightly overloaded during an experiment. A limited number of 
(overloaded) particles leaves the GSVR (the corresponding mass is determined with the 
electronic balance connected to the recovery vessel). Finally, the mass of particles in the 
rotating fluidized bed becomes constant: the maximum solids capacity in the GSVR is 
determined when emptying the reactor.  




Figure 3.4: Varying bed height along the reactor perimeter. dp =1.5 mm; HDPE particles (ρs = 
950 kg/m3): (a) vg,inj=55 m/s; (b) vg,inj =111 m/s, where (◊) represents maximum bed height and 
(♦) represents minimum bed height. Error bars represent the standard deviation based on 3 
repeated experiments. 
 
The stability of the bed and the fall-out of particles are explained based on indicative 
quantitative calculations of the main forces acting on the bed, that is the centrifugal force c and 
the drag force. The bed is assumed to be homogeneous or in other words independent of the 
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The radial drag force in the bottom of the GSVR is estimated for a small section of the bed, 
arbitrarily chosen as 1/36th of the bed. An averaged bed void fraction is calculated, based on the 




















ε  (3.1) 
where ρs is the solids density, DR the GSVR diameter and LR the GSVR width.  
The Ergun equation (Ergun, 1952) is used for a bed void fraction lower than 0.8. Furthermore, 
the slip velocity equals the interstitial radial gas velocity as the radial velocity of the solids in 


































where β is the interphase momentum transfer coefficient, i rgv ,  the interstitial radial gas velocity, 
µg the gas viscosity, ρg the gas density, dp the particle diameter and V the volume of the total 
bed.  
Based on some preliminary PIV results for the azimuthal solids velocity in the bottom of the 
GSVR and at a radial position r close to the circumferential wall, a value for the centrifugal 










The velocity in the top of the GSVR is expected to be similar or lower due to deceleration of 
the bed, as previously described. Hence, the centrifugal force in the top of the GSVR will be 
equal or less than the value calculated for the bottom of the GSVR. An indicative value of the 
“number of g’s” that the section of the bed is experiencing in the bottom of the GSVR due to 





. The results are presented in 
Table 3.5. When the “number of g’s” is high, the centrifugal force is much higher than the drag 
force. The bed is stable and the position-dependent radial contribution of the gravitational force
 
is largely overwhelmed. Gravity cannot significantly affect the stability of the bed. However, 
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when the “number of g’s” is low, the centrifugal force does not overweigh the drag force 
significantly. Gravity will affect the bed stability and the particle fall-out in the top of the 
GSVR. Fall-out of particles is experimentally observed in the top of the bed making the bed 
becomes semi-stable.  
 
Table 3.5: Bed stability and indicative results for the “number of g’s” in the bottom of the 
GSVR 
vg,inj 

























55 stable 14g semi-
stable 5g unstable - unstable - 
69 stable 17g semi-
stable 7g 
semi-
stable 3g unstable - 





It should be noted that the above results can only give an indication of the order of magnitude 
of forces acting on the bed under the assumptions of uniformity and solid-body rotation as 
previously mentioned. Initial preliminary PIV experiments show that the azimuthal solids 
velocity inside the bed decreases only slightly with a decrease in radius, however a sharp 
decrease of azimuthal solids velocity is observed at the freeboard. Hence, the centrifugal force 
acting on the particles present at the freeboard is much lower than the value calculated in Table 
3.5 and therefore these particles can be entrained by the gas and leave the reactor when the bed 
mass increases further than the maximum solids capacity. 
The effect of solids density, particle diameter and gas injection velocity on the bed stability is 
indicated in Table 3.4, but their influence on the maximum solids capacity has been studied as 
well.  
 
3.3.1 Effect of solids density 
 
The three images shown in Figure 3.5, taken with the 2D standard PIV, demonstrate the effect 
of the solids density on the bed stability. The behavior of the annular rotating fluidized bed 
with 1 mm HDPE, PC, and PVDF particles at the (minimum) gas injection velocity of 55 m/s 
can be observed.  




Figure 3.5: Bed behavior with changing solids density. (a) HDPE (ρs= 950 kg/m3); (b) PC (ρs = 
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These images show the bed behavior just past the top section of the GSVR (with a counter-
clockwise rotating bed), where the gravitational effect is most pronounced as already discussed 
above. Remark that all images are taken at the maximum solids capacity, just before the drag 
force and gravitational force
 
overcome the centrifugal force at the freeboard of the solids bed, 
as discussed above. From Figure 3.5 (a) it is clear that the bed of the lighter polymer HDPE is 
hardly affected by the gravitational force
 
Fg. The HDPE (ρs = 950 kg/m3) particles are observed 
to form a stable rotating bed. The freeboard of the bed is well-defined while no particles rotate 
in between the freeboard and the central gas exhaust (not accounting for small changes in bed 
uniformity due to bed fluctuations that cannot be avoided). With increasing solids density ρs, 
the maximum solids capacity also increases. As the gas injection velocity is constant, the same 
amount of momentum will be transferred to the bed. As a consequence, the azimuthal solids 
velocity will decrease. Therefore, the centrifugal force will decrease. With decreasing 
centrifugal force, the influence of drag force and gravity becomes more prominent, and the bed 
becomes more fluidized. A further increase in the solids density will cause an increase of the 
void fraction. The bed will become even more diluted, and fluidization will be further 
enhanced. Particle ‘fall-out’ and an unstable bed are obtained. This is observed in Figure 3.5 
(b) for 1mm PC (ρs = 1240 kg/m3) particles where the bed is indeed more fluidized as 
compared to the HDPE bed. PC, particles are seen to rotate in between the freeboard of the bed 
and the central gas exhaust. The bed can no longer be considered a stable bed. From Figure 3.5 
(b) it can be concluded that PC particles form a semi-stable bed under the given operating 
conditions, as a limited amount of particles is observed to rotate between the freeboard of the 
bed and the central gas exhaust. The solids density is even higher when feeding PVDF (ρs = 
1780 kg/m3) particles and the result is shown in Figure 3.5 (c). The bed now suffers from a 
serious ‘fall-out’ and a considerable amount of particles is stuck at the front end-wall plate, 
under the given operating conditions. Particles are all over between the circumferential wall 
and the central gas exhaust. Remark however that even under these conditions hardly any 
particle leaves the GSVR. Nevertheless, the bed must be considered an unstable bed, as 
discussed above. It should be mentioned that the decrease of the maximum solids capacity is 
significant. Since an unstable bed cannot be of any practical use, only the maximum solids 
capacity measured for semi-stable and stable beds will be further presented and discussed. 
To assess the influence of the solids density on the maximum solids capacity all other operating 
conditions should be fixed. Furthermore, the maximum solids capacity of stable only beds will 
be presented and compared. For 1 mm particles, the maximum solids capacity for HDPE (ρs = 
950 kg/m3) and PC (ρs = 1240 kg/m3) at different gas injection velocities are presented in 
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Figure 3.6. For 1 mm PVDF particles a fully stable bed is never achieved (see Table 3.4) at the 
given gas injection velocities. A stable 1 mm PVDF particles bed is believed to be achievable 
at higher gas injection velocities, that is, with more momentum input. However, these higher 
gas injection velocities cannot be obtained with the blower of the current set-up.  
 
Figure 3.6: Maximum solids capacity Ws,max for stable beds at different gas injection velocities 
vg,inj
 
Particle diameter: dp = 1 mm; Effect of solids density: (♦) HDPE (ρs = 950 kg/m3); (▲) PC 
(ρs = 1240 kg/m3). Error bars represent the standard deviation based on three repeated 
experiments. 
Figure 3.6 illustrates that the maximum solids capacity Ws,max increases with increasing solids 
density. The solids density increases approximately by a factor of 1.3 while the maximum 
solids capacity increases by a factor of 1.5. It can be concluded that the maximum solids 
capacity increases with increasing solids density, while the bed stability decreases with 
increasing solids density.  
 
3.3.2 Effect of particle diameter  
 
The drag force is inversely proportional to the particle diameter. Increasing the particle 
diameter could thus be expected to reduce the drag force making the bed less fluidized. 
However, the effect of particle diameter on the centrifugal force is ambiguous, as the 
centrifugal force is proportional to the solids mass and the azimuthal solids velocity. For a 
given particle injection velocity the momentum input remains unchanged and the azimuthal 
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Figure 3.7: Bed behavior with changing particle diameter. (a) dp =1 mm – 3.8 kg ; (b) dp =1.5 
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Unless the bed mass increases to compensate for the lower azimuthal solids velocity, the 
centrifugal force will decrease, resulting in a more fluidized bed. Hence, the net effect will 
depend on the combined result.  
The effect of the three particle diameters (1, 1.5 and 2 mm) on the bed stability at the minimum 
gas injection velocity of 55 m/s for HDPE is shown in Figure 3.7. In Figure 3.7 (a) 1 mm 
HDPE particles are seen to form a stable bed, as already shown in section 3.1. When increasing 
the HDPE particle diameter to 1.5 mm (Figure 3.7 (b)), particles also start to rotate in between 
the freeboard of the bed and the central gas exhaust.  
From the discussion above it must be concluded that the negative effect of a larger thus heavier 
particle on the centrifugal force Fc is the dominating effect. The void fraction ε of 1.5 mm 
HDPE bed increases, resulting in a more dilute bed as compared to the 1 mm HDPE particles. 
The 1.5 mm HDPE bed is non-uniform in terms of bed height. However, the number of 
particles in between the freeboard of the bed and the central gas exhaust remains limited and 
the bed can still be considered a semi-stable bed. For the bed with 2 mm HDPE particles, 
Figure 3.7 (c), the number of particles rotating in between the circumferential wall and the 
central gas exhaust becomes quite high. It can be seen from successive images of the rotating 
beds (not shown) that compared to 1.5 mm particles, the rotating bed of 2 mm particles is 
indeed more fluidized, and the calculated void fraction ε
 
is higher. On the other hand the 
particle fall-out remains limited and there are no particles stuck to the front end-wall plate (as 
seen for PVDF 1 mm particles, Figure 3.5 (c)). Therefore, the bed of 2 mm HDPE particles can 
still be considered a semi-stable bed. 
 
Figure 3.8: Maximum solids capacity Ws,max with changing particle diameter. Stable beds of 
HDPE (ρs = 950 kg/m3) for dp: (♦) 1 mm; (×) 1.5mm and (▲) 2 mm. Error bars represent the 
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Figure 3.8 shows the influence of the particle diameter on the maximum solids capacity for 
different solids densities at various particle injection velocities. HDPE particles with a diameter 
of 1 mm, 1.5 mm and 2 mm are used. To judge only the particle diameter effect other operating 
conditions should be the same, thus only stable beds for all, 1 1.5 and 2 mm particles will be 
considered at different gas injection velocities.  
With increasing particle diameter, the maximum solids capacity rises as well. Nevertheless, the 
particle diameter has a smaller influence on the bed stability (see Table 3.4) and on the 
maximum solids capacity as compared to the solids density (paragraph 3.3.1). Increasing the 
particle diameter by a factor of 2 only increases the maximum solids capacity by a factor lower 
than 1.5. 
 
3.3.3 Effect of gas injection velocity  
 
In Figure 3.9 the effect of the gas injection velocity on the bed behavior is shown for HDPE 
particles with a diameter of 1.5 mm. The images reveal differences in the bed behavior when 
changing the gas injection velocity from the minimum to the maximum velocity, that is from 55 
m/s to 111 m/s, corresponding from 0.4 m3/s to 0.8 m3/s of gas flow rate respectively.  
In these experiments, the bed mass of the HDPE particles is limited to 2.5 kg, which is below 
the maximum solids capacity in contrast to the rest of the presented results. Maintaining the 
same bed mass is required to test the influence of changing the gas injection velocity on the bed 
behavior/stability. HDPE particles with 1.5 mm diameter are tested at the minimum gas 
injection of velocity of 55 m/s (Figure 3.9 (a)), an intermediate gas injection velocity of 84 m/s 
(Figure 3.9 (b)) and the maximum gas injection velocity of 111 m/s (Figure 3.9 (c)). 
At the minimum gas injection velocity of 55 m/s the bed expands while the void fraction ε is 
rather high. Some particles rotate between the freeboard and the central gas exhaust, thus a 
semi-stable bed is formed. When increasing the gas injection velocity to 84 m/s, for the same 
bed mass of 2.5 kg, the momentum input, the azimuthal solids velocity and thus the centrifugal 
force Fc increase significantly. The bed becomes stable while the void fraction ε decreases 
considerably, probably to a value close to the packed bed value. When further increasing the 
gas injection velocity to 111 m/s, the azimuthal solids velocity keeps increasing, but the bed 
behavior is observed to hardly change. This was to be expected as the bed was already packed 
for a gas injection velocity of 84 m/s. 
 




Figure 3.9: Bed behavior with increasing gas injection velocity vg,inj. Bed mass of 2.5 kg; 
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To confirm the importance of the gas injection velocity for both the bed stability and for the 
maximum solids capacity, the results of experiments with PVDF particles with a diameter of 
1.5 mm at maximum solids capacity are presented (Figure 3.10). At the minimum gas injection 
velocity of 55 m/s (Figure 3.10 (a)), the bed is clearly unstable. With increasing gas injection 
velocity the stability of the bed improves. For a gas injection velocity of 84 m/s a semi-stable 
bed is obtained. The corresponding maximum solids capacity is 7.4 kg. This value is higher 
than the maximum solids capacity of the unstable bed at a gas injection velocity of 55 m/s (not 
shown). Although the momentum has to be imparted over more particles than in the experiment 
with 55 m/s, the bed stability is drastically better. For a gas injection velocity of 111 m/s, the 
stability as well as the maximum solids capacity of the bed further increases (8.3 kg), even 
though the bed remains semi-stable. 
It must be concluded that the gas injection velocity has a high impact on the bed stability. The 
limitations in bed stability caused by increasing both, the solids density (paragraph 3.2) or the 
particle diameter (paragraph 3.1) can be fully overcome by implying a sufficiently high gas 
flow rate (gas injection velocity). For the experimental set-up used in this work, the blower is 
not capable of attaining the required gas flow rate (gas injection velocity) to achieve a stable 
bed with the high density PVDF particles. 
As seen in Figure 3.10, the gas injection velocity has a huge impact on the stability and on the 
maximum solids capacity of the bed. In fact, changes in the maximum solids capacity and 
changes in the bed stability are linked. At low gas flow rates (gas injection velocities) heavy 
particles like the PVDF particles form an unstable bed. Only a very small amount of particles 
rotate in the reactor and the maximum solids capacity is low. With increasing gas injection 
velocity, the bed stability increases and a semi-stable bed is achieved with the same particles. 
Correspondingly the maximum solids capacity increases as well. A further increase in the gas 
injection velocity makes the bed fully stable, while the maximum solids capacity further 
increases. With an additional rise of the gas injection velocity the bed remains stable, and the 
maximum solids capacity does not change any more. The same observation is reported by 
Kochetov et al. (1969) for a vortex reactor with just one tangential inlet. This behavior is 
related to the dependence of both the centrifugal force Fc and the drag force FD on the square of 
the gas flow rate (gas injection velocity). Thus by increasing the gas injection velocity, the 
radial bed expansion is hardly or inversely influenced (De Wilde and de Broqueville, 2007, 
2008) 
 




Figure 3.10: Bed behavior with increasing gas injection velocity vg,inj at maximum solids 
capacity Ws,max; dp =1.5 mm (a) vg,inj = 55 m/s; (b) vg,inj = 84 m/s; (c) vg,inj = 111 m/s. 
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Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that the value of the maximum solids capacity in the 
semi-stable operating regime can vary considerably, from a low value once the bed attains a 
semi-stable regime to a maximum once the bed becomes a fully stable bed. Finally, it should be 
remarked that it is very difficult to determine whether the bed is in the stable or semi-stable 
regime. Once a fully stable bed is achieved, a further increase in the gas injection velocity, will 
not change the maximum solids capacity. But, on the other hand, when the maximum solids 
capacity becomes independent of the gas injection velocity, it does not imply that a fully stable 
bed is achieved. Starting from a semi-stable bed and increasing gradually the gas velocity, the 
maximum solids capacity becomes constant beyond a gas injection velocity while the bed 
remains in the semi-stable regime. In other words, the bed uniformity still depends on its 
position along the reactor perimeter (top, bottom, left and right side, see Figure 3.4). To 
achieve a stable bed the gas injection velocity needs to be further increased while the maximum 
solids velocity remains constant.  
 
 
Figure 3.11: Maximum solids capacity Ws,max at different gas injection velocities vg,inj for all 
materials: (♦) HDPE (ρs = 950 kg/m3); (×) PC (ρs = 1240 kg/m3); (▲) PVDF (ρs = 1780 kg/ m3). 
dp = 2 mm. Error bars represent the standard deviation between three repeated experiments. 
 
In Figure 3.11, the effect of gas injection velocity on the maximum solids capacity is presented 
for all three materials, HDPE, PC and PVDF. Results are presented for 2 mm particle 
diameters. Considering Figure 3.11 it is easy to conclude that a semi-stable or stable bed is 
achieved for HDPE particles under all operating conditions. The maximum solids capacity 
becomes practically independent of the gas injection velocity at higher velocities (from 70 m/s 
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maximum solids capacity becomes independent of the gas injection velocity also at higher gas 
flow rates. 
Based on Figure 3.11, it cannot be determined at which gas injection velocity HDPE and PC 
particles form a stable bed. In the present experimental set-up, a stable bed is never obtained 
with PVDF particles, due to the maximum gas flow rate limitations of the present blower. It is 
strongly believed though that at higher gas injection velocities stable beds can be formed with 
PVDF particles as well. Correspondingly, it is also believed that unstable and semi-stable 




Experimental research in a cold flow pilot-scale Gas-Solid Vortex Reactor (GSVR) is 
performed over a broad range of 40 different operating conditions. The influence of the gas 
injection velocity, the particle diameter and the solids density on the bed stability, the bed 
uniformity and the maximum solids capacity of the GSVR is studied.  
The results show that each of the three operating parameters has a significant effect on both the 
bed stability and the maximum solids capacity. With varying solids density (and given particle 
diameter) the bed behavior evolves from a fully stable bed for High Density Poly-Ethylene 
(HDPE) particles with a solids density of 950 kg/m3 over a (semi) stable bed for Poly-
Carbonate (PC) particles with a solids density of 1240 kg/m3 to a completely unstable bed for 
PolyVinylidene-Fluoride (PVDF) particles with a solids density of 1780 kg/m3, when operating 
at a minimum gas injection velocity. The maximum solids capacity of the GSVR set-up 
considerably increases with increasing solids density. The bed instabilities caused by the use of 
increasing solids density are overcome by increasing the gas injection velocity. It can be 
concluded that at a sufficiently high gas injection velocity, even a bed with particles of a high 
solids density can become fully stable. An interesting observation is that, once a fully stable 
bed is attained, the maximum solids capacity of the bed becomes independent of a further 
increase of the gas injection velocity (from 84 m/s). A varying particle diameter (for a given 
solids density), is observed to influence the bed behavior, although this influence is limited 
compared to a varying solids density (for a given particle diameter). When increasing the 
particle diameter the maximum solids capacity increases, while the bed stability decreases. 
Once again, it can be concluded that these bed instabilities can be overcome by a further 
increasing of the gas injection velocity.  
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Abstract 
In a Gas-Solid Vortex Reactor (GSVR), also referred to as a Rotating Fluidized Bed in Static 
Geometry, a fluidized bed is generated in a centrifugal field by introducing the gas via 
tangential inlet slots to the reactor chamber. Better heat and mass transfer are observed, 
making this a promising reactor type for Process Intensification. Developing GSVRs on 
industrial scale requires, amongst other, a good insight and understanding of the 
hydrodynamics of the granular flow. In the present work experiments are performed over a 
wide range of operating conditions in a cold flow pilot-scale set-up. The set-up has a diameter 
of 0.54 m, a length of 0.1 m and 36 tangential inlet slots of 2 mm. Different materials with 
solids density between 950 – 1800 kg/m3 and particle diameters 1 – 2 mm, at varying gas 
injection velocities from 55 – 110 m/s are tested between close to minimum and maximum 
solids capacities. All these operating conditions are used to follow the change of granular flow 
by performing PIV. The rotating fluidized bed can change from a smoothly rotating, densely 
fluidized bed to a highly bubbling rotating fluidized bed depending on the operating conditions. 
Bubble formation diminishes with increasing solids density and particle diameter. 
Experimental measurements of azimuthal particle velocity fields in a GSVR are for the first 
time reported. Azimuthal solids velocity is found to decrease with higher solids density and 
larger particle diameter. The critical minimum fluidization velocity, that is the minimum 
velocity at which the complete bed is fluidized, is calculated and the centrifugal bed behavior is 
mapped in terms of a dimensionless radial gas velocity and a dimensionless particle diameter, 
as conventionally done for gravitational beds. 
 
Keywords: Gas-Solid Vortex Reactor, Fluidization, Bubbling, Particle velocity, PIV, 
Hydrodynamics, Rotating Fluidized Bed  
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4.1.  Introduction 
 
Fluidization has been a topic of research for more than 60 years. In the gravitational field, a 
packed bed of particles becomes fluidized by vertically introducing a fluid through a 
distributor. Different types of fluidization have been observed, depending on particle 
properties, particle diameter, solid density, fluid properties and fluid flow (Kunii and 
Levenspiel, 1969). Geldart (1973) classified particles in four groups (A, B, C, D). Grace (1986) 
constructed a fluidization flow regime map for the Geldart particles under varying operating 
conditions. Operating in a centrifugal field however enhances heat and mass transfer by 
improved gas-solid contact (Kovacevic et al., 2014), resulting in Process Intensification (PI). 
The concept of a Rotating Fluidized Bed (RFB) was proposed more than 30 years ago ( Levy et 
al., 1979). A centrifugal field was generated by using a motor to make the reactor vessel rotate, 
while fluidization of the particle bed was realized by radial injection of gas through the side 
wall of the vessel. Kroger and Levy (1979) studied both packed and fluidized beds in a rotating 
vessel. Fluidization in RFBs occurs radially, as the fluid is introduced through the 
circumferential wall of the reactor, and removed through the central outlet. In their experiments 
Kroger et al. (1980) visually observed that Geldart-B and Geldart-D particles give bubbling 
fluidization in a centrifugal field. Kaene and Adrian (1990) and Fan et al. (1985) studied 
experimentally and analytically the bed pressure drop and minimum fluidization velocity in 
RFBs. The layer-by-layer fluidization theory developed by Chen ( 1987) and Kao et al. (1987)  
was experimentally confirmed by Qian et al. (1999.) for Geldart-A particles. With increasing 
gas injection velocity, the bed is observed to evolve from a packed bed, to a partially fluidized 
bed and finally to a totally fluidized bed. When the bed is fully fluidized, bubbling behavior 
was reported by Qian et al. (1999.). Shortly afterwards, Qian et al. (2001) showed that particles 
behave differently in the gravitational and in a centrifugal field. Particles observed to behave 
like Geldart-A particles in the gravitational field can shift to Geldart-B particle behavior in a 
centrifugal field. Correspondingly, Geldart-C particles, shift to Geldart-A particle behavior. 
Nakamura and Watano (2007) experimentally and computationally studied the Geldart-B 
particle fluidization behavior in a centrifugal field, and concluded that fluidization is most 
probably bubbling in nature. Moreover, they report that fluidization regimes in RFBs change 
from a fixed bed to a partially fluidized bed and to a partially bubbling bed, with increasing gas 
flow rate. When the gas flow rate is further increased the bubble distribution in the bed is 
observed to become uniform. Finally turbulent fluidization is reached. Even though the 
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fluidization behavior of RFBs is quite extensively studied, particle velocities have not been 
reported, as particles are supposed to rotate with the same velocity as the motor-driven rotating 
vessel. 
An alternative approach to replace the gravitational by a centrifugal field was proposed with the 
design of a Gas-Solid Vortex Reactor (GSVR) (Anderson et al., 1972; De Wilde and de 
Broqueville, 2007, 2008; Dutta et al., 2010; Kochetov et al., 1969.; Volchkov et al., 1993). No 
motor is used and the vessel is static. The gas is introduced in the reactor chamber, using 
tangential inlet slots, thus inducing tangential motion of the particles and making them rotate. 
Gas is continuously injected and leaves the reactor chamber through a central gas outlet. The 
vortex reactor has been studied extensively over the last years. De Wilde and de Broqueville 
(2008) investigated the radial and tangential fluidization behavior of a bed of Geldart-B 
particles. At lower bed mass channeling is observed, while with increase of mass, bubbling was 
found to be the main type of fluidization.  For Geldart-D particles both channeling and slugging 
are observed. With increasing solids capacity, a dense, stable and uniform bed is formed. 
Ekatpure et al. (2011) have experimentally studied the influence of the tangential slot thickness 
and the particle diameter on the bed behavior. The influence of particle diameter, particle 
density and gas injection velocity on the maximum solids capacity and the stability of the 
rotating bed was investigated by Kovacevic et al. (2014) and discussed in Chapter 3. Eliaers et 
al. (2014) showed experimentally that Geldart-C particles, which are difficult to fluidize under 
gravitational conditions, can be fluidized in a GSVR presenting Geldart-A particle behavior. 
Computationally, the GSVR was studied by several researchers. (Ashcraft et al., 2012; Ashcraft 
et al., 2013; Rosales Trujillo and De Wilde, 2012; Staudt et al., 2011). Gas-liquid systems were 
studied by (Kuzmin et al., 2005) in similar configurations and bubbling fluidization was 
observed.   
Contrary to the RFBs, where the motor rotation (determining the azimuthal gas and particle 
velocity) and the gas injection velocity (determining the radial gas velocity) are independent,, 
the tangentially injected gas makes the particles rotate and fluidizes the bed in GSVR. 
Azimuthal and radial particle velocity cannot be imposed independently. Experimental data for 
particle velocity profiles in a GSVR have not been reported in literature. The present work 
determines the influence of particle diameter, particle density and gas injection velocity on the 
azimuthal particle velocity, as well as on the bed behavior in a cold flow GSVR pilot set-up. 
The experiments are performed using three materials and three particle diameters at four 
tangential gas injection velocities and with solids capacities up to the maximum capacity that 
can be set without particle entrainment.  
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4.2. Experimental set-up  
 
The GSVR experimental set-up used in the present study is described in detail by Ekatpure et 
al. (2011) and by Kovacevic et al. (2014) and in detail described in Chapter 2. The reactor main 
chamber is shown schematically in Figure 4.1. 
A two velocity component so called 2D Standard Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) set-up 
(LaVision®) with a CCD camera of 4MP (Imager ProX4M) and a YAG Litron laser of 135 mJ 
is used to monitor the behavior of the rotating bed and to measure the azimuthal and radial 
particle velocities. 
 
The PIV method is an optical method widely used in literature for studying fluidized bed flows 
(e.g. van Buijtenen et al., 2011). Typically PIV is used to obtain planar flow velocity fields by 
illuminating small (<20 microns) tracer particles following the fluid flow motion, with camera 
images having 2-3 pixels per particle. In the present study, a 2D PIV is used to measure the 
velocity of 1 to 2 mm diameter particles based on camera images having 10-40 pixels per 
particle. The particles used are not tracers and hence the particle velocity fields will not match 
Figure 4.1: Plexiglas Rear end-wall of GSVR with the main chamber and12 feeding pipes 




edge of bed 
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the fluid velocity field. The displacement of the particles and the time between two consecutive 
images is used to calculate particle velocity and to obtain a 2D particle velocity vector field of 
the particulate flow.  
Typically, in 2D PIV, particles in a fluid flow are illuminated twice, with a small time 
separation, by using a light sheet that is formed by passing a double pulsed laser beam through 
an optical arrangement including cylindrical lenses. In the present study, an evenly diffused 
laser light is used, instead of the light sheet. The corresponding measuring plane, near the rear 
end-wall, is obtained with the fully opened camera shutter aperture, limiting the measuring 
depth of the field of view. In particle free flow the total depth of view is 9 – 14 mm. The 
presented fields correspond to images of the order of 12 x 12 cm.  The area that PIV images are 
recorded is marked with a dashed line in Figure 4.1. Averaged particle velocities presented in 
the paper are calculated at the indicated azimuthal angle (θ = -35o). 
DaVis software by LaVision® is used for synchronizing the camera and laser pulses used to 
illuminate the particles, and for recording the images. The time between two laser pulses can be 
as small as 200 ns. Thus pairs of images of the rotating bed in the GSVR are captured with a 
high frequency. An appropriate time separation between two PIV frames is mostly determined 
by a minimum value desired for the displacement of particles between the two images. In the 
present study this value is determined to be 8 pixels, based on literature (Kaene and Adrian, 
1990) . It was experimentally verified that a further increase of the number of pixels no longer 
affected the values of the measured particle velocities. Changes in camera settings and particle 
velocities require different times between two PIV frames. For this purpose, the DaVis 
software allows to check average particle’s displacement and adjust the timing for each 
experiment.  
Every experiment is performed three times, recording three sets of 200 pairs of images. During 
post-processing of the experimental data, the images are split into a large number of 
interrogation windows. The latter allows calculating a particle displacement vector for each 
window with the help of signal processing and cross-correlation techniques. For the smallest 
particles used in the present study (1 and 1.5 mm diameter), two-pass processing with an initial 
interrogation window size of 64x64 and 98x98 pixels with no overlapping, and a second-pass 
window size of 32x32 pixel is used. For the largest particles (2 mm diameter), two-pass 
processing with a constant size interrogation window of 128x128 pixel is used. Finally, a 
median filter is applied in order to detect spurious vectors, while no filling for empty spaces is 
used. 
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The quality of processing is validated for each experiment by using the “Image Correction and 
Distortion” tool available in the DaVis software. Starting from the second raw image of the PIV 
pair, and using the velocity field calculated, the first image is reconstructed. This reconstructed 
image is qualitatively compared with the captured raw image to determine the accuracy of 
the chosen processing parameters. 
In the experimental study, three different polymers are used: High Density Poly-Ethylene 
(HDPE), Poly-Carbonate (PC) and Poly-VinyliDene Fluoride (PVDF). For each of these 
polymers, particles with different diameters are manufactured by Gala Industries®. The particle 
size distribution is analyzed using a Malvern® Mastersizer S, from which the area-weighted 
average particle diameter is calculated, with 95% confidence interval. The distributions are 
narrow, as shown in Table 4.1. The particles all belong to the Geldart-D Group when operating 
in the gravitational field. All experimental operating conditions are gathered in Table 4.1.  
Table 4.1: Operating conditions of the GSVR. 
Operating conditions – primary phase (gas) 
Gas injection velocity (in inlet slots) m/s 55, 70, 85, 100, 110 
Gas density (25°C, 1 atm) kg/m3 1.225 
Operating conditions – secondary phase (solids) 
Material    HDPE PC  PVDF 
Diameter  mm 1 1.5 2 2 2 
Particle size 
distribution 
mm 0.9±0.3 1.4±0.4 1.8±0.5 1.9±0.6 1.9±0.6 
Density kg/m3      950           950           950 1240 1780 
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4.3.  Results and Discussion 
 
As discussed in Chapter 3 and Kovacevic et al. (2014) the particle diameter, solid density and 
gas injection velocity have a significant influence on the stability of a rotating fluidized bed. 
The results presented here are limited to stable and semi-stable bed behavior, as defined by 
Kovacevic et al. (2014) and presented in Chapter 3. Snapshots and Figures will show how the 
behavior of a (semi-)stable bed of different particle diameters or solid densities changes from a 
very dense and smoothly rotating bed to a bubbling fluidized bed. It should be noted that all 
presented measurements and pictures are recorded slightly left of the bottom of  the reactor, 
mounted with a horizontal axis of rotation and operating with a counterclockwise flow.  
The three snapshots shown in Figure 4.2, taken with the 2D Standard PIV, reveal the bed 
behavior for HDPE particles for three different particle diameters (1 mm, 1.5 mm and 2 mm) at 
100 m/s gas injection velocity.  
Particles of all diameters are seen to create a stable bed at these operating conditions. Figure 
4.2(a) shows that a bubbling fluidized bed is formed by the 1 mm diameter particles. The 
bubbles are observed to move very fast to the edge of the bed, where they burst and entrain a 
limited number of particles from the edge of the bed into the freeboard of the GSVR and 
towards the central gas outlet. However, these particles are seen to return to the bed. As a result, 
the edge of the bed is not clearly defined but oscillates.  
When increasing the particle diameter to 1.5 mm, Figure 4.2 (b), the bed is still in the bubbling 
regime. Although the number of gas bubbles clearly reduces, the edge of the bed still fluctuates  
significantly. A further increase of the particle diameter to 2 mm, Figure 4.2 (c), shows that the 
number of gas bubbles in the bed diminishes and the edge of the bed is better defined. This 
indicates that particles of larger diameter, that is heavier, are more difficult to entrain, as 
expected. At constant solid density, the bubbling behavior of the bed thus reduces with 
increasing particle diameter shown in more detail in Supplementary Material, Videos S1, S2 
and S3.  
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Figure 4.2: Bed behavior with changing particle diameter, HDPE ( = 950 kg/m3); = 
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In Figure 4.3 the bed behavior for 2 mm diameter particles with increasing solid density is 
presented. The gas injection velocity is set at 100 m/s. In Figure 4.3 (a) the bed behavior of 2 
mm diameter HDPE (950 kg/m3) particles is depicted. The bed behavior was already discussed 
in Figure 4.2 (c) and shown in Video S3. Although gas bubbles appear from time to time, the 
edge of the bed is quite clearly defined. When feeding PC particles of higher solid density 
(1240 kg/m3) gas bubbles almost disappear, Figure 4.3 (b). Although the bed looks packed, the 
void fraction measurement shows that the bed is in fluidized state. Note that the photos are just 
snapshots. Averaged over time, oscillations of the edge of the bed are rather limited and the 
edge of bed becomes more distinct. When the solid density further increases, by using PVDF 
(1780 kg/m3) particles, the bed develops into a smoothly rotating dense -but still fluidized- bed, 
Figure 4.3 (c). The bed height remains nearly constant as a function of time and the edge of the 
bed becomes sharp. The bed behavior of 2 mm diameter particles with changing solid density 
can be studied in Supplementary Material, Videos S3, S4 and S5. 
In Figure 4.4 the bed behavior for 1.5 mm diameter HDPE (950 kg/m3) particles is captured for 
different solids capacities. The gas injection velocity is set at 110 m/s. In Figure 4.4 (a) the 1.5 
mm diameter HDPE bed behavior with a 3 kg solids capacity is shown. A smoothly rotating, 
dense bed is observed. Bubbling is limited and the edge of the bed is very sharp. Void fraction 
measurements show that the bed is again fully fluidized. When increasing the mass of solids in 
the reactor chamber to 4 kg (Figure 4.4 (b)), the number of bubbles in the bed is seen to 
increase. A major part of the bed is still dense and smoothly rotating, but when bubbles reach 
the edge of the bed they break, dragging particles in the freeboard (as discussed above). The 
bed edge starts to fluctuate and is less defined. For an additional increase of the particle mass to 
the maximum solids capacity, 5.4 kg under the given operating conditions (Figure 4.4 (c)), the 
bubbles become more prominent. The edge of bed is no longer clearly defined as already 
discussed for the snapshot shown in Figure 4.2 (a).  





























Figure 4.3:  Bed behavior with changing particle density. (a) HDPE ( = 950 kg/m3); (b) PC (


































 Figure 4.4: Bed behavior with increasing solids capacity. (a) 3 kg; (b) 4 kg; (c) Maximum 
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4.3.1 Azimuthal particle velocity measurements 
 
In this section, the azimuthal particle velocities measured slightly left of the bottom of the 
GSVR, in 12 x 12 cm field of view (Figure 4.1), obtained with 2D Standard PIV measurements 
are presented. Moreover, the influence of solid density, particle diameter and gas injection 
velocity on the azimuthal particle velocity component will be studied. The radial and axial 
particle velocity components are negligible while the azimuthal component is responsible for 
the centrifugal force of the bed.  
In Figure 4.5 (a), a single raw image is shown. Processing that image results in the particle 
velocity field shown in Figure 4.5 (b). Figure 4.5 (c) presents the corresponding particle 
velocity field obtained when averaging 200 images.  
From the post-processed images it is decided that time-averaged azimuthal velocities do not 
change significantly with the azimuthal coordinate in the PIV images due to the limited 
variation of the azimuthal coordinate. Therefore, time-averaged azimuthal particle velocities 
along a single azimuthal angle (θ = -35o) will be presented and discussed in the following 
Figures. The position of the radius is marked in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.5.  
To assess the influence of the solid density ρs on the azimuthal particle velocity, experiments 
with 2 mm diameter particles of HDPE (950 kg/m3) and PC (1240 kg/m3) are analyzed. The gas 
injection velocity is 100 m/s. The azimuthal particle velocity profiles across a rotating bed are 
presented in Figure 4.6. The measurements are done at the maximum solids capacity, 5.5 kg 
and 5.8 kg, respectively. Even though increasing the solids density should result in higher 
maximum capacity (Kovacevic et al., 2014), in this case the maximum capacity is almost the 
same (See Chapter 3). This is due to the difference in fluidization behavior, as PC particles 
create a semi-stable bed with limited bubble formation and intense fall-out at the top of the 
GSVR (Kovacevic et al., 2014), while the HDPE particles form a stable bed where intense 
bubbling is observed as presented in Chapter 3. 


































Figure 4.5: Velocity vector field obtained with a 2D Standard PIV for HDPE ( sρ = 950 kg/ 
m3), dp = 1.5 mm, vg,inj = 110 m/s : (a) Raw image; (b) Vector field of one processed image; (c) 
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Figure 4.6: Azimuthal particle velocity across a rotating bed for HDPE ( sρ = 950 kg/m3) - full 
line and PC ( sρ = 1240 kg/m3) – dashed line, dp = 2 mm and vg,inj = 100 m/s, maximum solids 
capacity. The circumferential wall is located at r = 0.27 m. Faded background represents the ± 
standard deviation based on three repeated experiments. 
The curves are representative for rotating beds with a limited entrainment of particles over the 
edge of the bed (Figure 4.3 (a) and (b)). Close to the circumferential wall (r=0.27 m), where 
the gas is entering in the reactor chamber through the tangential inlet slots, the contact between 
the gas and particles is poor. The momentum transfer from gas to particles is limited. As a 
result, the azimuthal particle velocity in the first layers of the bed is low. The momentum input 
is constant in both cases, but heavier particles are less accelerated. Thus the azimuthal velocity 
of heavier particles in the first layer of the bed is lower. As gas and particles further interact, 
particles momentum increases, resulting in a rising azimuthal particle velocity. A maximum in 
the particle azimuthal velocity is observed slightly downstream the circumferential wall. For 
lighter material this maximum is observed closer to the wall, due to faster acceleration. Even 
though the momentum input is constant for both cases, lower azimuthal velocities are recorded 
for PC particles. This is not expected given that the bed contains the same total mass in both 
cases. It should be attributed to the interaction between the two phases, the different 
fluidization behavior, as well as the stability of the bed formed, considering that there are 
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values measured vary significantly between HDPE and PC beds, i.e. from 0.43 to 0.32. 
Downstream of the point of maximum azimuthal velocity momentum transfer between the 
phases decreases and the azimuthal particle velocity slightly drops due to friction. The position 
where the slope of the particle velocity profiles significantly changes corresponds to the edge of 
the bed and the beginning of the freeboard. The edge of the bed for both cases shown in Figure 
4.6, can be considered rather clearly defined, at about r = 0.20 m and r = 0.21 m for PC and 
HDPE respectively.   
In Figure 4.7 the azimuthal particle velocity profiles are presented for HDPE particles of 
different diameter (1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm). The gas injection velocity is 100 m/s. The azimuthal 
particle velocity decreases with increasing particle diameter. As the gas injection velocity is 
constant, the momentum input in the reactor chamber is constant for all experiments. The 
maximum solids capacity increases with increasing particle diameter, as shown in Chapter 3, 
while the azimuthal velocity decreases with increasing diameter. As discussed in Figure 4.6, 
the position of the maximum shifts and the thickness of the first layer increases as the particle 
density increases. Remark that in Figure 4.6, the mass of the particles increases due to 
increasing solid density, while in Figure 4.7 it increases due to increasing particle diameter. 
For the smaller particles it becomes difficult to define the edge of the bed as the slope of the 
azimuthal velocity profiles does not drop significantly at a specific position. Fluctuations of the 
azimuthal particle velocity are recorded close to the edge of the bed. As the particle diameter 
increases the edge of the bed becomes better defined. As discussed in Figure 4.2, with 
decreasing particle diameter, the bubbling behavior of a bed of HDPE particles becomes more 
prominent. The edge of the bed is poorly defined due to the eruption of gas bubbles, entraining 
particles into the freeboard of the central chamber. The velocity of these entrained particles is 
measured by the PIV as well. The formation and break-up of gas bubbles at the edge of the bed 
results in strong fluctuations and thus less well defined edge of bed.   
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Figure 4.7: Azimuthal particle velocity across a rotating solids bed of HDPE ( sρ = 950 kg/m3) 
particles of diameter, pd : 1 mm (full line); 1.5 mm  (dashed line), and 2 mm (dashed - dotted 
line), at vg,inj = 100 m/s and maximum solids capacity. Faded background represents the ± 
standard deviation based on three repeated experiments. 
By increasing the gas injection velocity and thus the momentum input, while keeping the 
particle density and diameter constant, the azimuthal bed velocity is expected to increase. The 
latter behavior is confirmed in Figure 4.8, where the maximum azimuthal particle velocity for 
all recorded operating conditions is presented as a function of  the gas injection velocity. As 
previously discussed the maximum values are recorded slightly downstream of the 
circumferential wall. The increase of the maximum azimuthal particle velocity with gas 
increasing gas injection velocity is almost linear, for all particles studied and at different solids 
capacities. Furthermore, for lower gas injection velocities more intense fluctuations of the edge 
of the bed are recorded (not shown). The maximum azimuthal particle velocity is clearly 
affected by the particle diameter and the solid density, as discussed previously (Figures 4.6 and 
7). It is affected by the solids capacity as well.  
Figure 4.9 reveals how the azimuthal particle velocity profile changes with increasing solids 
capacity. Experiments with HDPE particles of 1.5 mm diameter at different solids capacities (3 





























Figure 4.8: Maximum azimuthal particle velocities with changing gas injection velocity for (a) 
2 kg solids capacity and (b) maximum solids capacity. (◊) HDPE - 1mm; (○) HDPE - 1.5mm; 
(∆) HDPE – 2mm; (×) PC – 2 mm; (□) PVDF – 2mm. Error bars represent ± standard deviation 
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As expected, with increasing solids capacity, at constant gas injection velocity, that is constant 
momentum input, the azimuthal particle velocity decreases. When increasing the solids 
capacity, that is the number of particles in the bed, the gas momentum needs to be imparted 
over more particles, resulting in a decreasing azimuthal particle velocity. At low solids capacity 
the azimuthal particle velocity is high and the centrifugal force largely exceeds the drag force. 
As a result, the bed in the GSVR is a smoothly rotating dense bed with a clearly defined sharp 
edge, as already observed and discussed in Figure 4.4 (a). As the solids capacity increases, the 
bed becomes less dense and finally turns into a bubbling fluidized bed (for 1.5 mm HDPE 
particles, Figure 4.4 (c)). The drag force at the edge of the bed now exceeds or is comparable 
to the centrifugal force. Particles are entrained into the freeboard of the reactor chamber. As a 
consequence, the edge of the bed is difficult to define, as discussed in Figure 4.2 (a). Remark 
that at even lower solids capacity the nearly flat part of the profile finally disappears. At a 
solids capacity of about 2 kg (not shown), the azimuthal particle velocity reaches a maximum 
value which almost immediately drops to zero, as the bed is very thin. 
 
 
Figure 4.9: Azimuthal particle velocity profiles across the rotating solids bed for different 
solids capacities: 3 kg (dashed - dotted line); 4 kg (dashed line); max capacity, 5.4 kg (full 
line). HDPE ( pd = 950 kg/m3);  dp = 1.5 mm; at vg,inj = 110 m/s. Faded background represents 
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4.3.2 Minimum fluidization velocity and mapping 
 
As mentioned by several researchers in the past (Chen, 1987; de Jong et al., 2012; Fan et al., 
1985; Kao et al., 1987) the minimum fluidization velocity in rotating fluidized beds can be 
calculated based on the radial momentum balance. The drag force and centrifugal force are the 
dominating contributions (Kao et al., 1987; Zhu et al., 2003). Note that the superficial gas 
velocity is not constant but increases as the radius decreases, due to the decrease of the 
available flow area. This implies that the radial drag force increases with decreasing radius. For 
a packed bed the radial drag force per unit volume, ,, can be calculated from the Ergun 
equation: 
, = 150 	
 , + 1.75


 , = , + ,   (4.1) 
where g,r is the superficial gas velocity , = /2"#$%, µg the gas viscosity, ε the void 
fraction of the bed and ρg the gas density. Note that ε is radius-dependent due to the layer-by-
layer fluidization. The centrifugal force per unit volume, &, is proportional to the radial 
coordinate assuming the angular velocity ω remains constant throughout the bed. 
&, = '(1 − *#+    (4.2) 
Once the drag force balances the centrifugal force of the packed bed fluidization is initiated. 
Accounting for the above discussion, both forces will first balance at the edge of the bed. As 
the gas injection velocity increases, fluidization is observed inside the bed. Finally, fluidization 
reaches the circumferential wall of the reactor chamber and the complete bed is fluidized. This 
is the layer-by-layer fluidization as described in literature (Chen, 1987; Kao et al., 1987; Zhu et 
al., 2003). The minimum fluidization velocity is a function of the radial position in the bed:  
,, =
-./0.12./
12     (4.3) 
For the GSVR the angular velocity ω is estimated based on the maximum azimuthal particle 
velocity, 4,5, obtained by the PIV measurements:  
+ = 67,855      (4.4) 
Fluidization starts at radial gas velocity mf,i, the minimum fluidization velocity at the edge of 
the bed, while the bed is completely fluidized at mf,cr the minimum fluidization velocity at  the 
circumferential wall of the reactor chamber. The latter is referred to as the critical minimum 
fluidization velocity. The minimum fluidization velocities at the inner edge of the bed and at 
the circumferential wall are presented in Figure 4.10 in terms of a dimensionless particle size  
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(or modified Archimedes number), :;∗ , and a dimensionless gas velocity, ∗, as it is common 
practice for conventional fluidized beds (Grace, 1986). 




     (4.5) 




     (4.6) 
G& = 67,85

5      (4.7) 
In a centrifugal field these dimensionless values are calculated using the centrifugal 
acceleration, ac instead of the gravitational acceleration as used for conventional fluidized beds. 
The dimensionless velocity and the corresponding modified Archimedes number for all 
operating conditions studied have been calculated and the results are presented in Figure 4.10. 
The line showing the minimum fluidization velocity for conventional (gravitational) fluidized 
beds is plotted for reference in Figure 4.10. For all experiments in the present work the 
superficial gas velocity is found to be higher than the critical minimum fluidization velocity 
mf,cr, implying that the bed is always fully fluidized. For reasons of comparison, the 
dimensionless values for the experiments are calculated using the gravitational acceleration 
instead of the centrifugal acceleration. They are also presented in Figure 4.10 (grey squares). A 
shift towards higher Archimedes numbers and lower dimensionless velocities ∗, in a 
centrifugal field, as compared to the gravitational field, is clearly observed. Based on a flow 
regime diagram for gravitational fluidized beds (see e.g. Grace, 1986), the flow regime of the 
GSVR would be characterized as spouted bed or bubbling bed flow regime. Bubbling 
fluidization is indeed experimentally observed for most operating conditions of the GSVR, as 
discussed in detail. However, a spout or a complete penetration of the bed by a jet of gas, as in 














Figure 4.10: Indicative representation of the GSVR data in terms of dimensionless particle 
diameter and radial velocity. The lines correspond to the minimum fluidization velocity (full 
line), and the terminal velocity (dashed line) for gravitational fluidized beds. ‘1g’ refers to the 





4.3.3 Solids Velocity at Maximum Solids Capacity conditions 
 
When the GSVR is operating at maximum solids capacity conditions, adding a small amount of 
particles will result in particle entrainment by the gas, removing an equivalent quantity of 
particles from the GSVR via the central gas outlet. The entrainment of particles takes place at 
the top left corner of the GSVR, due to the effect of gravity in combination with geometrical 
configuration of the set-up in the present study, i.e. horizontal-axis GSVR and anti-clockwise 
rotation of the bed, as also reported by Kovacevic et al. (2014) and shown in Chapter 3. This 
implies that the radial forces acting on the particles in the edge of the bed at the top of the 
GSVR are practically balanced. On the one hand, feeding particles will result in a decrease of 
the azimuthal particle velocity, corresponding to a decrease of the centrifugal force. On the 
other hand, feeding of particles will result in an increase of the bed height, corresponding to an 
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force. As a result, particles will be entrained by the gas and leave through the central gas outlet. 
Applying the radial force balance slightly left from the top of the GSVR where entrainment is 
first observed, see Chapter 3 (Kovacevic et al., 2014) allows calculating a local particle 
azimuthal velocity:  
&,I = −, + ,I     (4.8) 
, = '(1 − *J	LMNO     (4.9) 





I − #PJLMNO  (4.10) 
where θ is the azimuthal coordinate, see Figure 4.1, rm is the radial position where maximum 
azimuthal particle velocity is measured (close to the circumferential wall, Figure 4.6)  and ri is 
the radial coordinate of the edge of the bed (See Chapter 3). An averaged void fraction, ε, 
calculated based on the visually measured bed height in the top of the GSVR and the total mass 
of the bed is used. Even though it is shown in Figure 4.5 that the azimuthal particle velocities 
are locally independent of the azimuthal coordinate within the frames of the PIV images, the 
influence of gravity becomes more prominent at the top of the reactor, and the azimuthal 
particle velocity varies slightly at the four quadrants of the GSVR chamber (top, bottom, left 
and right). However, this variation is estimated to be limited. In Figure 4.11, the values for the 
azimuthal particle velocity slightly left from the top of the GSVR, calculated using Equation 
(4.10), and the azimuthal particles velocity measured slightly left from the bottom of the 
GSVR, are compared. The comparison between experimentally determined and calculated 
values is satisfying, the deviations are less than 20%.  
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Figure 4.11: Calculated (Equation (4.10)), versus measured azimuthal particles velocities at the 
edge of the bed in the GSVR for θ = 180º.▲ HDPE – 1mm; □ HDPE – 1.5mm; ● HDPE – 
2mm; ■ PC – 2mm; ○ PVDF – 2mm. Error bars indicate the deviation from the value reported 
due to the difficulties in defining the bed edge as a result of its fluctuations. Dashed lines 
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4.4. Conclusions  
 
Experimental research in a pilot-scale Gas-Solid Vortex Unit is performed over a broad range 
of 40 different operating conditions. The influence of the gas injection velocity, the particle 
diameter, the solid density and solids capacity on the hydrodynamics of the fluidized bed and in 
particular on the azimuthal particle velocity is studied using PIV. The experiments show that 
the tested operating parameters have a significant influence on the bed fluidization, as well as 
on the azimuthal particle velocity. 
A bubbling fluidized bed is observed when using HDPE 1 mm diameter particles. As a 
consequence, fluctuations at the edge of the bed where the bubbles burst are recorded and thus 
the edge of the bed is not clearly defined. By increasing the particle diameter to 1.5 mm the 
bubbles in the bed are reduced. With 2 mm particles a densely fluidized and smoothly rotating 
bed with very few bubbles is reported. The edge of the bed becomes quite sharp. The azimuthal 
particle velocity decreases with increasing particle diameter. Increasing the solid density has 
similar effects as increasing the particle diameter. The limited number of bubbles that is 
observed with HDPE (950 kg/m3) 2 mm diameter particles become even less by using PC 
(1240 kg/m3) 2 mm diameter particles. The bubbles almost diminish with PVDF (1780 kg/m3) 
2 mm diameter particles. When increasing the bed mass, the bed changes from a dense 
fluidized, smoothly rotating bed with a sharp edge, to a bubbling bed with intense fluctuations 
at the edge of the bed. The azimuthal particle velocity decreases, as expected, with higher bed 
mass. The critical minimum fluidization velocity for a rotating fluidized bed has been 
calculated and for all studied operating conditions the superficial gas velocities are found to be 
higher than the critical minimum fluidization velocities. Therefore, in all experiments 
completely fluidized beds are obtained, as verified by solids fraction estimations. The results 
for all operating conditions are presented in terms of dimensionless groups that are usually 
utilized for conventional fluidized beds. At maximum solids capacity a force balance at the 
inner edge of the bed and at the top of the GSVR where particles start being entrained by the 
gas is performed. The calculated azimuthal velocities are compared with the measured 
azimuthal particle velocity at the inner edge of the bed close to the bottom of the reactor. 
Deviations are found to be less than 20%. 
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The radial pressure distribution in a Gas-Solid Vortex Reactor (GSVR) is experimentally 
studied over a wide range of operating conditions in a cold flow set-up. The effects of particle 
properties, gas injection velocity, and solids capacity are presented. The reactor chamber has a 
radius R = 0.27 m with a length of 0.1 m. Air is injected through 36 tangential inlet slots of 
2 mm thickness. Two solids with densities of 950 and 1240 kg/m3 and particle diameters from 
1 to 2 mm at air injection velocities varying from 55 to 110 m/s, are tested at different (up to 
maximally possible) solids capacity of the GSVR. The radial distribution of pressure is 
measured using multiple pressure sensors. Using previously obtained particle velocity profiles a 
model to calculate the pressure profile over the bed is proposed and the results are in agreement 
with experimental data. At maximum solids capacity conditions the solids centrifugal force 
nearly equals the drag force calculated from the Ergun equation. The agreement is better than 
10%. For lower solids capacities the solids centrifugal force outweighs the drag force, 
confirming that more particles can be retained in the bed. Normalized pressure distributions in 
the particle-free and particulate GSVR flows are found to be independent of the gas flow rate.  
 
Keywords: Gas-Solid Vortex Reactor, Multiphase flow, Pressure profile, Pressure drop, 
Fluidization, Rotating Fluidized Bed  
  







This experimental study addresses a Gas-Solid Vortex Reactor (GSVR) because of its 
important advantages as compared to other reactor types. Conventional Fluidized Bed (FBs) 
Reactors are widely used in chemical industry, especially for processes involving gas and solid 
(e.g. catalyst) particles. The reacting and/or carrying fluid flow, supplied from the bottom of the 
reactor, fluidizes the particles against gravity. Due to fluidization, a better heat and mass 
transfer is achieved between fluid and particles.  
 Although FBs have been the topic of extensive research for more than 60 years, some 
drawbacks, such as limited fluid velocity, bypassing at higher flow rates, etc., have not been 
resolved completely (Zhang, 2009). These limitations can be overcome by applying a 
centrifugal force, which can be significantly larger than the gravity force, thus allowing for 
larger fluid and particle velocities than those in conventional FBs. This makes technologies 
involving the centrifugal force of great interest for Process Intensification (PI) (Ashcraft et al., 
2012; De Wilde and de Broqueville, 2007; De Wilde et al., 2007; Kochetov et al., 1969b; 
Rosales Trujillo and De Wilde, 2012; Staudt et al., 2011; Volchkov et al., 2003). Furthermore, 
due to better contact between gas and particles, less bypassing is achieved. Feed rates can be 
increased resulting in a higher throughput (Quevedo et al., 2006). Heat and mass transfer are 
improved due to increased fluid-solid slip velocity in the radial direction given that particle 
radial velocities oscillate near zero while fluid radial velocities can be high (Ashcraft et al., 
2012). 
 One way to create the centrifugal force is to set the whole cylindrical reactor in rotation around 
its axis of symmetry using a rotor engine. The particle bed acquires an azimuthal velocity, 
which is assumed to be equal to that of the rotor and can thus be controlled arbitrarily. The 
fluid is introduced radially through the porous surface of the reactor sidewall, thus bringing the 
bed of solid particles in a fluidized state. This Rotating Fluidized Bed (RFB) reactor has been 
also studied in detail (Chen, 1987; Fan et al., 1985; Kao et al., 1987; Kroger et al., 1980; 
Kroger and Levy, 1979; Qian et al., 2001; Qian et al., 1998, 1999; Qian et al., 2004; Watano et 
al., 2003; Watano et al., 2004)  
It is important that the centrifugal force, determined by the solids azimuthal velocity, and the 
drag force exerted on the solids bed, determined by the gas-solid radial slip velocity, can be 
controlled independently in RFBs. The first efforts to theoretically and experimentally describe 




the RFB mode of operation was performed by Takahashi et al. (1984) and Fan et al. (1985). 
Based on their experimental results on minimal fluidization conditions and on pressure drop 
over the bed, a model for the incipient fluidization was proposed. Both experimental results and 
model showed that the pressure drop over the bed increases with increasing superficial velocity 
of the fluid for a given rotation speed. At a critical fluidization velocity, the pressure drop 
across the bed reaches its maximum and then decreases when the superficial fluid velocity 
further increases above that critical value. Chen (1987) proposed a fundamental theory based 
on a local momentum balance, resulting in the concept of layer-by-layer fluidization. Contrary 
to Takahashi et al. (1984) and Fan et al. (1985), Chen (1987) and several other researchers 
(Kao et al., 1987; Nakamura and Watano, 2007; Zhu et al., 2003), using the model proposed by 
Chen (1987), showed that beyond the critical fluidization velocity, the pressure drop over the 
bed remains constant when further increasing the fluid flow.  
Despite their advantages and the possibility for PI, RFBs are not very attractive for use on 
industrial scale, because a rotating vessel suffers from severe limitations caused by vibrational 
and other mechanical issues (Zhang, 2009). Therefore, their applications are up to now limited 
to small-scale set-ups (Saunders, 1986; Wong et al., 2000). 
Contrary to RFB’s, in Vortex Reactors (VRs), the centrifugal force is established in a static 
reactor device by introducing the fluid via tangential inlet slots, positioned at the cylindrical 
circumferential wall of the reactor. Momentum transfer from the fluid to the particles sets them 
in rotation. The fluid leaves the reactor through a central outlet, creating a vortex-sink-like 
behavior. Note that all advantages of RFBs over gravitational beds remain valid in VRs. 
Additionally, there is no rotor and hence no mechanically moving parts (Anderson et al., 1972; 
De Wilde and de Broqueville, 2007, 2008a; Dutta et al., 2010; Ekatpure et al., 2011).  
Compared to RFBs where the vessel is rotating, the walls of VRs are static and hence 
significant friction is caused between the static walls and the rotating particles and fluid. 
Another disadvantage of VRs is the fact that azimuthal and radial velocities cannot be 
controlled independently. As a result, a change in fluid flow will affect both the centrifugal 
force and the drag force. This disadvantage is compensated by the fact that VBs provide a 
complete and stable fluidization over a wide range of fluid flow rates. As the flow rate 
increases, both the centrifugal and the drag force increase and remain automatically balanced 
for particle proper fluidization.  
While in RFBs the centrifugal force is proportional to the distance from the rotation axis, the 
radial variation of the centrifugal force is different in VRs, being governed by both the fluid 
flow and the fluid-particle interaction that sets the particles in motion. This feature allows for a 




particle self-arrangement and for the balance of the centrifugal and drag forces over a wide 
radial range.  
These advantages have made VBs efficient for multiple applications in chemical (Kuzmin et 
al., 2005; Loftus et al., 1992; Ryazantsev et al., 2007), heat transfer (Anderson et al., 1972; 
Tang et al., 1971) and drying technologies (Kochetov et al., 1969a, b; Volchkov et al., 1993). 
The Gas-Solid Vortex Reactor (GSVR) was studied computationally by several researchers 
indicating several possibilities for PI (Ashcraft et al., 2012; Rosales Trujillo and De Wilde, 
2010, 2012; Staudt et al., 2011).  
Although the VR concept is well known and utilized, fundamental experimental studies of VRs 
are limited. Using different vortex chambers, Kochetov et al. (1969a) investigated the effects of 
the aspect ratio of reactor and exhaust diameter on the VR behavior. Volchkov et al. (1993) 
explored aerodynamics, heat and mass transfer using 2-5 mm diameter wheat grains. De Wilde 
and de Broqueville (2007), De Wilde and de Broqueville (2008b) and (De Wilde et al., 2007) 
experimentally studied the difference in fluidization between 1G-Geldart B and 1G-Geldart D 
particles. Eliaers et al. (2014) showed that fluidization of 1G-Geldart C particles in a 
centrifugal field is possible, contrary to the gravitational field. Ekatpure et al. (2011) have 
studied the influence of the tangential slot thickness and the particle diameter on the bed 
fluidization in a GSVR. In the Chapter 3 the influence of particle diameter, particle density and 
gas injection velocity on the maximum solids capacity of a GSVR and the bed behavior is 
investigated. Detailed experimental data on the pressure variation over the bed height in a 
GSVR have not been reported in literature.  
The present work partially fills this gap and looks for a common relation governing the radial 
pressure profile in a GSVR for different particle diameters, particle densities and gas injection 
velocities. Measurements are made in a non-reactive, cold flow, set-up. Tests with two particle 
materials having different densities and at least three different diameters, at five different gas 
injection velocities are performed. A range of capacities (up to the maximal possible value) of 
solids is explored. Together with the pressure radial distribution, measured here, the radial 
particle velocity profiles over the bed from Chapter 4 (Kovacevic et al., 2014b) are used. Based 
on the measured particle velocity profiles, a model is proposed which allows predicting the 
pressure drop and the pressure profile over the bed.  
 





5.2. Experimental set-up and procedures 
 
Most of the details of the experimental GSVR set-up and of the procedure used to gather the 
data for the present study are described in detail described in Chapter 2, as well as in Kovacevic 
et al. (2014a) and Kovacevic et al. (2014b). Additionally, in this study pressure taps are added 
to measure the radial pressure profiles in the GSVR. Gauge pressure values are measured on 12 
positions along the radius at the rear end-wall plate (Figure 5.1). Unik 5000, mA output 
pressure sensors, with temperature ranges from −55 to 125ºC, a frequency response of 3.5 kHz 
and an accuracy of ± 0.04% of full scale are used.  
 
Two absolute pressure sensors with a span of 80 to 120 kPa and 80 to 160 kPa are used for the 
pressure measurement at the center (r = 0 m) and at the circumferential wall (r = 0.27 m) 
respectively. Eleven differential pressure sensors with a span of -20 to 20 kPa are used for 





















pressure drop measurements between consecutive positions located between the circumferential 
wall and the center. Positioning the sensors in such a way, allows recording the pressure profile 
over the bed along one line of constant azimuthal coordinate. The accuracy of measurements 
for each experiment is cross-checked by comparing the pressure change between the two 
absolute sensors located at the circumferential wall and at the center and the total pressure drop 
measured by the differential pressure sensors. Every experiment is repeated three times. An 
additional cross-check is performed by installing a differential pressure sensor (-20 to 20 kPa) 
between r = 0.27 m (inlet) and r = 0.17 m. The r = 0.17 m position is chosen as experimental 
observations indicate that the rotating fluidized bed in the bottom of the reactor is always 
restricted to r > 0.17 m, that is the bed height is less than 10 cm (Kovacevic et al., 2014a), and 
the higher pressure drop contribution is recorded over the bed. 
A Data Acquisition Board from Microstar Laboratories – DAP840, with up to 800K samples 
per second and 50 ns time resolution is used. In the present study measurements at a frequency 
of 1 kHz are performed. In order to limit the required computer memory and to filter out the 
noise, averaging is performed every 100 samples, reducing the data acquisition frequency to 
10 Hz. 
Two different kinds of particles are used as solid phase during the experiments: High Density 
Poly-Ethylene (HDPE) and Poly-Carbonate (PC). For these materials, particles with different 
diameters are manufactured by Gala Industries®. The particle diameter distribution is analyzed 
using a Malvern® Mastersizer S, from which the area-weighted average particle diameter is 
calculated with 95% confidence interval. The distributions are narrow, as shown in Table 5.1. 
The particles belong to the Geldart-D group when operating in the gravitational field. All 
experimental operating conditions are gathered in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1: Operating conditions of the GSVR. 
Operating conditions – primary phase (gas) 
Gas injection velocity (in inlet slots) m/s 55, 70, 85, 100, 110 
Gas density (25°C, 1 atm) kg/m3 1.225 
Operating conditions – secondary phase (solids) 
Material  
 
HDPE HDPE HDPE PC  
Diameter  mm 1 1.5 2 2 
Particle size distribution mm 0.9±0.3 1.4±0.4 1.8±0.5 1.9±0.6 
Density kg/m3  950 950 950 1240 
 
 





5.3. Results and discussion 
 
5.3.1 Pressure profile 
 
In GSVR, gas enters the reactor chamber through inlet slots in the circumferential wall. The 
injection velocity at the slot can be adjusted in the range from 55 to 110 m/s (Table 5.1). As the 
gas enters the reactor chamber almost tangentially, with a 10º angle, the azimuthal gas velocity 
component is one order of magnitude larger than the corresponding radial gas velocity 
component. Given that the gas outlet is a cylindrical pipe, coaxial to the reactor chamber but 
having a smaller diameter, as indicated in Figure 5.1 and shown in detail by Ekatpure et al. 
(2011), a radially converging swirling flow is created in the reactor chamber.  
Figure 5.2 represents typical pressure profiles in the cold-flow GSVR for the particle-free and 
particulate flows. Remark that the error bars are too low to be easily distinguishable. For 
particle-free flow, the radial gas momentum balance for incompressible fluid and no body 
forces is (Batchelor, 2010): 
∂,















∂θ ) (5.1) 
Due to the large azimuthal-to-radial gas injection velocity ratio and considering axisymmetric 
flow, Equation 5.1 can be reduced to the cyclostrophic balance (Equation 5.2), since the 
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Figure 5.2: Pressure profile in the GSVR for particle-free flow ( ) calculated based on Eq. 
5.2, and measure for flow with HDPE particles ( , ρs= 950 kg/m3, dp = 1 mm) at vg,inj = 55 
m/s. Error bars represent ± standard deviation based on three repeated experiments. 
In the near-axis region, the pressure profile indicates the presence of backflow, which is a 
feature typical of flows with a strong azimuthal component (e.g. Shtern and Borissov, 2010; 
Shtern et al., 2011a; Shtern et al., 2011b). As a result the pressure minimum is located away 
from the axis (see the solid curve in Figure 5.2).  
Based on the particle-free experimental pressure data, depicted in Figure 5.2, the gas azimuthal 
velocity, ,	, distribution along r is calculated from the cyclostrophic balance (Equation 2) and 
is presented in Figure 5.3. For these calculations, the pressure data in the range 
0 m < r < 0.03 m are not used because of the backflow that is expected to develop near the 
chamber axis where the cyclostrophic balance is not applicable.  
Figure 5.3 also depicts that the gas azimuthal velocity at the circumferential wall, where the 
gas is injected, is very close to the azimuthal component of the actual injection velocity, which 
is equal to 55 m/s·cos10o ≈ 54 m/s. The value calculated from the pressure measurements is 
slightly lower than the nominal azimuthal injection component. This difference is physically 
reasonable since the gas velocity slightly drops after injection due to the friction with the static 




























As r decreases, more specifically in the radial positions between 0.23 m < r < 0.27 m, vg,θ 
decreases due to the angular momentum loss, which at these points overcomes the effect of the 
angular momentum conservation, r·vg,θ = const. This is due to the local disturbance and non-
uniformity of the flow caused by the gas injection in the chamber. Phenomena such as flow 
separation and reattachment due to the injection and expansion of the gas at high velocities are 
possible. As  further decreases, the flow gets developed and the momentum conservation 
effect becomes more prominent as momentum losses diminish. Hence ,	, increases.  
When particles are introduced, the flow pattern completely changes and the velocity magnitude 
significantly decreases, as also observed by Anderson et al. (1972) and Volchkov et al. (1993). 
In order to make the particles rotate and to compensate the losses, caused by particle-wall 
friction, the gas must transfer most of its initial angular momentum to the particles. Due to this 
gas-particle interaction, particles accelerate until they achieve a velocity which is nearly equal 
to the reduced azimuthal gas velocity. This feature is confirmed by preliminary Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations.  
 
Figure 5.3: Estimate of the radial distribution of azimuthal gas velocity based on the 
experimental data for pressure and the cyclostrophic balance (Equation 2) for particle-free flow 
at vg,inj = 55 m/s .  
PIV measurements show that the azimuthal particle velocity in particulate flow is almost an 
































azimuthal gas velocity in particle-free flow. As a consequence, the total pressure drop and the 
pressure radial distribution are very different in the particle-free and particulate flows, as 
illustrated in Figure 5.2. In particle-free flow, the pressure drop is due to the cyclostrophic 
balance (Equation 5.2), while friction and radial velocity contributions are comparatively small. 
In particulate flow, the maximum azimuthal gas velocity is nearly one tenth of the value in 
particle-free flow. Accordingly, the centrifugal acceleration in particulate flow is about one 
hundredth of the value in particle-free flow. For this reason, the contribution of the gas 
centrifugal force significantly decreases as compared to the respective values in particle-free 
flow. On the other hand, due to the two-phase interaction a drag force emerges and most of the 
pressure drop occurs in the particle bed. This explains the seemingly paradoxical feature 
(Figure 5.2) that the addition of particles reduces the total pressure drop in the GSVR. 
The cyclostrophic balance (Equation 5.2) does not hold for particulate flow because all terms in 
the radial momentum balance (Equation 5.1) become comparable, while inter-phase drag has to 
be accounted for as well. Particles form a rotating fluidized bed and gas-solid drag has an 
important impact on pressure changes, as explained in more detail later.  
Downstream of the bed, the pressure drops very slowly until the exhaust (Figure 5.2). As 
already mentioned, the gas azimuthal velocity significantly reduces in the presence of particles, 
as compared to particle-free flow. Therefore, the backflow is significantly restricted or even 
eliminated. Accordingly, at the axis, the pressure reaches its minimum value, which is smaller 
in the particle-free flow than in the particulate flow (Figure 5.2). The measurements verify that 
the pressure value at the axis increases for higher bed mass or lower gas injection velocity. 
Given that a higher bed mass or a lower gas injection velocity result in lower gas velocity in the 
vortex chamber, the latter observation confirms that backflow diminishes for lower gas 
velocities in the GSVR. 
 
 
5.3.2 Pressure drop over bed 
 
For reasons of comparison, Figure 5.4 presents the pressure drop data over the particle bed in 
an RFB reactor obtained by (Fan et al., 1985) and (Nakamura and Watano, 2007). Several 
groups of researchers (Chen, 1987; Fan et al., 1985; Kroger and Levy, 1979; Nakamura and 
Watano, 2007; Takahashi et al., 1984; Zhu et al., 2003) studied the RFB and observed an 
increase of the pressure drop across the bed with increasing superficial gas velocity. At a 
critical superficial gas velocity the bed becomes completely fluidized and the pressure drop 
over the bed attains a maximum value. However, for superficial gas velocities higher than the 




critical gas velocity, the results obtained by the different research groups become contradictory 
to each other. Fan et al. (1985) and Takahashi et al. (1984) reported a decreasing pressure drop 
over the bed with increasing superficial gas velocity (Figure 5.4 a). On the other hand, Chen 
(1987), Zhu et al. (2003) as well as Nakamura and Watano (2007) reported that the pressure 
drop over the bed remains constant with increasing superficial gas velocity (Figure 5.4 b).  
Contrary to the RFB, a separate control over radial and azimuthal velocities is not possible in 
the GSVR, as discussed in the Introduction. The control variable determining both the 
azimuthal and radial particle velocity components for a given inlet slot angle is the gas 
injection velocity. Therefore, when the gas injection velocity increases in the GSVR, the 
centrifugal and drag forces both increase, implying that lines of constant centrifugal 
acceleration and varying superficial gas velocity as presented in Figure 5.4 b cannot be 
produced for the GSVR.  
 
Superficial gas velocity [m/s] 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.4: Bed pressure drop in RFBs reported by (a) Fan et al. (1985); (b) Nakamura and 
Watano (2007). Symbols represent experimental data and full lines represent calculated data.  
An averaged void fraction, ε,
 
is estimated based on the visually measured bed height shown in 
Kovacevic et al. (2014a) and the total bed mass measured: 
 = 1 −  = 1 − (
 − ( − ℎ)
)  (5.3) 
The void fractions calculated using Equation 5.3 show that for all operating conditions studied 
the bed in the GSVR is completely fluidized (not shown). This implies that for all operating 
conditions used in the GSVR the superficial gas velocity is higher than the corresponding 
critical gas velocity. Figure 5.5 presents the pressure drop as a function of the gas injection 




velocity for HDPE (ρs = 950 kg/m3) particles with a diameter of 1 mm, at different solids 
capacities, that is different bed masses. The solids capacity is varied from 2 kg to the maximum 
solids capacity of the GSVR. Kovacevic et al. (2014a) showed that this maximum solids 
capacity depends on operating conditions, such as gas injection velocity as well as particle 
properties. The pressure drop over the bed increases with increasing gas injection velocity.  
As previously mentioned, increasing the gas injection velocity in the GSVR implies increasing 
at the same time both the azimuthal gas and solid velocities and hence the centrifugal 
acceleration in the GSVR. It can be observed from Figure 5.4 b that the pressure drop over the 
completely fluidized bed in an RFB increases with increasing both the centrifugal acceleration 
and superficial gas velocity at the same time. Thus, the observations for the pressure drop in an 
RFB and a GSVR qualitatively correspond.  
 
Figure 5.5: Pressure drop over the rotating bed for different solids capacities: 2 kg (□); 3 kg 
(▲); 4 kg (○); Max capacity (♦). HDPE (ρs = 950 kg/m3) for dp = 1 mm. Error bars represent ± 
standard deviation based on three repeated experiments. 
Figure 5.5 also shows that the pressure drop over the bed in the GSVR increases with 
increasing solids capacity. Measurements with 1 mm HDPE particles are performed and 
compared for solids capacities of 2 kg, 3 kg, 4 kg and the maximum solids capacity. This 
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increasing with increasing solids capacity. Note that at 55 m/s gas injection velocity, the 
maximum solids capacity is less than 4 kg.  
Figure 5.6 shows the influence of particle properties, such as solid density and particle 
diameter, on the pressure drop over the bed in the GSVR. To assess the influence of the particle 
properties, experiments at the same solids capacity, 4 kg, are compared. Analogous results are 
obtained for 2 kg, 3 kg and at the maximum solids capacity. 
 
Figure 5.6: Pressure drop over the bed for HDPE (ρs= 950 kg/m3) with dp = 1 mm (♦); 1.5 mm 
(○); 2 mm (▲) and for PC (ρs = 1240 kg/m3) with dp = 2 mm (□). Solids capacity: 4 kg. Error 
bars represent the standard deviation between three repeated experiments. 
The influence of particle diameter is tested using HDPE (950 kg/m3) particles with three 
different diameters: 1 mm, 1.5 mm and 2 mm. By decreasing the particle diameter, the pressure 
drop over the bed increases. This agrees with the Ergun Equation or the Gidaspow drag model 
(Ergun and Orning, 1949; Gidaspow et al., 2004) where the particle diameter is located in the 
denominator of the drag contribution to pressure drop. The physical reasoning is that total gas-
particle interface area, Sp, increases as dp decreases at a fixed total particle volume Vp: 
!" = 6$"%"  (5.4) 
Accordingly, the drag increases. Furthermore, by decreasing the particle diameter, the 
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the solids centrifugal contribution to the pressure drop also increases (Equation 5.8). This 
explains the increase in the pressure drop over the bed with decreasing particle diameter.  
The effect of solid density is shown by comparing the experimental results obtained using 
HDPE (950 kg/m3) and PC (1240 kg/m3) particles with a diameter of 2 mm. From Figure 5.6 it 
is observed that with increasing solid density the pressure drop over the bed decreases. The 
solid density directly affects the centrifugal contribution to the pressure drop over the bed. It 
would thus be expected that the pressure drop over the bed increases with increasing particle 
density at a fixed azimuthal velocity. However, the azimuthal particle velocity, which is 
squared in the centrifugal contribution, is experimentally observed to decrease considerably 
with increasing density, as shown by Kovacevic et al. (2014b). In addition, Kovacevic et al. 
(2014a) observed that the void fraction is higher when PC particles are used instead of HDPE 
particles. The drag contribution to the pressure drop over the bed is very sensitive to the void 
fraction. The higher void fraction of the PC particles bed than that of the HDPE particles bed 
results in less drag and therefore lower pressure drop over the bed. As the experimental results 
clearly show, the combination of all effects, described above, results in a decreasing pressure 
drop with increasing solid density. 
 
5.3.3 Theoretical model 
 
As previously discussed, the cyclostrophic balance (Equation 5.2) is used to calculate the 
pressure profile in the GSVR particle-free flow. However, when particles are rotating and a bed 
is formed in the chamber, the interaction between the two phases has to be accounted for and 
the radial gas momentum balance considering zero axial gas velocity becomes (Gidaspow, 
1994): 




 + '( (5.5) 
Given that the gas enters at the circumferential wall and leaves through the center of the GSVR, 
the radial gas velocity, ,, can be approximated using the superficial gas velocity:  
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The solid phase radial momentum balance has to be considered as well: 
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Wall friction is not accounted for in the above formulations. The normal solids stress gradient 
vanishes in a fluidized bed (Chen, 1987), while the solids radial velocity is considered zero 
given that the particles rotate without leaving the GSVR. Substituting Equation 5.7 in Equation 
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The azimuthal particle velocity ,	 values along a radius in the GSVR have been 
experimentally determined using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), as reported in Chapter 4 
and by Kovacevic et al. (2014b). The pressure drop between two neighboring radial positions is 
calculated by integrating Equation 5.10. The azimuthal gas velocity is assumed to be equal to 
the azimuthal particle velocity, ,	 = ,	, as discussed previously. The integral at the right-
hand side is approximated by applying the midpoint rule, resulting in: 

















Using the pressure measured at the circumferential wall as the first point pressure value, Pr1, the 
pressure profile over the bed is calculated using Equation 11. The calculated and measured 
pressure values in the bed are presented in Figure 5.7 for HDPE particles at various gas 
injection velocities, varying from 55 to 110 m/s for the maximum solids capacity and for a 2 kg 
solids capacity. The agreement between measured and calculated values is observed to be 
satisfactory: the deviation is less than 25%. Similar agreement has been observed for most 
particle diameters and solids capacities tested.  








Figure 5.7: Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) using Equation 11 pressure 
profiles for HDPE (ρs = 950 kg/m3); (a) dp = 1.5 mm and 4 kg bed mass, (b) dp = 1 mm 
and 2 kg bed mass at 55 m/s (◊); 70 m/s (□); 85 m/s (∆); 100 m/s (○). The 
circumferential wall is at r = 0.27m. Error bars for measured values represent the 
standard deviation between three repeated experiments. Error bars for calculated values 














































The agreement is generally better for higher injection velocities and lower bed masses, while it 
becomes less satisfactory as the bed mass increases and/or the azimuthal particle velocity 
decreases, resulting in a lower bed centrifugal acceleration. This is due to the effect of gravity, 
which has not been considered in the above momentum balances, and becomes important as the 
centrifugal force on the bed reduces. Even though the density of PC particles is higher, the 
particle velocity is lower compared to the corresponding values for HDPE particles of similar 
bed mass as can be seen in Chapter 4 (Kovacevic et al., 2014b). Therefore the centrifugal force 
decreases and the bed becomes even semi-stable in some cases due to gravity (Kovacevic et al., 
2014a). Hence the deviation of the calculated results from the measured data increases at higher 
bed masses (not shown). 
The drag force exerted on the bed can be described using the Ergun equation (Gidaspow, 
1994): 
	'( = 	>;, +	>
,
  (5.12) 
where >;	?@%	>
 are given by:  
	>; = 150(1 − )
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>
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The particles are considered spherical. The average void fraction (Equation 5.3) can be used in 
Ergun equation to estimate the drag force. The latter can be compared to the values obtained by 
Equation 5.9 using the particle velocities obtained by PIV, shown in Chapter 4 (Kovacevic et 
al., 2014b). Both equations 5.9 and 5.12 are integrated over the bed height. Table 5.2 provides 
some indicative results of the calculated values for each contributing term in Equations 5.9 and 
5.12. All terms are normalized with respect to the total drag force calculated using Equation 
5.9. In general the agreement between the two corresponding calculated values is good for 
maximum solids capacity. The centrifugal force and radial flow contributions of the gas phase 
to the pressure drop over the bed are, as expected, in all cases very small and can be neglected. 
Hence, it is concluded that for maximum solids capacity the particle centrifugal force nearly 
equals the drag force as calculated from the Ergun equation for the gas-solid interaction. This is 
expected as the bed should be almost balanced by these forces at maximum capacity conditions 
and further addition of particles will result in a corresponding particle entrainment. The 




magnitude of the two forces differs by less than 10%. The deviations can be due to the use of 
the average void fraction, as calculated from Equation 5.3, when applying the Ergun equation. 
The void fraction estimation is not accurate, as the bed height is only visually determined. 
Furthermore the bed height changes with azimuthal position as described in Chapter 3 
(Kovacevic et al., 2014a). Additionally, given that the Ergun equation is very sensitive to the 
void fraction and the latter changes considerably with the radial position, for better accuracy 
the profile of the void fraction along the radius should be determined and used for the 
calculations. The linear, with respect to vg,r, drag contribution is an order of magnitude smaller 
than the corresponding quadratic, with respect to vg,r, drag term in Equation 5.12. Furthermore, 
with increasing gas injection velocity the quadratic term becomes, as expected, more dominant 
over the linear term in the Ergun formula. For the lower solids capacity, i.e. 2 kg, the 
centrifugal solids contribution outweighs the drag force calculated from Ergun equation, 
indirectly confirming that more particles can indeed be added to the bed before particle 
entrainment due to drag force starts.  
Table 2: Drag force contributions calculated using both Ergun Equation (5.12) and the radial 
momentum balances (Equation 5.9). All terms are normalized with respect to the total drag 
calculated using Equation 5.9. 
HDPE – 1.5 mm – Maximum solids capacity 
Vinj 
[m/s] 




















55 0.107 0.900 1.01 1.004 0.002 0.002 1.00 
70 0.087 0.925 1.01 1.002 0.002 0.000 1.00 
85 0.077 0.999 1.08 1.004 0.002 0.002 1.00 
100 0.058 0.889 0.95 1.004 0.002 0.002 1.00 
110 0.065 1.050 1.11 1.004 0.002 0.002 1.00 
HDPE - 1 mm - 2 kg 
55 0.052 0.270 0.32 1.007 0.005 0.002 1.00 
70 0.047 0.301 0.35 1.008 0.006 0.002 1.00 
85 0.039 0.299 0.34 1.008 0.006 0.002 1.00 













Experimental research in a cold flow pilot-scale Gas-Solid Vortex Reactor (GSVR) is 
performed over a broad range of operating conditions. The influence of gas injection velocity, 
solid density and particle diameter on the pressure drop over the bed at limited solids capacities 
of 2 kg, 3 kg and 4 kg, as well as for the maximum solids capacity in the GSVR is studied.  
For particle-free flow, the radial momentum equation reduces to the cyclostrophic balance. The 
azimuthal gas velocity near the circumferential wall, calculated using the cyclostrophic balance 
and the measured pressure profile, is found to be close to the injection velocity.  
When particles are introduced in the reactor, the gas transfers a considerable amount of its 
momentum to the particles to make them rotate and to balance the particle-wall friction. As a 
result, the azimuthal gas velocity magnitude decreases by an order of magnitude resulting in a 
significantly lower pressure drop in the GSVR. When increasing the bed mass, the total 
pressure drop over the bed increases. With decreasing particle diameter, the pressure drop over 
the bed increases. With increasing solid density the pressure drop over the bed decreases, while 
it increases with increasing gas injection velocity. The pressure drop is calculated based on the 
radial momentum balances for both phases using previously measured particle velocity profiles. 
The values are compared to experimentally measured data. The calculated and measured 
pressure profiles over the bed are found to deviate less than 25%. The drag force is calculated 
both from the Ergun equation and the radial momentum balances of the two phases. Similar 
values are calculated at maximum solids capacity with deviations less than 10%. For lower bed 
masses the solids centrifugal force outweighs the drag force as calculated by the Ergun 
equation, indicating that more particles can be retained in the bed. The different contributions 
in the two equations used for drag force calculation are quantified. The quadratic term in the 
Ergun Equation is found to be one order of magnitude higher than the linear term. In the 
pressure drop equation derived from the radial momentum balances of the phases the solids 
centrifugal force is the main contribution and the other terms can be neglected, as their 
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 Abstract 
The feasibility of performing the SO2/NOx adsorption process in a gas/solid vortex reactor 
(GSVR) is examined and compared with the more traditional riser technology. The multiphase 
reacting flow is modeled using the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model. Models of non-reacting 
flows were validated using data from a bench-scale experimental set-up. The GSVR has the 
potential to significantly improved heat/mass transfer between phases, as compared to more 
conventional fluidization technologies. Process intensification opportunities are investigated. 
The model predicts continuous removal efficiencies greater than 99% for SO2 and 
approximately 80% for NOx. The gas/solid slip velocity and convective mass transfer 
coefficient for the riser were 0.2 – 0.5 m/s and 0.06 – 0.12 m/s, respectively, whereas the values 
for the GSVR were 6 – 7 m/s and 1.0 – 1.1 m/s, respectively. This order of magnitude increase 
in the external mass transfer coefficient highlights the potential intensification opportunities 
provided by the GSVR. 
 
 
Keywords: multiphase, CFD, process intensification, vortex, SNAP, rotating bed, fluidized bed, 
riser 
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6.1 Introduction  
 
The chemical process industry continually strives to achieve more efficient, precise, and cost-
effective manufacturing of goods, and the process by which this is done is referred to as 
process intensification. Of the ways in which process intensification can be achieved, the two 
primary methods are optimization of the process or implementation of new and disruptive 
technologies that change the process, such as new reactor types or process chemistry. The focus 
of this work is a reactor type that is not new in the absolute sense, but is only recently being 
considered as a viable chemical reactor for traditional, high-volume industrial processes, such 
as petrochemical and energy conversion applications. This reactor type is known as a rotating 
bed reactor in a static geometry (RBR-SG), which can be implemented with several different 
phase combinations.  
In addition to sporadic research efforts in the second half of the 20th century, the past decade 
has seen a relative resurgence in interest for RBR-SGs in several different fields, including heat 
transfer (Anderson et al., 1972; Tang et al., 1971), drying applications (Kochetov et al., 1969; 
Volchkov et al., 1993) and chemical reactors (Kuzmin et al., 2005; Loftus et al., 1992; 
Ryazantsev et al., 2007). This technology can be classified as a bed-type reactor that has hybrid 
characteristics of both fluidized bed and packed bed reactors. The unique attributes of the RBR-
SG should allow it to significantly improve targeted industrial processes, particularly those that 
suffer from convective heat or mass-transfer limitations. In a gas/solid RBR-SG (henceforth 
called a GSVR), particles are made to rotate in a dense fluidized bed in a cylindrical reactor via 
the nominally tangential injection of a gas or gases through openings (slots in this example) in 
the curved outer wall of the reactor. The particles rotate in an annular-shaped bed which is 
forced towards the outer radius of the reactor by centrifugal force. One of the end-walls, or top 
and bottom of the cylinder, contains a central gas outlet and can be flat or curved. Momentum 
from the injected gas is transferred to the particles, causing the solids bed to rotate. The 
rotational motion induces a centrifugal force on the particles, which counteracts the radial drag 
force created by the gas flowing from the circumferential inlet slots to the central outlet. The 
balance between the centrifugal force, the drag force, the various frictional forces, and the 
energy losses within the reactor are critical for the creation of a stable rotating bed of particles. 
If the drag force imparted by the gas flow overcomes the centrifugal force of the rotating 
particles, then particles will leave the bed with the gas through the central outlet. In the last 
decade, the fluid and particle dynamics in non-reacting flows have been studied by several 
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researchers (de Broqueville and De Wilde, 2009; De Wilde and de Broqueville, 2008a, b, 2010; 
Dutta et al., 2010; Nakamura and Watano, 2006; Quevedo et al., 2006; Sazhin et al., 2008; 
Volchkov et al., 2003).  
Weisz (1982) succinctly described some interesting observations about production rates in the 
commodity chemical and petrochemical industries, in particular the fact that volumetric 
production rates generally fall in the range of approximately 1 to 10 mol/(m3reactor·s). The lower 
end of the range stems from economic and availability arguments because low production rates 
are not (as) profitable and/or cannot meet demand. The upper limit is more interesting in this 
case because it typically arises from the inability to transfer mass or heat quickly enough to 
keep control of the process. The GSVR has ability to significantly increase interphase heat and 
mass transfer and may allow the “window” of achievable and practicable industrial rates to be 
increased.  
An analogous unit to the GSVR is a standard rotating fluidized bed (RFB) with a rotating 
reactor, which should be acknowledged as both a competitor technology and as a source of 
information. A rotating fluidized bed reactor is a device where the reactor is mechanically 
rotated at high speeds to create the centrifugal force that oppose the fluid drag force. These 
reactors share many of the same operating principles as a GSVR, but with the added 
mechanical complexity that comes with large moving parts. The RFB possess most of the same 
advantages as a GSVR, including the ability to achieve large increases in heat and mass 
transfer. However, the RFB has one additional advantage above and beyond the GSVR: an 
RFB allows for independent setting of the gas flow rate and the rotational velocity, whereas 
these properties are inherently linked in the GSVR. The similar operating principles imply that 
much of the research on RFBs may be useful to understanding GSVR behavior (Nakamura and 
Watano, 2006, 2007; Qian et al., 1998; Shtern and Borissov, 2010; Watano et al., 2004). 
However, the vast majority of research on standard RFBs has been focused on cold flow 
understanding and measurements, as has been the case with GSVR technology.  
Some important industrial processes requiring gas contact with solids include heterogeneous 
reactions using catalysts, scrubbing technologies using adsorbents, combustion of solid fuels, 
and pyrolysis/gasification of solids, e.g., coal and biomass. These processes are often 
performed using a fluidized bed or a packed bed of particles in the current technological 
paradigm. The properties and operational characteristics of a GSVR will allow it to overcome 
the inherent heat and mass transfer limitations of a traditional static (SFB) or circulating 
fluidized bed (CFB). In an SFB, the gas velocity (and thus the flow rate for a given reactor size) 
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is limited because of the necessary balance between the drag force exerted by the gas on the 
particles and the gravitational force resisting the drag. In a CFB (or riser) this is not necessarily 
the case, but the particle slip velocity is limited to the terminal velocity for the simplest case of 
isolated particles. When particle clustering occurs, the slip velocity concept become more 
complicated because particles on the interior and exterior of clusters experience different 
environments. In this paper, the slip velocity (vslip) is defined as the vector difference between 
the bulk gas-phase fluid velocity (vg) and the particle solids velocity (vs). The relatively small 
vslip in traditional fluidized bed types also tends to limit the convective heat and mass transfer 
coefficients that regulate the transport processes at the particle scale. In a GSVR, the 
centrifugal force that opposes the fluid drag force can be much larger than the force of gravity, 
allowing a much higher vg through the bed and resulting in larger vslip values at the particle 
surface. The latter results in faster heat and mass transfer between the fluid and the particles 
and creates the potential for higher gas throughput per reactor volume, i.e., process 
intensification. In a packed bed situation, pressure drop and channeling are potential issues that 
limit flow rates and result in processing deviations. The dynamic, yet dense, nature of the 
GSVR particle bed may alleviate some of these concerns.  
The GSVR literature is very limited in terms of the analysis of reacting flows, mainly because 
the non-reacting bed dynamics are still not fully understood. There are many industrial 
processes that utilize multiphase contact and that are potential candidates for GSVR 
implementation, but no specific chemical process has yet been proven to benefit from this 
technology. Several important industrial chemical processes that may benefit are adsorption 
processes, gas-phase polymerization, biomass pyrolysis, biomass/coal gasification, and fast 
catalytic partial oxidation of hydrocarbons. Very recently, one research group has performed a 
detailed study computational study of fluid catalytic cracking in a GSVR (Trujillo and De 
Wilde, 2010) and an idealized analysis of combined pyrolysis and gasification of biomass in a 
GSVR (Staudt et al., 2011). These papers highlight two potential processes that could benefit 
from the technology and also briefly discuss the process intensification potential provided in 
each case. Adsorption of contaminants from exhaust gas streams and other process effluents is 
an important industrial task, especially given the ever-more-stringent emission regulations in 
many countries. In this paper, the SO2/NOx adsorption process will be discussed in detail. In 
gas-phase polymerization to high-density polyethylene or linear, low-density polyethylene, the 
heat generated during the reaction is often a significant concern because if the growing polymer 
particle temperature rises above the glass transition temperature, the particles will agglomerate 
and cause severe reactor fouling. Reactant gases may be diluted to reduce reaction rates or 
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other steps can be taken to remove heat from the reactor, such as injection and evaporation of 
liquid hydrocarbons (2005). The GSVR has the ability to increase convective heat and mass 
transfer to the particles (relative to conventional fluidized beds or risers), will allow for more 
heat to be dissipated and may potentially result in higher production rates. The efficient and 
economical utilization of biomass to produce thermal energy, electricity, high-value chemicals, 
and/or liquid or gaseous fuels is a goal of many researchers. Gasification or pyrolysis of 
biomass to fuels or chemicals is one application in which GSVR technology may provide 
specific benefits. Fast catalytic partial oxidation of hydrocarbons is a process that has been 
thoroughly researched in the past two decades using monolith, honeycomb, or foam-type 
reactions (Bharadwaj and Schmidt, 1994; Deutschmann and Schmidt, 1998; Faravelli et al., 
1998; Goetsch and Schmidt, 1996; Goetsch et al., 1996; Iordanoglou and Schmidt, 1998; 
Schmidt et al., 1998a; Schmidt et al., 1998b; Torniainen et al., 1994). The potential 
applicability of GSVR technology is appealing because the reactor has the ability to provide a 
very short gas-phase residence time and large volume throughput. 
This paper will be primarily concerned with a gas/solid RBR-SG, or a gas/solid vortex reactor 
(GSVR), but many of the principles discussed will be applicable to other phase combinations as 
well. The first section of the paper addresses computational fluid dynamic model validation 
with experimental data, and the second portion of the paper applies the model to the SO2/NOx 
adsorption process (SNAP). Discussion will focus both on the ability of the model to reproduce 
non-reacting experimental flow data and on the potential for this technology to be applicable to 
industrial processes, such as the SNAP. The GSVR shows the potential for significant process 
intensification, but a judicious choice of application will be critical to fully leveraging the 
unique attributes of the technology. 
 
6.2  Methodology 
 
The simulations presented in this work model the behavior of a GSVR unit that is similar in 
geometry to an existing experimental unit in the authors’ lab, which is designed to examine 
non-reacting flows. The cylindrical outer manifold of the unit, through which the primary gas 
phase is introduced, has a diameter of 0.7 m.  Inside the manifold, a series of 36 slots, 2 mm in 
height, are arranged at a constant radius and at a constant 10° angle relative to the tangent of 
the cylinder. The result is an inner (active) reactor region with a diameter of 0.54 m in which 
the solid phase is contained. The total length (or thickness) of the reactor is 0.1 m. The volume 
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of the reactor is defined as a cylinder with a diameter of 0.54 m and a height of 0.1 m, or 0.023 
m
3
. The main gas outlet is situated in the center of one end-wall (the other end-wall is a flat 
plate) of the reactor, and the total diameter of the central gas outlet is 0.15 m. After exiting the 
reactor, the gas flows into a cyclone, which is not relevant to the present work. Particles are 
introduced and removed through two approximately 1 cm holes in one of the reactor end-walls. 
This approach is experimentally observed to cause only minor disturbances in the particle flow 
and will be ignored in the simulations. A schematic representation of the reactor/computational 
domain is shown in Figure 6.1. The general region in which the rotating bed of particles 
typically resides is shown as the shaded region; the exact size of this region is of course 
dependent on the operating conditions, particle properties, and mass of solids in the reactor. 
 
 
Figure 6.1: Schematic drawing of: (a) general side- and top-view illustration of the GSVR 
concept, (b) side-view perpendicular to the axis of rotation, (c) the end-view for a 40° section 
of the GSVR geometry (this is the primary geometry used in the CFD simulations), and (d) a 3-
D schematic of the 40° section used in select CFD simulations. 
 
The behavior of the GSVR was analyzed using computational fluid dynamic simulations. The 
CFD software package FLUENT release 13.0 was used to perform the calculations, and the 
Eulerian-Eulerian granular solids formulation was employed to model the particle behavior. A 
nine-step lumped reaction model was used to model the adsorption process (Das et al., 2004a) 
which will be discussed in more detail later. The GSVR simulations are then compared with 
riser simulations of the SNAP performed by Das et al. (2004a). 
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6.3 General CFD Model 
 
The reactor was modeled with a 2D projection of 1/9th of the actual reactor using rotational 
periodic boundary conditions. This significantly reduced the computational cost of performing 
the simulations. The main consequence of this approach is that the gravitational forces have to 
be neglected. Both experimental data and simulations performed with a 360° geometry (not 
shown) confirmed that gravity had a minimal effect under the SNAP processing conditions 
tested. The 40° section was chosen because it seemed a reasonable tradeoff between 
computational cost and domain size. Two-dimensional non-reacting flow simulations 
performed with a 360° geometry (not shown) confirmed that the primary observables (i.e., 
pressure drop, bed thickness, solids velocity, general bed structure) were nominally the same as 
with the 40° periodic section. The reactor was modeled using an unsteady, time-varying solver 
so that the dynamics of the bed could be captured. The time-varying simulations were 
performed in a series of steps: (1) flow gas only until a relatively stable flow pattern has 
developed (duration = 0.5 s), (2) begin to add the solids phase to create the desired bed mass of 
particles with reactions turned off (duration = 0.5 s), (3) turn off solids input and continue 
flowing gas only to create a stable bed of particles under non-reacting conditions (duration = 3 
s), (4) if applicable, turn on the reactions and follow the changes in the bed dynamics until the 
unit achieves a dynamically-stable operating state. The time required to reach steady-state 
operation varied depending on the operating conditions. For non-reacting flows, this typically 
required 10-30 seconds, whereas the SNAP modeling required 200-300 seconds due to the need 
to equilibrate the adsorbent surface species coverages.  
Three computational domains were used in this work. The primary computation domain was 
the 2D, 40° periodic section mention earlier, which was meshed with approximately 12,500 
cells varying in size from 0.5 mm near the gas injection locations to 4.0 mm near the outlet. A 
2D, 360° geometry (~112,000 cells) and a 3D, 40° periodic section of the reactor (~270,000 
cells) were also used to test the effect of model geometry on the simulation results. Results 
from these geometries are not discussed here, but the results for the primary observables were 
nominally the same as for the 2D, 40° periodic section. In general, the cell size was chosen to 
be smallest in the outer regions of the active reactor zone, where the solids generally reside and 
where the gas injections slots were located. These areas were mostly likely to involve dynamics 
on the smallest length and shortest time scales, and the small cell size there should capture the 
important flow phenomena. The distribution of cell volumes was such that 11% were below 0.5 
mm
2
, 31% were below 1 mm2, 54% were below 2 mm2, 71% were below 4 mm2, 91% were 
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below 10 mm2, and 99.9% were below 16 mm2. Simulations of non-reacting flows confirmed 
that time-averaged bulk properties as a function of radial position in the reactor, such as vg, vs, 
pressure drop (∆P), and solids volume fraction (εs), did not change significantly when the cell 
count was doubled. The simulations were performed on an AMD-based Linux cluster, and the 
typical wall time for a single time step with the 12,500-cell mesh was approximately 10 
seconds using an 8-core CPU; therefore, achieving a dynamic steady state condition takes on 
the order of 250 days of CPU time.  
Boundary conditions are critical parts of the simulations, and must be specified for inflows, 
outflows, and walls for both phases. The gas inlet velocity for the non-reacting simulations was 
specified to be 1.82, 2.73, or 3.64 m/s uniformly flowing through the outer manifold wall (at r = 
0.35 m), or equivalently, volumetric flow rates of 0.4, 0.6, or 0.8 m3/s. This results in a gas 
“injection velocity” of approximately 55 – 110 m/s out of the 36 slots (2 mm × 100 mm). The 
outlet of the reactor is specified as a standard pressure outflow condition. The gas-phase wall 
boundary conditions are all no-slip conditions. The solid-phase wall boundary conditions were 
specified using a specularity coefficient (), which is a measure of the tangential interaction or 
energy transfer between the solids phase and the wall. The specularity coefficient is part of the 








In this equation, ,∥ is the particle/wall slip velocity parallel to the wall,  is the radial 
distribution function for the particles, Θ is the granular temperature of the particulate phase, 
and , is the solids volume fraction at maximum packing, i.e., 0.63 in this case. A large 
specularity coefficient implies a large degree of energy transfer between the solids and reactor 
wall, which essentially acts as a frictional force retarding the motion of the solid. Because the 
2D geometry inherently does not account for the reactor end-walls, the end-walls are implicitly 
assigned a specularity coefficient of zero; however, the circumferential wall through which the 
slots pass at r = 0.27 m was assigned a value of 0.1. This value was chosen to yield reasonable 
agreement with the non-reacting, experimental ∆P data discussed later. In the 3D simulations, a 
smaller specularity must be assigned to the wall (e.g., 0.05) because the effects of end-wall 
friction are included. Essentially, the specularity coefficient in the 2D case must be artificially 
high to compensate for the implicit lack of end-wall friction.  
Additional details related to modeling parameters used in the CFD simulations are provided in 
the electronic supplementary materials.   
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6.4  Non – reacting flow simulations 
 
The gas phase in the non-reacting CFD formulation is treated as an incompressible ideal gas, 
and the viscosity is modeled using the two-coefficient Sutherland’s Law with constants: 
 = 1.458 × 10$% 	& ' ∙ ) ∙ *.+⁄  and - = 110.4	*, which are typical coefficients for air at 
moderate conditions (2010a).The viscous forces and turbulence are accounted for using the 
realizable k-ε model with standard wall functions, per-phase multiphase formulation, and the 
standard model constants provided by FLUENT (Shih et al., 1995). All non-reacting 
simulations were isothermal and performed at 298 K. 
The granular particle phase was assigned a density of 950 kg/m3 with a uniform particle 
diameter of 0.0009 m, chosen to match the HDPE particles within our non-reacting 
experimental flow set-up. The solids feed rate in the non-reacting simulations was chosen such 
that the final solids bed mass (mbed) in the reactor was 2.12, 3.25, or 4.7 kg. This means that the 
maximum solids volume content in the active portion of the reactor (r < 0.27 m) was 
approximately 10 – 22% by volume, though the local εs was often much higher. The solids 
phase was treated as a granular phase, using the Gidaspow formulation for granular viscosity, 
the Lun et al. formulation for granular bulk viscosity, the Schaeffer formulation for frictional 
viscosity (with default parameters), an algebraic formulation for granular temperature, solids 
pressure and radial distribution by Lun et al., and a packing limit of 0.63 (2010b). To describe 
interactions between phases, the Gidaspow mode (2010a) was used for drag, and the solid/solid 
restitution coefficient was taken to be 0.9, which is typical of HDPE (Moysey and Thompson, 
2007). Note that the Gidaspow drag model does introduce a discontinuity at a solid volume 
fraction of 0.2; however, this jump did not affect the bulk fluid dynamics in a significant way; 
i.e., the bulk bed behavior is similar to that observed when using continuous drag models.  
 
6.5  SNAP Simulations 
 
The gas phase for the SNAP simulation consisted of a dilute mixture of SO2, NO, NO2, and O2 
in N2. The inlet SO2, NO, NO2, and O2 concentrations were 1330, 531, 10, and 20000 ppm by 
volume, respectively, with the balance being N2. The gas inlet velocity was 2.73 m/s, which 
corresponds to 0.6 m3/s or 0.495 kg/s when translated to the experimental set-up. When 
combined with an mbed of 5.38 kg, this represents the midpoint of the non-reacting validation 
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matrix in terms of volume flow rate of gas and volume of solids in the bed. The diffusivities of 
the gas-phase species were determined by Fuller et al. (1966) semi-empirical method utilizing 
atomic volumes and they were estimated to be 2.13×10-5, 3.55×10-5, 2.87×10-5, 3.34×10-5, and 
3.36×10-5 m2/s at 414 K for SO2, NO, NO2, O2, and N2, respectively. The viscosity of the gas 
phase was taken to be that of pure N2 gas given the dilute nature of the impurities. Other gas-
properties were treated in the same manner as in the non-reacting flow simulations. All SNAP 
simulations were isothermal and performed at 414 K. 
The solids phase in the SNAP simulations was considered to be an Al2O3-based sorbent with 
properties specified in previous papers (Das et al., 2004a; Das et al., 2001; Das et al., 2004b; 
De Wilde et al., 2001). The solids phase was composed of nine active surface species and one 
inert solid. The active surface site density was 0.928 molsites/kgsorbent. It was assumed that 
adsorption occurs in the pores and does not increase the diameter of the sorbent particles. The 
particulate density of the fresh sorbent was 1550 kg/m3, and the particle diameter was defined 
to be either 70 or 200 µm. The particle-particle restitution coefficient was taken to be 1.0 to 
match the riser simulations performed by (Das et al., 2004a). However, a brief sensitivity check 
determined that the bulk observables were minimally affected by changes in the restitution 
coefficient within a reasonable range. The other granular properties of the phase were taken to 
be the same as those described earlier in this paper. The mbed in the SNAP cases was either 2.27 
kg (direct riser comparison) or 5.38 kg (realistic operation) of adsorbent (ρs = 1550 kg/m3). 
The adsorption process was simulated in three modes of operations: (1) batch mode with no 
adsorbent feeding or removal after formation of the initial bed, (2) single-pass mode where 
fresh sorbent is fed to the reactor and an equivalent volume of partially spent sorbent is 
removed, and (3) recycle mode where fresh sorbent is fed at a given rate, partially spent sorbent 
is removed, and partially spent sorbent is recycled with a specified recycle ratio. The sorbent 
feed and removal rate was chosen such that the total bed volume remained constant, implying 
that the volumetric solids feed and removal rates were constant. The solids handling and 
regeneration portion of the process are not modeled here, and sorbent regeneration is assumed 
to be complete. 
In batch-mode operation, a stable bed of sorbent particles is created under non-reaction 
conditions. Once a stable bed has been established, the reactions are turned on, and transient 
adsorption of the impurities was followed as a function of time. The breakthrough behavior and 
bed capacity were examined. However, batch mode does not represent a realistic mode of 
operations, which is why the following continuous-mode simulations were performed. 
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The single-pass, continuous operation mode is the simplest way to continuously operate the 
adsorption unit. Sorbent was fed near the inner edge of the 5.38 kg bed, between radial values 
of 0.20 and 0.21 m, and sorbent was removed at radial values between 0.260 and 0.265 m. The 
feeding and removal of sorbent was accomplished by means of source and sink terms, not 
through the use of physical inlets and outlets in the model geometry; the two-dimensional 
nature of the geometry required the use of source/sink terms. However, the source and sink 
terms were active at locations in the reactor where physical solids feed and removal devices 
could be placed. The purpose was to use source/sink terms to feed and removal particles at 
reasonable locations in the reactor. Fresh sorbent, with all active surface sites free, was fed to 
the reactor at a rate of 0.103 kg/s. This feed rate was chosen to achieve the same ratio of gas 
flow rate to fresh sorbent (4.8 kggas/kgsorbent) used in the riser simulations of Das et al. 
(2004a).The sorbent removal rate was the product of the sorbent mass feed rate and the ratio of 
the spent sorbent density to the fresh sorbent density, thus enforcing a constant bed volume. 
Energy source and sink terms were included to ensure that the material was fed and removed at 
the operating temperature. The solids were assumed to enter the unit with zero momentum. A 
momentum sink term was added at the solids removal location, which effectively forced the 
solids to have zero momentum when exiting the reactor. Adding the momentum sink resulted in 
a 5-10% decrease in the vs in the bed. A schematic of the continuous adsorption model used in 
the simulations is presented in Figure 6.2. 
 
Figure 6.2: Schematic detailing the sorbent feeding and removal process in the simulations for 
the 5.38 kg bed. The source (feed) and sink (removal) areas are indicated and are located in the 
range of r = 0.20 – 0.21 m and r = 0.260 – 0.265 m, respectively. The contours are a 
representative snapshot of the solids volume fraction for the stable bed. 
 
The continuous-recycle mode of operation was very similar to the single-pass mode. This mode 
is tested because the riser simulations included recycle. The recycle mode was used in two 
simulation cases: a direct comparison with the riser with mbed = 2.27 kg and a more realistic 
operational case with mbed = 5.38 kg. The feed/removal locations for the 5.38 kg case were the 
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same as in the one-pass case, whereas the feed and removal locations in the 2.27 kg case were 
at radial positions of 0.24 – 0.245 m and 0.26 – 0.265 m, respectively. The revised feed 
locations retain the concept of feeding near the inner edge of the bed. In these cases, sorbent 
was removed from the bed at a larger rate, and a portion of the sorbent removed was 
regenerated to yield fresh sorbent, and the remaining sorbent was recycled in the as-removed 
state. The recycle ratio, defined as the mass ratio of recycled sorbent to regenerated sorbent, 
used in this work was 3:1. In the simulations, there was no delay between the removal of the 
sorbent and its reintroduction into the unit. The effect of recycle is discussed later in the paper. 
When recycling sorbent, the coverage-dependent kinetics become more complicated, which is 
discussed briefly in the SNAP kinetics section and in detail by Das et al. (2004a). These 
complexities were treated in a manner consistent with that of Das et al. (2004a). 
 
6.6  SNAP Reaction Chemistry 
 
The reaction chemistry was chosen to be as simple as possible while capturing the important 
characteristics of the SNAP. The reaction mechanism and kinetic parameters used in the 
simulations were from Das et al. (2004a) however, additional information can be found in 
several other papers (Das et al., 2001; Das et al., 2004b; De Wilde et al., 2001). A summary of 
the most salient aspects of the mechanism and kinetic parameters are provided here, and the 
reader is referred to the aforementioned references for an in depth derivation and analysis of the 
kinetics. The reaction mechanism and the rate coefficients at 414 K are provided in Table 6.1. 
The species that are in braces in the table indicate species that participate in the reaction, but 
are not specifically included in the rate expression for that reaction. The number of sites 
occupied by the product of the reaction is provided in the table to provide a sense of the size of 
the adsorption complex formed in each reaction. This number was determined through a fitting 
of experimental data and varying the stoichiometry of reaction 5 (Das et al., 2001). In general, 
the rate expressions are the product of the rate coefficient, the gas-phase species concentrations 
(if applicable), and the surface species fractional coverage. The free surface site fraction that 
appears in the rate expression is modified to account for the coverage-dependent nature of the 
rates (Das et al., 2004a). The kinetic model was implemented in the same manner as in the riser 
simulations of Das et al. (2004a) and the reader is referred that that paper for additional details. 
The rate constants are defined in such a way that the rate expression yields units of moles per 
molsite per second, which can then be multiplied by the site density (0.928 molsite/kgsorbent) and 
the local catalyst bulk density (kgsorbent/m3reactor) to arrive at a volumetric reaction rate. 
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(414 K) Notes 
1. ./- + (∗) → ./-∗ 1 4.73 a 
2. 3/- + (∗) → 3/-∗ 1 2.36 a 
3. ./-∗ + (∗) → ./-∗∗ 2 3.08 b 
4. 3/ + /- + ./-∗∗ → 43/-./56∗ + (∗) 1 2105 c 
5. 43/-./56∗ + 73./-∗, 5-/-8 → 9:
;∗
 
4 0.0685 b, e 
6. 9:;∗ + /- + 7-/-8 → 9
;∗
 
4 0.099 a 
7. 3/-∗ + ./- + <2./-> → 3/ + 4/(./-)56∗ 1 2.02 a 
8. 9:;∗ + 3/- → 23/ + 4/- + ?;∗ 4 1.73 a 
9. 3/ + -/- + (∗) → 3/- + (∗) – 0.64 d 
     
(a) '5	'@AB:C$ 	)$, (b)	'@A	'@AB:C$ 	)$, (c)		'%	'@A$	'@AB:C$ 	)$, (d)		';.+	'@A$.+	'@AB:C$ 	)$. 
(e) This rate coefficient was reduced by a factor of 1000 due to a typographical error in the reported value in the referenced 
publications. See the electronic supplementary materials for a detailed explanation. 
Free reactive surface sites are indicated by (∗). 
 
The effect of external mass transfer between the gas phase and the sorbent particles was 
accounted for in the reaction rate expressions, although in general these reactions are 
kinetically limited under the GSVR conditions studied. The form of the net rate expression was 
derive by assuming that the mass-transfer rate to the particle surface was equal to the 
consumption rate within the particle.  
 
6.7  Experimental Validation of Non-Reacting Flows 
 
As mentioned previously, the authors’ group has previously constructed a GSVR capable of 
investigating bed behavior and operational properties in non-reacting flows. This apparatus is 
described in more detail elsewhere (Ekatpure et al., 2011). Although the present computational 
results cannot be fully validated using reacting flow experiments, it is worthwhile to determine 
how effectively CFD simulations of non-reacting flows reproduce experimental data. The 
primary experimental variables that are accessible are the apparent bed thickness (h), the ∆P 
across the reactor or bed, and the vs near the end-wall (when a high-speed, high-resolution 
camera is used). In the current set-up, there is only access to h and ∆P measurements, which 
also provide data related to average bed εs via the known mbed. 
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The experimental h determinations were carried out in by feeding quasi-spherical high-density 
polyethylene (HDPE) particles at a known feed rate of 12.5 g/s into the GSVR unit. The HDPE 
particles can be described as rounded cylinders with an approximate effective diameter of 
0.9 mm and a density of 950 kg/m3. As the solids were being fed, visual measurements of h 
were collected, including the average thickness, as well as the minimum and maximum 
thickness due to natural fluctuations in the bed. Several runs were performed for each process 
condition to ensure reproducibility of the measurements. Measurements were taken for feeding 
times of 3, 4.5, and 6 minutes, which correspond to total mbed values of 2.13, 3.25, and 4.38 kg, 
respectively. The standard deviation in mbed was determined to be approximately 3% based on 
comparison of physical measurements of mbed and the solids feed rate of 12.5 g/s. It was also 
confirmed that solids losses from the unit were negligible for the mbed values examined here; 
typically particle losses began to occur with mbed greater than 4.75 kg. Air flow rates of 0.4, 0.6, 
and 0.8 m3/s were used in the study, which translate to air mass flow rates of approximately 
0.49, 0.73, and 0.98 kg/s based on an air density of 1.22 kg/m3. 
Because this paper is not meant to be a detailed analysis of experimental work, only a cursory 
presentation of the data that is relevant to the CFD model validation will be provided. 
Experimental pressure data were collected at 6 points in the GSVR: (1) in the inlet manifold 
upstream of the injection slots, (2) at the circumferential wall between two injection slots, r = 
0.27 m, (3) at r = 0.255 m, (4) at r = 0.24 m, (5) at 0.21 m, and (6) at 0.15 m. These 
measurement locations allow for independent verification of the pressure across the bed, the 
pressure drop across the inlet slots, and the total pressure drop; however, ∆P is most relevant to 
the model validation. The pressure data constitutes the average over 30 s after the unit has 
reached a stable condition, which occurs within tens of seconds after feeding has stopped.  
The experimental data were compared with non-reacting CFD simulations with the same mbed 
and gas flow rate. The CFD data used to determine h for the comparison was the εs as a 
function of radial position, where the εs data had been averaged over the final 0.5 seconds of 
simulation time and over the cylindrical azimuthal coordinate. This type of average should 
yield a similar representation of what would be observed visually by looking at the bed profile 
through the end-wall. The computed averaged εs varies smoothly from the zero in the freeboard 
region to the main bed zone, typically over a distance of 20 – 30 mm. This smoothing is due to 
a combination of the inherent smoothing provided by the two-fluid model and the spatial/time 
averaging of fluctuations that are predicted to occur naturally within bed. h for the simulations 
was defined using the radial value at which the εs was 0.05. The bed pressure drop based on the 
simulation data was determined using the pressure along the circumferential wall at location 
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similar to where the experimental pressure was obtained. The simulated ∆P was computed by 
averaging over 0.5 seconds of data. 
 
Figure 6.3: Comparison of bed thickness and bed pressure drop for experimental data (+) and 
CFD simulations (○: 2.12 kg bed, ×: 3.25 kg bed, and □: 4.38 kg bed). The leftmost “column” 
of data corresponds to an air flow rate of 0.49 kg/s, the middle to 0.74 kg/s, and the rightmost 
to 0.98 kg/s. The ovals enclosing the data aid in visual matching of corresponding experimental 
and computational pairs. Error bars are not included, but typical 95% confidence intervals in 
the experimental bed thickness and pressure drop are 10% and 2%, respectively. 
 
Figure 6.3 presents a graphical comparison of the experimental and computational ∆P and h 
data. As noted earlier, the specularity coefficient was adjusted to achieve agreement between 
the experiment and computational ∆P for the 0.74 kg/s air flow rate and mbed = 3.25 kg data 
point. h is also in good agreement at these conditions, though adjustments were not made to 
force agreement of this observable. Close agreement is obtained for the 3.25 kg case, whereas 
errors become more pronounced as the gas flow rate increases and at the higher and lower mbed. 
There are several possible explanations for the discrepancy between the experimental and 
computed pressure drop. The first is that the experimental pressure measurement location and 
the computed pressure are not precisely equivalent. The experimental upstream pressure was 
measured with a tube inserted through the outer wall between two injection slots. In an attempt 
to be consistent, the CFD upstream pressure was defined as the pressure on a section of the 
outer wall between two inlet slots. However, the pressure calculated by CFD varies strongly in 
the region around the injection slots. For example, for the 4.38 kg bed and 0.98 kg/s air case, 
the pressure changes by ~8 kPa as one moves along the outer wall from one injection slot to the 
next. A second potential explanation is that the drag model used in the work is not sufficient to 
describe the pressure drop as a function of solids volume fraction and/or flow rate through the 
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bed under these high-centrifugal-force conditions. This is discussed in more detail in the 
following paragraph.  
The comparison shows several distinct trends in the data. First, at low gas flow rates and higher 
mbed, h tends to be under-predicted by the CFD simulations. This effect is particularly evident 
in the 0.49 kg/s + 4.38 kg case and is directly attributed the influence of gravity. Full 2D, 360° 
simulations with the gravitational force included showed the ability to capture this increase in 
thickness at low flow rates and high bed masses. The second trend is the clear propensity of the 
simulations to underestimate ∆P at a low mbed and to overestimate ∆P at a high mbed. This 
behavior is clearly seen at the 0.74 and 0.98 kg/s air flow rates. This effect is believed to be 
caused by more fundamental deficiencies in either the two-fluid model or in the key gas/solid 
interaction models, such as the applied drag law. The continuum nature of the two-fluid model 
implies that it is not capable of resolving small-scale behavior, such as particle clustering, that 
could significantly affect the bed behavior and pressure drop. The Gidaspow model used to 
calculate the fluid/solid momentum interaction coefficient (β), or drag, in this work provides 
different equations for low and high εs. Under the conditions studied, the second term in the 
Gidaspow model is dominant. This term is proportional to the εs multiplied by vslip and accounts 
for 75 – 90% of the drag under typical GSVR conditions. This linearity of β with respect to εs 
means that the product of the dominant drag term and h is effectively independent of εs and 
primarily depends on the mbed. Therefore, even though the average εs decreases as mbed 
increases, mbed has a very strong influence on ∆P, whereas εs has only a minor influence. For 
example, the values of β ·h are approximately 290, 440, and 600 kg/(m2·s) for mbed = 2.13, 
3.25, and 4.38 kg, respectively, whereas the typical εs values were 0.55, 0.50, and 0.45. It is not 
a coincidence that the ∆P and β·tbed scale similarly with mbed in the CFD simulations. The 
experimental data indicate that the real-world dependence of ∆P on mbed is different from that 
indicated by the applied drag model. The exact reason for the deficiency is unclear, though it 
could be a combination of the drag model and the continuum nature of the two-fluid model. 
Although additional drag models from Syamlal et al. (2010a), Benyahia et al. (2006), Beetstra 
et al. (2007) were tested, the Gidaspow model was found to yield the best results for these 
unique, high-centrifugal-force operating conditions. It is beyond the scope of this paper to 
attempt to derive a new drag model, but it may be a useful future task that could yield improved 
GSVR simulations. However, the Gidaspow drag model and other computational settings 
provide sufficient accuracy required for the scope of this paper, as will be demonstrated in the 
non-reacting flow validation results.   
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6.8  Results and discussion  
 
The discussion here will focus mainly on the performance of the GSVR relative to the riser, 
and will not address the fundamentals of the SNAP outside of where those fundamentals are 
relevant to GSVR operation. All riser data used for comparative purposes and all references to 
relate to the SNAP simulations in a riser published in 2004 (Das et al., 2004a). Explicit 
reference will be made from here onwards only when data from other sources is mentioned. 
It is important to examine the relevant operational conditions of the two technologies compared 
in this paper. The most pertinent ones are summarized in Table 6.2 for the riser, batch GSVR, 
GSVR without recycle (fresh sorbent only), and both GSVR cases with recycle. To be 
consistent with the experimental GSVR set-up, the size of the computational GSVR model was 
not scaled to achieve an equivalent gas flow as the riser. Approximately 10 GSVRs would need 
to be operated in parallel to treat the same amount of gas processed in the riser. Because of this, 
several processing variables were kept constant in the riser/GSVR comparison.  
 
Table 6.2: Independent basis variables and quantities derived from the independent variables 
for the riser and GSVR cases 
 




5.38 kg bed 
no recycle 




Independent Basis Variables      
Reactor volume (m3) 24.2 0.023 0.023 0.023 0.023 
Total gas feed flow rate (kg/s) 4.84 0.495 0.495 0.495 0.495 
Regenerated solids feed rate (kg/s) 1.01 0.103 0.103 0.103 – 
Recycle ratio (kgrecyc/kgregen) 3 3 – 3 – 
Solids hold-up (kg) 22.0 2.27 5.38 5.38 2.27 or 5.38 
      
Derived Quantities      
Gas-to-regenerated solids (kggas/kgregen) 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 – 
Gas-to-total solids fed (kggas/kgsolids) 1.2 1.2 4.8 1.2 – 
Space-time (kgsolids·s/mole) a 68 69 160 160 69 or 160 
Weight hourly space velocity (1/hr) b 2.8 2.8 1.2 1.2 2.8 or 1.2 
Solid residence time (s) c 22 22 50 50 22 or 50 
Solids loading (kg/m3reactor) 0.9 100 230 230 100 or 230 
Gas/solid contact time (s) 4.1 ~0.005 ~0.01 ~0.01 ~0.005 or 0.01 
(a) Space-time is defined as the mass of solids in the reactor divided by the inlet molar flow rate of contaminants 
(b) WHSV is defined as the inlet mass flow rate of contaminants divided by the mass of solids in the reactor 
(c) Solids residence time is defined as the solids loading divided by the regenerated solids feed rate 
 
The process can be described in terms of a minimum basis set of independent operational 
variables, assuming a constant reactor geometry and constant temperature. Useful derived 
process variables can also be defined to aid in the understanding of the process. The 
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independent variables in the basis set for the GSVR are the following: (1) gas feed flow rate, 
(2) fresh sorbent feed rate, (3) sorbent recycle ratio, (4) solids hold-up or loading, and (5) gas 
feed composition. Some of the useful derived quantities based on the independent variables are 
the gas-to-solids feed ratio, space-time, weight hourly space velocity, gas or solids residence 
time, and gas/solid contact time. The derived quantities are those that are kept constant during a 
comparison because they are intensive variables, which is important because the volumes of the 
riser and GSVR are different. The relevant dependent variables in the GSVR are the pressure, 
solids velocity, gas velocity, solids volume fraction, and species concentration fields.  
The most important process attribute was the ratio of the gas flow rate to the fresh sorbent feed 
rate. The fresh sorbent feed rate to the GSVR was chosen to achieve a gas-to-regenerated solids 
ratio of 4.8, identical to that in the riser simulations. The second conserved variable in the 
direct comparison case was the average solids residence time, which is defined as the solids 
hold-up divided by the fresh sorbent feed rate. Additionally, the weight hourly space velocity 
(WHSV) for the direct comparison case was the same in the riser and GSVR simulations; 
therefore, the solids loading per unit of gas flow is equivalent. When the GSVR was simulated 
with sorbent recycle, the recycle ratio was chosen to be equivalent to that used in the riser 
simulations. The GSVR with sorbent recycling can be considered a direct analogue to the riser 
unit, except that it processes approximately 1/10th gas flow of the riser. Given that the 
important observables are intensive properties, the total throughput has minimal relevance in 
this modeling study, where scale-up is assumed to be accomplished through numbering up as is 
typical in process intensification. Scale-up issues will be a concern when attempting to 
implement of a large GSVR-based process in industry.  
In addition to the operational parameters that were conserved in the comparison, there are also 
notable differences that highlight the potential benefits of the GSVR. First, there is the large 
difference in the reaction zone volume, which is approximately a factor of 100 smaller in the 
GSVR per unit mass of gas processed. The reason for this large difference is because the 
GSVR operates with an εs between 0.1 and 0.6, whereas a typical value of εs in the riser was 
0.0004 in the bulk flow and 0.001 near the walls. The ability of the GSVR to operate with a 
very dense particle bed also manifest itself in the volumetric solids loading, which was 100 – 
230 kg/m3reactor, compared to a value of only 0.9 kg/m3reactor for the riser. The final key 
difference is the gas/solid contact time, which is on the order of 10 ms for the GSVR due to the 
relatively thin bed and high radial gas velocity (vg,r). When considering the 4.1 s contact time 
for the riser, the high conversions remain achievable in the GSVR because the volumetric 
reaction rates are typically proportional to the local bulk density of the catalyst, which is 
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approximately 100 times larger in the GSVR. Short gas/solid contact times may also provide 
secondary benefits, such as the ability to reduce unwanted side reactions. For example, if there 
are undesired, non-catalytic, gas-phase side reactions occurring alongside a catalytic/adsorption 
process, then a short overall reactor residence time could provide a means of controlling the 
reactions that are not dependent on the catalyst bulk density. Alternatively, if the process relies 
on gas-phase reactions, then this could be a fundamental limitation. This highlights the fact that 
a GSVR may not be beneficial for all processes but has the potential to significantly improve 
ones that leverage the attributes of the technology. 
 
6.8.1  Batch adsorption in a GSVR 
 
Although batch adsorption is not the optimal operational mode, simulating this mode can 
provide a general behavioral profile of the process and elucidate the timescales of the dynamic 
phenomena occurring in the process. This simulation was performed with both mbed = 2.3 and 
5.3 kg to allow comparison of a more realistic solids loading and the direct riser comparison. 
Based on the inlet gas flow rate and composition, the ideal bed capacity and breakthrough time 
can be estimated. The brief analysis that follows is based on the 5.38 kg bed, though it can be 
easily scaled to a different mbed. The 5.38 kg bed contains approximately 4.9 mol of active sites 
and can capture an equivalent amount of impurities if one assumes that each active site is 
capable of capturing one SO2 or NOx molecule. The inlet gas flow rate is 17.6 mol/s, which 
translates to SO2 and NOx feed flow rates of approximately 23.5 mmol/s and 9.5 mmol/s, 
respectively. If the adsorption process was 100% efficient and all active sites could be filled, 
then the sorbent would be saturated and breakthrough of impurities would occur after 
approximately 150 seconds. Due to the rapidly decreasing effective free site fraction as 
adsorption occurs, the rate of adsorption and apparent capacity drop significantly. An additional 
complication in the GSVR is that the bed is dynamic, and does not behave like a fixed bed. The 
bed in the GSVR more closely resembles a well-mixed solids bed. This mixing behavior results 
in more smoothly changing outlet concentrations, not the relatively abrupt change one may 
expect in a highly efficient fixed bed. Therefore, the initial increase in impurity concentrations 
at the outlet will be observed before the ideal time of 150 seconds, and the apparent bed 
capacity will be reduced because of the exponential decay in the reaction rates as the surface 
coverage increases.  
The observed simulation data confirm the above supposition. The time-varying concentration 
profiles of SO2, NO, and NO2 are presented in Figure 6.4 for both bed masses. The initial 
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breakthrough of NO and NO2 occurs at approximately 30 s for both bed masses. Equivalent 
breakthrough times for different mbed values may seem counterintuitive, but this phenomenon is 
due to the kinetics of the reaction pathway. The spike in outlet NO can be attributed to the 
processes occurring during the adsorption process (see Table 6.1). (1) Some NO is oxidized to 
NO2, which is then quickly adsorbed by the fresh sorbent. (2) The fast adsorption of SO2 and 
the plentiful free surface sites at early reaction times results in rapid ./-∗∗ production. The high 
availability of ./-∗∗ means that NO can adsorb efficiently via reaction 4. (3) As the sorbent 
saturates and the number of free active sites drops, the rate of reaction 4 drops because ./-∗∗ is 
now being produced at a slower rate. (4) At the same time, the rates of reactions 7 and 8, which 
produce NO, continue to increase as surface species produced earlier in the reaction pathway 
make their way through the reaction chain. (5) The O2 concentration also increases at the same 
time as NO, which is consistent with a decrease in the rate of reaction 4 and an increase in the 
rate of reaction 8. The NO2 concentration generally follows the behavior of NO due the 
oxidation reaction. The SO2 concentration in the outlet rises more gradually due to the more 
favorable adsorption kinetics and because it is not a product of any reaction. Therefore, the 
equivalent breakthrough times for the NOx species are mainly determined by the characteristic 
time of the reaction pathway leading to reactions 7 and 8 and due to the solids mixing that 
transports the surface species to the downstream end of the bed. 
 
 
Figure 6.4: Time-varying outlet mole fractions for batch adsorption in a GSVR. (a) Batch 
adsorption with a 2.27 kg bed mass. (b) Batch adsorption with a 5.38 kg bed mass. 
 
6.8.2  Direct Riser Comparison for a GSVR with sorbent recycle  
 
A GSVR with fresh sorbent feed and sorbent recycle is the most direct analogue to the riser 
reactor, which also included sorbent recycle. This particular case used a solids loading (2.27 
kg) that achieved very close values to the riser for the gas/solid contact time, the gas-to-solids 
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feed ratios, and the WHSV. Simulations of a GSVR with sorbent recycle were performed in the 
same manner as the GSVR without recycle, discussed in the next section. The results of the 
simulations, shown in Table 6.3, are similar to the riser results but were significantly worse 
than the GSVR case discussed later (with a 5.38 kg bed). The GSVR achieves slightly better 
removal of SO2, with 119 ppm-v in the outlet compared to 122 ppm-v for the riser. Removal of 
NO is significantly better, with the GSVR outlet gas containing only 84 ppm-v, compared to a 
value of 128 ppm-v for the riser.  
The similarity of the results for the riser and the GSVR direct comparison case is generally 
expected because of the similar solids loading relative to the gas flow rate, which implies that 
the space-time and WHSV are the same for the two reactors. Under these conditions, there are 
two main factors that allow the GSVR to achieve slightly better results. (1) Improved mass 
transfer implies that the reaction is more kinetically controlled in the GSVR. Mass-transfer 
effects are more prevalent in the riser and result in a lower apparent reaction rate. (2) The 
reactor-scale gas/solid contact in the GSVR is more efficient due to the dense bed and uniform 
gas flow. In the GSVR, both the particulate phase and the gas flow through the particulate 
phase are relatively uniform, helping to optimize gas/solid interactions and preventing gas 
bypass. In the riser, the vg is highest, and εs is lowest, near the centerline of the riser, which 
means that a large fraction of the gas flow (the core gas flow) does not interact with the 
significant portion of the solids that resides near the wall. For example, ~80% of the gas flow in 
the riser (located in the core of the riser at r < 0.8R) contains only ~60% of the solids, which 
implies that this portion of the gas will react at a slower rate than implied by the average flow 
rate and average εs. 
The GSVR compares favorably to the riser in the direct comparison, but this set of operational 
conditions is significantly suboptimal for the GSVR. More specifically, the solids loading in 
the GSVR can be two-to-three times larger than the amount used in the direct comparison case, 
which will allow for a similar increase in the space-time. This will allow the reaction to reach a 
higher conversion. One benefit of the GSVR is that the solids loading can be set independently 
of the gas flow rate, the recycle ratio, or the fresh sorbent feed rate, until the maximum mbed is 
reached for a given set of conditions. The primary penalty for increasing mbed in the GSVR is 
an increased ∆P and potentially a decrease in bed stability, particularly if mbed approaches the 
maximum stable mbed. This is not possible in the riser because the loading is completely 
determined by the gas and solids feed rates and momentum transfer between phases. The riser 
solids loading can be increased by decreasing the gas flow rate or increasing the recycle ratio, 
with the primary penalties being lower throughput or additional pressure drop, respectively. Of 
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course, there are complex, non-linear fluid dynamic effects that could be important when 
changing operational conditions.  
Because the direct comparison case represents suboptimal GSVR operation, the majority of the 
remaining discussion will focus on a more realistic solids loading for the GSVR (5.38 kg). This 
choice was not meant to represent the optimum conditions for adsorption. In a practical sense, 
the most important operational condition associated with the sorbent is the fresh sorbent feed 
rate because it is associated with the rate of regeneration. Having additional solids loading 
would represent a negligible cost relative to the regeneration and other operating costs. The 
higher-mass bed also makes for a more illustrative example because the bed is thicker and 
radial variations in the parameters are easier to present. The thicker bed also implies that any 
injection slot effects will be dampened more than for thinner beds.  
 
6.8.3 Adsorption in a GSVR with 5.38 kg bed and without sorbent recycle  
 
The adsorption process without sorbent recycle is the simplest continuous process that could be 
realistically implemented. Fresh sorbent is fed, spent sorbent is removed and regenerated, and 
then the regenerated sorbent is fed to the unit again. As presented in Table 6.2, the GSVR 
model without recycle shares many of the important processing conditions with the riser 
simulation. In the continuous operation cases, the only concern was the steady-state operation 
and performance of the unit. The steady-state condition was said to be reached when average 
species mole fractions were changing at a rate less than 0.01% per second, for both gas-phase 
and surface species.  
The gas-phase velocity, solids-phase velocity, solids volume fraction, and gas/solid slip 
velocity are all important operational characteristics of the GSVR. Simulation data for these 
parameters during steady-state operation are presented in Figure 6.5. The raw data were 
averaged over the cylindrical azimuthal coordinate and over 0.5 seconds of simulation time, 
resulting in time-averaged data that are a function of the radial position in the GSVR. The gas 
injection occurs at a radial position of 0.27 m; therefore, the net gas flow is effectively from 
right-to-left as presented in the graphs. This matches the orientation of the GSVR geometry as 
presented in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.5: Steady-state GSVR operational data for the 5.38 kg bed, single-pass case. (a) Gas 
(○) and solids (+) velocities as a function of radius. (b) Solids volume fraction (○: left axis) and 
gas/solid slip velocity (+: right axis) as a function of radius. 
 
Figure 6.5 (a) presents the magnitudes of vg and vs. Note that the solids bed is present between 
r = 0.175 and 0.27 m. The gas velocity is relatively high near the outer wall of the GSVR due to 
the high injection velocity, but vg decreases quickly due to momentum transfer to the bed and 
the large increase in available flow area. The vg is ~14 m/s at large radial values, ~11 m/s at the 
inner edge of the bed, and increases to near 22 m/s in the freeboard region as it flows to the 
outlet. As the gas moves across the bed, its velocity decreases further due to slowing of the 
tangential component as more momentum is transferred to the solids phase. The radial velocity 
(vg,r) increases due to the inward radial flow, but the increase is not enough to counteract the 
continued slowing of the tangential velocity (vg,θ). Once the gas flow exits the bed, vg increases 
in a manner that conserves angular momentum, i.e., vg·r is approximately constant (~1.9 m2/s in 
this case). The vs varies from ~13 m/s near the outer wall to ~9 m/s at the inner edge of the bed. 
Essentially all of the solids velocity magnitude comes from the tangential component, as should 
be the case in a stable bed. In the bulk of the bed away from the injection slots, the tangential 
velocities of the gas and solids phases are approximately equal, and the tangential vslip is 
typically less than 0.1 m/s. The solids velocities in this case equate to centrifugal accelerations 
of 460 and 725 m/s2 at radial positions of 0.175 and 0.27 m, respectively.  
Figure 6.5 (b) presents the average εs and vslip as a function of radius. The average εs in the 
majority of the bed is between 0.30 and 0.40, and h is between 0.08 and 0.10 m. The 
instantaneous εs in the bulk of the bed typically varied between 0.20 and 0.50. The gas/solid 
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slip velocity can be quite large in the vicinity of the injection slot, though in the bulk of the bed 
it varied between 6 and 7 m/s. Because vs,r is essentially zero, vslip and vg,r are approximately 
equal, and vslip increases between r = 0.25 m and r = 0.20 m due to the inward radial gas flow. 
The concentration-based convective gas/solid mass transfer coefficient (km,c) can be estimated 
using vslip and a common empirical relationship for the Sherwood number: .ℎ = 2.0 + 0.6 ∙
9EF/-	 ∙ .H/5, where 9EF	  is the particle-based Reynolds number and .I is the Schmidt number. 
Under the conditions studied in this work, the km,c values in the bed vary between 1.0 and 1.1 
m/s. The validity of this simplistic expression is questionable for a dense fluidized bed; 
however, it indicates the potentially large interphase mass- and heat-transfer coefficients that 
are achievable with a GSVR.  
 
Figure 6.6: GSVR data for the 5.38 kg bed, single-pass case. (a) Species mole fractions as a 
function of radius. (b) Instantaneous rate of reaction for all reactions as a function of radius.  
The mole fraction as a function of radius are presented in Figure 6.6 (a). The oxygen 
concentration is essentially constant because its mole fraction is at least one order of magnitude 
larger than the other species. Oxygen is also produced in reaction 8. The SO2 mole fraction 
decreases at the fastest rate due to its relatively fast adsorption (reaction 1). Because this is a 
continuous, steady-state process, NO is also able to be adsorbed immediately upon entering the 
reactor via reaction 4. The oxidation of NO to NO2 also contributes to the decrease in NO to a 
small degree. However, the oxidation of NO has a large effect on the NO2 concentration near 
the injection slots because of the low initial concentration of NO2. In the first 20 mm of bed, the 
oxidation of NO occurs at a faster rate than direct (reaction 2) or indirect (reaction 8) NO2 
adsorption and causes the initial increase in the NO2 mole fraction. Once the concentration of 
NO decreases sufficiently and its oxidation rate slows down, the adsorption of NO2 becomes 
dominant and its concentration decreases as the gas flows through the bed. The instantaneous 
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volumetric reaction rates as a function of radius are presented in Figure 6.6 (b) for the nine 
reactions. The reaction rates vary between approximately 0.01 and 10 mol/(m3reactor·s). This 
figure presents an instantaneous snapshot of the reaction rates, and the small undulations in the 
rates are due to variations in εs. The volume-weighted average rates of reactions 1 to 9 for the 
entire bed are approximately 3.0, 0.21, 0.58, 0.67, 0.43, 0.31, 0.12, 0.012, and 0.32 
mol/(m3reactor·s), respectively. 
The variation in reaction rates across the bed is solely due to changes in the reactant 
concentrations and local sorbent bulk density. The free surface site concentration does not 
affect the rates because it is approximately uniform. The free surface site fraction varies by 
approximately 0.2% between the solids feed and removal locations. This implies that the 
operating conditions and particle properties used in the simulation result in very efficient solids 
mixing within the bed. This is in agreement with qualitative observations from non-reacting 
flow experiments that showed a very dynamic particle behavior as the particle diameter 
decreased. If bed mixing was slow, a much larger variation in the free surface sites across the 
bed would have been observed. This also implies that the solids feed and removal locations 
have little effect on the overall efficiency of the unit. This was confirmed by switching the 
solids feed and removal locations in the simulation, which yielded similar results (not shown). 
The only surface species to vary significantly with position in the bed were ./-∗ and ./-∗∗, 
which both varied by approximately 30% across the bed.  
The instantaneous fields of εs and concentrations of SO2, NO, and NO2 are presented in Figure 
6.7. Although these present only snapshots of dynamic observables, the fields accurately 
represent the steady-state process operation. The field plots show the injection plumes and the 
effect they have on the concentration fields. The SO2 and NO concentrations generally decrease 
monotonically across the bed from the gas inlet to the freeboard region, as indicated in Figure 
6.7 (a). The NO2 concentration goes through a maximum due to the reasons discussed 
previously. One key aspect to note is the uniformity of the gas concentrations at the outlet of 
the bed and reactor. Although the injection effects cause large variations in the theta cylindrical 
coordinate, these effect are largely damped by the time the gas flow exits the bed. This means 
that the outlet gas composition will be stable, which is potentially important in view of 
downstream processes. A typical riser may have significant variations in the outlet composition 
due to natural fluctuations of the multiphase flow in the riser, which can be seen in the field 
plots presented by (Das et al., 2004a). 
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Figure 6.7: Instantaneous contour plots for the 5.38 kg bed, single-pass case. (a) solids volume 
fraction. (b) SO2 concentration, ppm-v. (c) NO concentration, ppm-v. (d) NO2 concentration, 
ppm-v. 
The composition of the outlet gas is summarized in Table 6.3, which provides the impurity 
mole fractions and removal efficiencies for the riser and other GSVR simulations. The GSVR 
with a 5.38 kg bed is calculated to be significantly more effective than the riser at removing 
SO2 and NOx. The large improvement in SO2 removal is primarily due to the larger space-time, 
160 instead of 68 kgsolids·s/mol in the direct comparison case, although more intimate gas/solid 
interaction in the GSVR also plays a role. The removal of NO and combined NOx is also more 
efficient in the GSVR, although the NO2 outlet concentration is nominally the same.  
 
Table 6.3: Comparison of SO2 and NOx removal for the riser and GSVR simulations 
  Outlet Gas Composition (ppm-v) 
   GSVR Simulations 
Species  Inlet Riser 
Direct riser comparison, 
2.27 kg 
5.38 kg bed mass 
 no recycle 
5.38 kg bed mass 
 with recycle 
SO2  1330 122 119 3.3 3.6 
NO  531 128 84 81 85 
NO2  10 28 29 29 30 
NOx  541 156 113 110 115 
O2  20 000 18795 19070 18952 18956 
SO2 Removal  90.8% 91.0% 99.7% 99.7% 
NO Removal 76% 84% 85% 85% 
NOx Removal 71 % 79% 80% 80% 
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The GSVR without recycle was also simulated using 70 µm particles, which is a similar 
diameter to that used in the riser simulations. The particle diameter generally affects the 
external (via Rep and the surface-to-volume ratio) and internal (via diffusion length) mass 
transfer coefficients, but it also affects bed stability in the GSVR due to differences in the drag-
to-centrifugal force ratio for particles of different diameters. However, the simulation with 
smaller particles yielded results similar to the 200 µm case, but the removal rates are slightly 
higher. There are two reasons for the mostly similar results: (1) the intraparticle mass transfer 
resistance was assumed to be negligible in the simulations, and (2) the reactions are mainly 
kinetically controlled in the GSVR, which means that the external mass transfer coefficient and 
particle surface-to-volume ratio have a minimal effect on the net adsorption rate.  
 
6.8.4 Adsorption in a GSVR with 5.38 kg bed and sorbent recycle 
 
Simulations of a GSVR with sorbent recycled and a 5.38 kg bed were performed, and the 
results were nominally the same as the GSVR case with only fresh sorbent feeding. The results 
are summarized in Table 6.3. Fundamental operational differences mean that external recycling 
in a GSVR has little effect on its performance, even though recycling can play a major role in 
the performance of a riser.  
In a riser, recycling of the solids serves two purposes. First, it allows for solids at the top of the 
riser to be reintroduced at the bottom. In general, vertical solids mixing is limited in a riser 
because the gas flow rate is chosen such that particles are generally carried through the unit. 
Therefore, solids have little ability to flow downwards, opposite the net gas flow, from the top 
to the bottom of the riser, i.e., internal recycling is minimal. Second, and more important, 
recycle in a riser is the only way to alter the solids loading and solids residence time, defined as 
the solids loading divided by the regenerated sorbent feed rate, in a riser for a constant gas flow 
rate and regeneration rate. For a constant gas inlet velocity, the average amount of solids 
present in the riser will depend mainly on the solids feed rate. The time it takes a particle in a 
riser to travel from the inlet to the outlet (the single-pass solids residence time) is primarily 
determined by the gas flow rate because the particles are, on average, carried by the flow at a 
velocity slightly less than the velocity of the gas. The axial vslip was between 0.3 and 0.4 m/s for 
the comparison riser. However, the solids residence time in the riser can be changed by 
implementing recycling in the process. Recycling allows the solids loading in the riser to be 
increased, which essentially equates to increasing the solids volume fraction (solids loading). 
For example, implementing a recycle ratio of 3, as in this case, allows the solids flux to be 
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increased from 0.54 kg/m2·s (for fresh sorbent only) to 2.12 kg/m2·s (with recycle). The result 
is a much higher total solids flux with approximately the same vs. For a constant vg, the 
additional solids loading will increase the pressure drop across the riser. Additionally, complex 
hydrodynamics may cause the vs field to change as εs increases in the riser, but this is effect 
should be relatively small until εs increases significantly and is of secondary importance to the 
effect of the gas flow rate.  
However, the solids loading in the GSVR can be set independently of the gas flow rate as long 
as the unit is operated below the maximum mbed. The solids loading is completely determined 
by the initial mass loaded into the unit and the active feed and removal rates. As mentioned 
earlier, the GSVR also has an effective internal recycling mechanism in the form of efficient 
solids mixing in the bed. The external recycle loop in the GSVR provides little benefit and only 
has a minor effect on the bulk observables. The recycling can actually be detrimental to the 
stable operation of the GSVR because the recycling introduces additional momentum losses. 
The recycled mass has to be both slowed down when removed and accelerated when injected 
into the unit, which results in a decrease in the vs. A lower vs results in less centrifugal force 
available to counteract drag and results in a less stable bed. 
 
6.9  Process Intensification  
 
One of the main benefits of the GSVR is its potential ability to intensify processes. Process 
intensification through the use of a GSVR can be generated via reduction in the reactor volume 
or via increased volumetric production/consumption rates. The reduction in reactor volume 
stems from the ability to operate with a higher εs and/or increased reaction rates. The increase 
in the production/consumption rate can have different origins: (1) more efficient mass transfer 
may allow the net reaction rate to increase, (2) more efficient heat transfer may allow for higher 
reaction rates because the temperature can be controlled more effectively or the heat dissipated 
from the solids more efficiently, and (3) a more uniform flow pattern may result in more 
efficient reactor-scale gas/solid contact and less gas bypass. There is also an indirect way in 
which the GSVR technology may result in intensification. The increased mass/heat transfer 
may allow for new catalysts to be designed that will take advantage of these properties. 
Currently, mass-transfer-limited or heat-production-limited processes provide little incentive 
for the development of new and more active catalysts for use in these processes.  
The process intensification potential of the GSVR was determined through a comparison with 
the riser. The removal efficiencies for the riser and GSVR in terms of solids loading, reactor 
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volume, and other key operational properties are provided in Table 6.4. The mass transfer 
coefficients were determined using the aforementioned Sherwood number correlation. The 
GSVR with the 2.27 kg bed was determined to provide approximately equivalent SO2 removal 
and a 10% improvement in NOx removal, regardless of whether the comparison was based on 
the solids fed to the reactor or the solids loading. The GSVR displayed a 10 – 12% 
improvement in the removal of contaminants based on the amount of fresh sorbent fed to the 
reactor. The reason why the NOx removal efficiency does not increase substantially with the 
larger mbed can be attributed to the fact that adsorbed NOx is displaced by SO2 (i.e., reaction 7) 
and converted from a surface species to a gas-phase species. On the basis of removal per 
reactor volume, all GSVR cases provide a large degree of intensification due to the high εs, and 
intensification factors were between 100 and 120 times the removal efficiencies in the riser. 
The process intensification stems from (1) the increased solids volume fraction, (2) the 
increased mass transfer rates, and (3) the more uniform reactor-scale gas/solid contact. The 
primary fundamental disadvantage of the GSVR is the increased pressure drop, which was 
approximately 20 times larger than in the comparable riser. The high ∆P is mainly attributed to 
the high centrifugal forces that increase the effective weight of the bed, though the high εs also 
plays a role. In high-pressure processes, the pressure drop should pose less of an operational 
and economic challenge. 
 
Table 6.4: Process intensification summary. 
  GSVR Simulations 
Removal Efficiency  Riser 
direct riser 
comparison delta 
5.3 kg bed w/o 
recycle delta 
SO2 [mol/kgsolids] a 0.21 0.21 0.5% 0.23 10% 
NOx [mol/kgsolids] a 0.066 0.073 11% 0.074 12% 
      
SO2 [mol/m3reactor·s]  0.0086 0.93 ~110x 1.02 ~120x 
NOx [mol/m3reactor·s] 0.0027 0.33 ~120x 0.33 ~120x 
      
Other Parameters      
Volume (m3) 24.2 0.23 b ~105x 0.23 b ~105x 
Mass transfer coefficient (m/s) 0.06 – 0.12 1.0 – 1.1  1.0 – 1.1  
Slip velocity (m/s) 0.2 – 0.5 6 – 7  6 – 7  
Bed pressure drop (kPa) ~0.4 ~9  ~17  
(a) Defined as the moles adsorbed per second divided by the fresh sorbent feed rate to the reactors 
(b) GSVR volume multiplied by ~10 to achieve the same gas flow rate as the riser 
 
The GSVR shows a small ability to intensify the process based on the solids loading and the 
amount of solids fed to the reactor; however, this is a non-ideal case for showcasing the 
potential abilities of the GSVR. The reaction rates in the SNAP are mostly controlled by the 
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intrinsic kinetics, and changes in the mass-transfer properties appear to have only a small effect 
on the net reaction rates. The volumetric impurity removal rate in the GSVR falls 
approximately within the “window of reality” for industrial processes, defined by Weisz (1982) 
to be approximately 1 to 10 mol/(m3reactor·s) and is significantly larger than in the riser. To fully 
exploit the benefits of the GSVR, one needs to examine a test case in which mass- or heat-
transfer limitations play a significant role. In this example, if the desired removal efficiency 
was very high, e.g. 99.99%, the GSVR would likely provide an even larger advantage over the 
riser as the impurity concentrations and reaction rates decreased and mass transfer limitations 
became much more important to the impurity removal rate. Although some clear advantages 
are implied in this adsorption case study, not all processes will benefit from a GSVR. Future 





A gas/solid vortex reactor was simulated under both reacting and non-reacting flow conditions. 
The Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model showed the ability to reproduce the bulk behavior of 
non-reacting flows, though the fine detail observed in the experiments could not be captured. 
Systematic deviations were also observed in the predicted ∆P, which indicates that ∆P from the 
computational model depends too strongly on εs and/or the mbed. New drag models may need to 
be derived to accurately describe the behavior of dense beds in strong centrifugal fields, 
especially when the meso-scale phenomena cannot be accounted for explicitly, as is the case 
when using the two-fluid model. It is reasonable to expect that particle clustering and other 
meso-scale effects will differ when operating in a force field that is ~50 times the force of 
gravity. Despite the deficiencies, a reasonable degree of accuracy was achieved, and proof-of-
principle reacting-flow calculations were performed for the SO2/NOx adsorption process. This 
work represents one of the first reacting flow calculations for gas/solid vortex reactors. These 
relatively mainstream CFD calculations can be used as an effective screening mechanism when 
searching for processes that may benefit from the increased heat and mass transfer provided by 
the GSVR. Screening of processes is particularly important for guiding experimental research 
efforts aimed at performing bench-scale reacting-flow experiments. 
The GSVR is predicted to be at least as effective as the riser in removing contaminants from a 
gas stream in the SNAP. For the direct comparison case, the GSVR achieved a similar degree 
of SO2 removal and a ~10% increase in the NOx removal efficiency based on the amount of 
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solids fed to the reactor. When the sorbent mbed was increase from 2.27 kg to 5.38 kg, the 
removal efficiency for SO2 increase by ~10%, whereas the removal efficiency for NOx only 
increased by a small amount based on the solids fed to the reactor. The volumetric process 
intensification provided by the GSVR was approximately 100 – 120 times the riser efficiency 
per unit volume of reactor. The large degree of volumetric intensification is mainly attributed to 
the high εs in the GSVR. The primary fundamental disadvantage observed in the simulation is 
the large ∆P in the GSVR, though this effect may be able to be mitigated with the appropriate 
choice of the application. The GSVR continues to show promise as an industrial reactor, but 
significantly more effort is needed to determine the target processes that may benefit most from 
the unique attributes of the technology. Continued computational investigation of reacting 
flows and bench-scale, reacting-flow experimental set-ups that can provide data for direct 
validation of the computational models are both very important research paths needed to more 
rigorously evaluate the gas/solid vortex reactor concept.  
 
6.11 Supporting information 
Justification for rate coefficient adjustment of reaction 5; additional details associated with the 
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The present work provides a better understanding of the hydrodynamics over a wide range of 
operating conditions in a cold-flow GSVR. Experimental research was performed at 40 
different operating conditions. The influence of the gas injection velocity, the particle 
diameter and the solid density on the bed stability, the bed uniformity, the maximum solids 
capacity, the fluidization behavior, the particle velocity and the pressure profile in the GSVR 
was studied visually, but also using pressure sensors, electronic balances and performing PIV. 
Finally a CFD code was used to assess the advantages of the potential application of this 
technology to industrial processes, such as the SO2/NOx adsorption process. 
The results of the study show that each of the investigated operating conditions has a 
significant effect on both the bed stability and the maximum solids capacity. With varying 
solid density for a given particle diameter and for the lowest gas injection velocity studied, i.e. 
55 m/s, the bed behavior evolves from a fully stable bed of High Density Poly-Ethylene 
(HDPE) particles with a solid density of 950 kg/m3 over a (semi−) stable bed of Poly-
Carbonate (PC) particles with a solid density of 1240 kg/m3 to a completely unstable bed of 
PolyVinylidene-Fluoride (PVDF) particles with a solid density of 1780 kg/m3. The maximum 
solids capacity of the GSVR is observed to increase more than proportionally with increasing 
solid density. The bed instabilities caused by the use of material with higher solid density are 
overcome by increasing the gas injection velocity. At a sufficiently high gas injection 
velocity, even a bed with particles of a high solid density can become fully stable. An 
interesting observation is that, once a fully stable bed is attained, the maximum solids 
capacity of the bed becomes independent of a further increase of the gas injection velocity. 
Although for a material with a given solid density, a varying particle diameter influences the 
bed behavior, this effect is less pronounced as compared to a varying solid density for a given 
particle diameter. When increasing the particle diameter the maximum solids capacity 
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increases, while the bed stability deteriorates. Once again, it can be concluded that these bed 
instabilities can be overcome by further increasing the gas injection velocity.  
Experiments on stable or semi-stable beds show that the operating conditions have a 
significant effect on the bed fluidization as well as on the azimuthal particle velocity. A stable 
bubbling fluidized bed is observed when using HDPE 1 mm diameter particles. As a 
consequence, fluctuations at the edge of the bed where the bubbles burst out are recorded and 
thus the edge of the bed is not clearly defined. By increasing the particle diameter to 1.5 mm 
the bubbles in the bed are reduced. With 2 mm particles a densely fluidized and smoothly 
rotating bed with very few bubbles is observed. The edge of the bed becomes quite sharp. The 
limited number of bubbles observed with HDPE (950 kg/m3) 2 mm diameter particles 
becomes even less by using PC (1240 kg/m3) 2 mm diameter particles. The bubbles almost 
diminish with PVDF (1780 kg/m3) 2 mm diameter particles. When increasing the bed mass, 
the bed changes from a dense fluidized, smoothly rotating bed with a sharp edge, to a 
bubbling bed with intense fluctuations at the edge of the bed. The azimuthal particle velocity 
decreases with increasing bed mass, as expected assuming the same amount of momentum 
transfer to the solids. Given that higher particle diameter or solid density results in higher 
maximum solids capacity, the azimuthal particle velocity decreases with increasing particle 
diameter or solid density. The critical minimum fluidization velocity for a rotating fluidized 
bed has been calculated. For all studied operating conditions the superficial gas velocities are 
found to be higher than the corresponding critical minimum fluidization velocities. Therefore, 
in all experiments completely fluidized beds are obtained, as verified by solids fraction 
estimations. The results for all operating conditions are presented in terms of dimensionless 
groups that are usually utilized for conventional fluidized beds. At maximum solids capacity a 
force balance at the inner edge of the bed and at the top of the GSVR where particles start 
being entrained by the gas allows to calculate azimuthal velocities which deviate less than 
20% from the measured azimuthal particle velocity at the inner edge of the bed close to the 
bottom of the reactor.  
The influence of gas injection velocity, solid density and particle diameter on the pressure 
drop over the bed in the GSVR was studied. Radial pressure profiles were obtained for 
particle-free flow and for particulate flow with limited solids capacities of 2 kg, 3 kg and 4 kg, 
as well as with the respective maximum solids capacity. For particle-free flow, the radial 
momentum equation reduces to the cyclostrophic balance, as the azimuthal to radial velocity 
component ratio is sufficiently high. The azimuthal gas velocity near the circumferential wall 
is calculated using the cyclostrophic balance and the measured particle-free pressure profile 
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and is in good agreement with the injection velocity, as expected. When particles are 
introduced in the reactor, the gas transfers a considerable amount of its momentum to the 
particles to make them rotate and to balance the particle momentum losses due to friction. As 
a result, the azimuthal gas velocity magnitude decreases by an order of magnitude resulting in 
an overall significantly lower pressure drop in the GSVR, due to the cyclostrophic balance. 
When increasing the bed mass, the total pressure drop over the bed is observed to increase. A 
smaller particle diameter leads to increased total gas-particle interface and thus higher 
pressure drop. Increasing the solid density mainly results in lower solids volume fraction and, 
hence, lower pressure drop over the bed. Using measured azimuthal particle velocity profiles 
the radial momentum balance in the solids phase has been applied. Comparing the different 
contributions to the solids radial momentum balance, the turbulent drag contribution and the 
solids centrifugal contribution were found to be dominant. The calculated and measured 
pressure profiles over the bed are in very good agreement with less than 10% deviation. It is 
found that over a wide range of gas flow rates and for different particle densities and 
diameters, the radial pressure profile can be approximately described by: (p−pi)/(po−pi) = 
(r−ri)/( ro −ri). 
A GSVR is simulated under both reacting and non-reacting flow conditions. The bulk 
behavior of non-reacting flows is reproduced by a 2D Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model, 
even though the fine details observed in the experiments could not be captured. Systematic 
deviations are also observed in the predicted pressure drop over the bed, which indicates that 
the computed values depend too strongly on the solids volume fraction and/or the bed mass. 
New drag models may need to be derived to accurately describe the behavior of dense beds in 
strong centrifugal fields, especially when the meso-scale phenomena cannot be accounted for 
explicitly, as is the case when using the two-fluid model. It is reasonable to expect that 
particle clustering and other meso-scale effects will differ when operating in a force field that 
can up to about 50 times the force of gravity. Despite the deficiencies, a reasonable degree of 
accuracy is achieved, and proof-of-principle reacting-flow calculations were performed for 
the SO2/NOx Adsorption Process (SNAP). This work represents one of the first reacting flow 
calculations for the GSVR. These relatively mainstream CFD calculations can be used as an 
effective screening mechanism when searching for processes that may benefit from the 
increased heat and mass transfer provided by the GSVR. Screening of processes is 
particularly important for guiding experimental research efforts aimed at performing bench-
scale reacting-flow experiments. 
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The GSVR is predicted to be at least as effective as a riser in removing contaminants from a 
gas stream in the SNAP. More specifically, in the GSVR a similar degree of SO2 removal and 
a ~10% increase in the NOx removal efficiency, based on the gas-to-total-solids fed ratio, is 
achieved as compared to the riser reactor. When the sorbent bed mass is increased from 2.27 
kg to 5.38 kg, the removal efficiency for SO2 increases by ~10%, whereas the removal 
efficiency for NOx based on the gas-to-total-solids fed to the reactor increases only by a small 
amount. The volumetric process intensification provided by the GSVR is approximately 100 – 
120 times the riser efficiency per unit volume of reactor. The large degree of volumetric 
intensification is mainly attributed to the high solids volume fraction in the GSVR. The 
primary fundamental disadvantage observed in the simulation is the large pressure drop over 
the bed in the GSVR, even though this effect can be mitigated with the appropriate choice of 
the application.  
 
7.2.  Future work 
 
The GSVR is promising as an industrial reactor, but significantly more effort is needed to 
investigate the hydrodynamic behavior, the heat and mass transfer enhancement possibility 
and the reacting flow characteristics, as well as to determine the target processes that can 
benefit most from the unique attributes of the technology. Further research is still required in 
order to fully understand the rotating fluidized bed. The azimuthal bed uniformity should be 
examined. PIV experiments together with pressure measurements at different gas injection 
velocities, using various particle diameters and densities are suggested. Experiments at 
horizontal axis configuration and at various azimuthal angles and especially at θ = 180o (top 
of the reactor), where particle fall-out is observed, should be performed and results should be 
compared with the currently obtained data at θ = -35o. These experiments would help to 
develop a model which will allow the complete velocity profiles prediction in a GSVR, while 
it will be very useful for validation of numerical results. 
In the present thesis the set-up is placed with a horizontal axis of rotation, with the reactor 
chamber vertically oriented. In such a position, the influence of gravity is obvious and very 
clearly pronounced at the top of the reactor. The influence of gravity is largely affecting the 
bed stability and mainly the uniformity of the bed in azimuthal direction. It would be very 
interesting as a next step to position the reactor body horizontally, i.e. in a vertical axis of 
symmetry, such that gravity will not affect the azimuthal uniformity of the bed but maybe the 
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axial uniformity. Obtaining solids velocity and pressure profiles in this configuration would 
be of a great importance can give new insight into the flow characteristics. 
Furthermore, in the present cold-flow set-up the studies of particle free flow are very limited 
and mainly focused on pressure profiles. It would be very useful to study also the gas 
velocities, by modifying the present PIV and introducing tracer particles. The obtained 
velocity profiles would be of great importance to validate the cyclostrophic balance inside the 
reactor chamber for particle-free flow. 
In the presented study, 2D Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations are performed. 
As 2D simulations are by default unable to predict several phenomena and provide merely 
partial information, 3D simulations are of major importance to fully understand the bed 
behavior. With CFD simulations both particulate and particle free flow can be fully 
investigated. 
Studies of a Vortex Reactor (VR) should not only be limited to cold-flow or to gas-solid 
flows. Heat and mass transfer enhancement should be experimentally quantified to finally 
show the potentials of VRs for process intensification. The possibility and performance of 
introducing a dispersed liquid phase instead of particles should be also examined by adjusting 
the present set-up or building a new one. Furthermore, with the potential of such a 
technology, it would be very interesting to study gas-solid-liquid flows. These studies will 
broaden the range of possible applications that can benefit from the use of VRs. 
Continued computational investigation of reacting-flow experimental set-ups that can provide 
data for direct validation of the computational models is a very important research path 
needed to more rigorously evaluate the GSVR concept. In the presented thesis, a potential 
application of a GSVR, namely SNAP, is computationally studied. This application as well as 
other applications, such as pyrolysis and gasification of biomass can be experimentally 
studied to demonstrate that this technology is advanced in comparison with the existing and 
traditional technologies.  
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Appendix B – Particle terminal velocity   
 
Particle terminal velocity in GFB 
The particle terminal velocity in a GFB is calculated based on the balance between gravity, 

















Terminal velocities, m/s 1 mm 1.5 mm 2 mm 
HDPE - 950 kg/m3 3.8 5.3 6.7 
PC  - 1240 kg/m3 4.4 - 7.8 
PVDF  - 1780 kg/m3 5.5 7.8 9.4 
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Particle terminal velocity in GSVR 
The particle terminal velocity in a GSVR is calculated based on the balance between 











Table B.2. GSVR terminal velocities of the particles used. 
 
 
Terminal velocities, m/s HDPE 1 mm HDPE 2 mm PC 2 mm PVDF 2 mm 
vg,inj = 55m/s 15.7 16.4 
vg,inj = 70m/s 19 20.4 16.3 
vg,inj = 100m/s 27.1 30.1 24.5 20.6 
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Appendix C - Reynolds and Stokes number   
 
Reynolds and Stokes numbers 
Three Reynolds numbers, Re, Reinj, Revs, and three Stokes numbers, St, Stinj, Stvs, are 
calculated respectively based on three different velocities, i.e. superficial gas velocity, vg, gas 
injection velocity vg,inj, and solids velocity, vs, as measured by PIV. They are presented in 
Table C.1. The Reynolds numbers are calculated using the particle diameter as the 
characteristic length, as commonly done in fluidized beds. However, given the geometrical 
characteristics and the way the gas is injected in the Vortex Reactor, the slot height could also 
be used as characteristic length. Given that the slot height (Io=0.002 m) and particle diameter 
(dp=0.001-0.002 m) values are of the same order of magnitude in the present thesis, the order 















Table C.1. Typical values and dimensionless groups for the gas-solid flow in the GSVR 
Solids density kg/m3 950 950 950 950 950 950 1240 1240 1780 
dp mm 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
vg,inj m/s 55 70 100 55 70 100 70 100 100 
Gf m3/s 0.40 0.50 0.72 0.40 0.50 0.72 0.50 0.72 0.72 
Mbed kg 3.41 4 4.1 4.8 5.3 5.3 3.4 5.7 8.4 
vg m/s 2.34 2.97 4.25 2.34 2.97 4.25 2.97 4.25 4.25 
vs m/s 6.5 7.5 10 4.2 5 7 3.5 5 3.5 
Re - 158 201 288 317 403 576 403 576 576 
Reinj - 3728 4744 6778 7456 9489 13556 9489 13556 13556 
Revs - 442 510 681 572 681 953 476 681 476 
St - 13 16 23 51 65 92 84 120 173 
Stinj - 299 380 543 1195 1520 2172 1984 2835 4070 
Stvs - 35 41 54 91 109 152 99 142 142 
Total Number  
of particles 
 million 
particles 6.9 8.0 8.2 1.2 1.3 1.3 0.7 1.1 1.1 
 
Smaller Stokes numbers represent better tracing accuracy; for St>>1, particles will detach 
from a flow especially where the flow decelerates abruptly. For St<<1 particles follow fluid 
streamlines closely. If St<<0.1 tracing accuracy errors are below 1.  
